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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is concerned with experimentally obtained full field temperature distributions 

at the interface between chip and tool – the tool rake face – for the machining of Ti6Al4V and 

Inconel 718. As part of the work presented herein, temperature distributions at the chip-tool 

interface were obtained using a novel technique, near infrared thermography, which provides high 

accuracy for the target temperature range above 1250 K. During the study, transparent yttrium 

aluminum garnet (YAG) tools were used to provide an optical path to the chip-tool interface. The 

YAG tool wear behavior was characterized using optical profilometry. Additionally, the YAG 

tools were coated with a nanometric layer of an anti-friction material, titanium nitride (TiN). The 

performance of the coated tool was evaluated in terms of temperature and wear characteristics. 

Modeling was performed to justify the methodology adopted to infer chip-tool temperature 

distribution from the temperature directly measured at the interface between the TiN coating and 

the YAG tool. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Manufacturing 

Both the technical as well as the economic aspects of manufacturing processes are 

important. Manufacturing has traditionally been considered one of the pillars of the economy of 

the United States [1]. After recent economic downturn, manufacturing is experiencing re-growth, 

and competition against the so called “cheap manufacturing countries” such as Brazil, India and 

China is once again fierce. However, innovation in this field must continue in order to gain 

competitive advantage. A branch of manufacturing where there is room for improvement is metal 

machining. As an illustration, titanium and nickel super alloys, widely used in the aerospace 

industry, represent bottlenecks in manufacturing processes because these materials are very 

difficult to machine. As a consequence, finite element (FE) simulations have been used to find the 

best machining parameters that result in process optimization [2]. These FE simulations are based 

on semi-empirical models and have been validated only with cutting forces and chip thickness 

measurements [3, 4], and thus their accuracy is questionable. In order to validate FE models 

appropriately, detailed information of the flow stress and failure modes of the work and tool 

materials under the extreme strains, strain rates, and temperatures typical of metal cutting 

operations is needed [5]. The temperature of the chip-tool interface is particularly important 

because it is this temperature that is responsible for tool wear [6, 7]. In spite of its importance, 

accurate determination of the temperature of this interface has remained one of the most elusive 

tasks [8, 9]. 

With the above in mind, this thesis is concerned with experimentally obtained full field 

temperature distributions at the interface between chip and tool – the tool rake face – for the 
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machining of Ti6Al4V and Inconel 718. As part of the work presented herein, temperature 

distributions at the chip-tool interface were obtained using a novel technique, near infrared 

thermography, which, as has been shown in [2, 10], provides high accuracy for the target 

temperature range above 1250 K. During the study, transparent yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) 

tools were used to provide an optical path to the chip-tool interface. The YAG tool performance 

as a potential cutting tool material for industrial applications was characterized using optical 

profilometry. 

While the work mentioned above provided data previously unavailable, it left some 

fundamental questions unanswered. Will the use of YAG to enable the direct observation of the 

chip-tool interface in lieu of the typical cutting tool materials utilized in industry introduce an 

inherently different chip-tool contact condition, and rake face temperature? If an industrial cutting 

tool material is used, how different would the temperature readings be? As a unique contribution 

of the present work, and to address these questions, the use of optically transparent YAG tools 

coated with a nanometric layer of an industrial wear resistant material is outlined. An attempt to 

produce such coated tools, and perform measurements of the chip-tool temperature is described in 

this thesis. 

The present thesis aims at using thermography as a tool to capture the temperature 

distribution at the chip-tool interface, when cutting metals with a potential industrial cutting tool 

material – YAG – and YAG coated with industrial wear resistant coatings, thus closing knowledge 

gaps expressed in [8, 9].
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Machining 

Machining (cutting) is the removal of material, by a hard wedge-shaped tool from the bulk 

of a softer workpiece by a process that primarily involves plastic shear over a narrow zone called 

the shear plane. This zone divides the removed layer (chip) from the remainder (bulk) of the work 

material. The geometry of deformation in two-dimensional (2-D) orthogonal cutting is completely 

determined by the orientation of this shear plane. A secondary zone of plastic deformation prevails 

in the region where the chip slides over the tool (the rake face), and a third zone may be present 

within the bulk near the tool cutting edge on the side of the tool that faces the newly exposed 

surface (the flank face). Many variants to this idealized process exist such as rounded cutting 

edges, control of the chip flow or chip-tool contact length; but generally speaking, all machining 

processes have two common features – plastic shear over a narrow zone and friction at the chip-

tool interface. 

The term orthogonal cutting refers to the special case of machining where the cutting 

velocity is perpendicular to the cutting edge. If the deformation is two-dimensional, i.e., plane 

strain, then this configuration is called 2-D orthogonal cutting. In 2-D orthogonal cutting, there is 

no plastic deformation along the width of the chip. The velocities and forces in 2-D orthogonal 

cutting can be described using a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.  A three-

dimensional coordinate system is needed to describe the mechanics of oblique cutting operations 

like milling, turning and drilling.  
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Schematics of an ideal 2-D orthogonal cutting process showing the primary shear plane, 

and the tool rake and flank faces are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The 2-D orthogonal cutting 

model provides a simple framework for relating the cutting forces to the geometry of the 

deformation. Because orthogonal cutting captures the fundamental plastic shear and friction 

processes involved in all machining operations, while avoiding the geometrical complications 

associated with a 3-D state of strain, it constitutes a convenient arrangement for the scientific study 

of machining. A good approximation to the ideal 2-D orthogonal cutting arrangement depicted in 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 will be adopted to conduct the experiments proposed herein. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the 2-D orthogonal cutting. Positive rake angle α shown. 
 

 

Figure 2. Schematic of the 2-D orthogonal cutting. Workpiece of initial length 𝑙𝑜 and initial 
width 𝑤𝑜. The tool advances at velocity 𝑉 with respect to the workpiece to remove a layer of 

depth 𝑡𝑜. In this configuration, there is no strain in the direction parallel to 𝑤𝑜. 

V 
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The idealizations made in this model are: 

1. The tool cutting edge is a perfect straight line segment and is wider than the workpiece. 

2. A perfect plane surface is created as the tool makes its way along the workpiece. 

3. There is no tool and workpiece contact along the flank face (Figure 1). That is, there is no 

land area on this face that rubs against the newly generated workpiece surface. 

4. The tool moves at a constant rate with respect to the workpiece. 

5. The chip forms as a continuous ribbon with no flow to either side of the workpiece (plane 

strain). 

6. The chip flow velocity is the same throughout its thickness. 

7. No built-up edge is formed on the tool rake face. 

8. The depth and width of cut are constant throughout the length of the cut. 

9. Chip formation occurs by a process of concentrated plastic shear along an infinitesimally 

thin zone (primary shear zone or shear plane). The shear plane extends from the location 

of the cutting edge to the back of the chip/workpiece surface as shown in Figure 1. 

10. The shear stress along the shear plane is uniform. 

11. The rake face is a perfect plane where material flows without constraint other than that due 

to friction along this contact. 

12. The plastic flow zone along the chip-tool contact (secondary shear zone) is thin. The 

friction condition along the rake face is described by the ratio of friction force to normal 

force (the friction coefficient). 

The last assumption constitutes one of the weakest points in the 2-D orthogonal cutting 

model. The chip usually undergoes a large amount of plastic flow at the contact with the tool rake 

face. That is, secondary shear is the rule, rather than the exception. The frictional condition at the 
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chip-tool contact is complex rather than a simple mean value, as assumed by the model. The same 

applies to the stresses involved. As a consequence, the mass particles that constitute the chip move 

at different velocities in the vicinity of this contact, resulting in a velocity gradient, at and near the 

secondary deformation zone. However, deviations from the conditions of the orthogonal cutting 

model may also be important to the fundamentals of cutting. A non-ideal orthogonal cutting 

arrangement where chip-tool friction is significant will, presumably, produce a temperature field 

at this interface that is akin to those of real machining operations. Since capturing this temperature 

field is the purpose of this thesis, a severe chip-tool friction condition is convenient. 

Figure 1 also shows the kinematic and force relationships in 2-D orthogonal cutting, 

attributed to Merchant, 1944 [11]. The tool moves with a constant velocity V with respect to the 

workpiece (the machining velocity). The chip flows at a constant velocity Vc along the tool rake 

face after being sheared at the shear plane. If f is the undeformed chip thickness and fc is the chip 

thickness, then Vc = (f/fc)V. The ratio f/fc is the cutting ratio. The tool exerts a resultant force F0 on 

the workpiece. This resultant force can be resolved into two mutually perpendicular directions in 

various ways as shown in Figure 1. The different components are useful for characterizing and 

analyzing the mechanics of cutting. The orientation of the shear plane is given by the shear angle 

φ (Figure 1). Since φ completely determines the geometry of the deformation zone, its prediction 

has been an important consideration in machining analysis. With the aid of Figure 1 the various 

force components as well as the friction coefficient μ can be written as: 

 𝐹𝑠 = 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 =  𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 − 𝐹𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑. (2.1) 

 𝐹𝑛𝑠 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 =  𝐹𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 + 𝐹𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑. (2.2) 

 𝐹𝑓 = 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 =  𝐹𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝐹𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼. (2.3) 

 𝐹𝑛𝑓 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 =  𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 𝐹𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 . (2.4) 
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 µ = 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 =
𝐹𝑓

𝐹𝑛𝑓
. (2.5) 

To apply equations. 2.1 to 2.5 one needs the force components 𝐹𝑐 (cutting force) and 𝐹𝑡 

(thrust force), the shear angle φ, and the rake angle α. The forces 𝐹𝑐 and 𝐹𝑡 can be measured with 

a dynamometer and α can be readily obtained from the geometry of the tool and tool holder. The 

shear angle can be obtained from a photomicrograph of the cutting process. Alternatively, φ can 

be estimated from chip thickness measurement, based on the fact that the work material volume 

remains constant during chip formation [12], or: 

 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑜 = 𝑡𝑐𝑤𝑐𝑙𝑐 (2.6) 

where 𝑡𝑜 , 𝑤𝑜 , and 𝑙𝑜 are the depth of cut, width of cut, and length of cut prior to cutting respectively 

and 𝑡𝑐 , 𝑤𝑐, and 𝑙𝑐 are the corresponding measurements made on the chip after cutting (Figure 2). 

For plane strain deformation, as in 2-D orthogonal cutting, 𝑤𝑜 = 𝑤𝑐. The cutting ratio r is then 

given by:  

  𝑟 =
𝑡𝑜

𝑡𝑐
=

𝑙𝑐

𝑙𝑜
. (2.7) 

Hence, the shear angle is given by [12]: 

 𝜑 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1
𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

1 − 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
. (2.8) 

From the volume constancy, the chip velocity with respect to the rake face 𝑉𝑐 is 𝑟𝑉. Thus, using 

Equation 2.8: 

 𝑉𝑐 = 𝑟𝑉 =
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

cos (𝜑 − 𝛼)
𝑉. (2.9) 

The shear velocity can also be expressed in terms of the machining velocity as [12]: 

 𝑉𝑠 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

cos (𝜑 − 𝛼)
𝑉. (2.10) 
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The shear strain 𝛾 at the shear plane is estimated as [12]: 

 𝛾 = tan(𝜑 − 𝛼) + 𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜑. (2.11) 

 

The total energy in 2D-orthogonal cutting is consumed in four ways: 

1. As shear energy on the shear plane. 

2. As friction energy on the rake face. 

3. As surface energy due to the formation of new surfaces. 

4. As momentum energy due to the momentum change of the work material as it crosses the 

shear plane. 

The surface and momentum energies are usually negligible [12]. The specific cutting 

energy (𝑈  = cutting energy per unit volume removed) is the sum of the specific shear energy (𝑈𝑠= 

shear energy per unit volume) and the specific friction energy (𝑈𝑓  = friction energy per unit 

volume). Since power is delivered by 𝐹𝑐, 𝑈 is also given by: 

 𝑈 =
𝐹𝑐

𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑜
. (2.12) 

The specific shear energy is given by: 

 𝑈𝑠 =
𝐹𝑠 𝛾 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑜
. (2.13) 

The specific friction energy is given by: 

 𝑈𝑓 =
𝐹𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑜 cos (𝜑 − 𝛼)
. (2.14) 

 

The specific power delivered by the cutting tool is dU/dt, where t is time. Hence, the 

specific shear power is dUs/dt, and the specific friction power is dUf/dt. The specific powers times 

the volume of material removed equal: 
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(i) Total power: 

 𝑃 = 𝐹𝑐𝑉. (2.15) 

(ii) Shear power: 

 𝑃𝑠 = 𝐹𝑠𝑉𝑠. (2.16) 

(iii) Friction power: 

 𝑃𝑓 = 𝐹𝑓 𝑉𝑐. (2.17) 

 

2.2. Cutting Tool Temperature Measurements 

Attempts to measure temperature at the actual point where heat is generated in machining 

date back to the early work of Shore [13] and Herbert [14], who introduced the tool-work 

thermocouple technique. Among different methods that have been implemented since then stand 

out thermometry by the use of embedded thermocouples [15], metallographic analysis [16, 17] and 

radiometry, which in turn can be subdivided into pyrometry and infrared and near infrared 

thermography [2, 10, 8, 18, 19, 20]. The tool-work thermocouple technique is based on the 

existence of a thermoelectric effect at the chip-tool interface, provided that the workpiece and the 

tool materials are dissimilar. It can only measure the mean temperature at the chip-tool interface. 

While it is possible to place many thermocouples very close to the chip-tool interface (embedded 

thermocouples) to determine temperature distribution at this interface, the installation of these 

thermocouples can be cost intensive and extremely tedious. More importantly, multiple holes have 

to be drilled, which alters the heat conduction through the tool and reduces its strength [21]. 

Metallographic techniques infer the chip-tool interface temperature from microstructural or 

hardness changes in the chip material directly in contact with the tool. Even though this method is 
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capable of measuring temperature within ±25 K in the range of 900 K to 1150 K [16], it is only 

applicable to tool materials whose microstructural change is very sensible to temperature, such as 

high speed steels.  

In thermography, the radiation emitted by different points of a hot source in the infrared or 

near infrared portion of the spectrum can be converted into source temperature using a power law 

in the form [10, 20]: 

 𝑇 = 𝑎 (
𝑆

𝜀𝜏
)

𝑏

 (2.18) 

where T is the temperature of a particular point on the object (in Kelvin, K), S is a measure of the 

radiation intensity reaching the camera pixel where the object point is imaged, also known as the 

“counts” and expressed in arbitrary units, ε is the emissivity of the object’s surface 

(dimensionless), and  is the camera exposure time (in milliseconds, ms). The constants in 

Equation 2.18 are obtained after calibration with a blackbody placed directly on top of the tool 

rake face. The calibration procedure is well described in [10, 20]. If the radiation is measured with 

a high speed camera, thermography can return the temperature distribution of the source surface 

with high spatial and temporal resolution. This technique has been used to investigate the 

temperature distribution of the cutting tool [22, 23], the workpiece [8], the chip side faces [24], the 

top of the chip [18], and the chip-tool interface [9]. The use of thermography to determine the chip-

tool interface temperature distribution requires optical access to tool rake face. This has been 

accomplished through the use of tools that are transparent in the infrared and the near infrared. 

For instance, Müller-Hummel and Lahres [25, 26] and Müller-Hummel et al. [27] used 

tools furbished with a 5 µm thick layer of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond, which had 

a 500 µm thick window on a portion of the tool rake face. The window was sufficiently strong to 

withstand the cutting forces. A mirror underneath the window projected an image of the radiation 
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emitted by the chip surface in contact with the window during the three-dimensional (3D) cutting 

of titanium and aluminum alloys. The camera was sensible to infrared radiation. The aim of the 

work was to find a correlation between chip-tool interface temperature and tool wear. 

Temperatures as high as 2000 K were reported for Ti6Al4V at machining velocities of about 2.5 

m/s and feeds of about 300 μm/rev; and for AlZnMgCu1.5, at 21.7 m/s machining velocity and 

400 μm/rev feed, temperatures were as high as 800 K. According to work reported in [9], for the 

temperature range produced at the machining velocity and feed that were applied above, the 

uncertainty in emissivity in the infrared leads to a relatively large error in temperature estimate. 

That is, about +/- 50 K [9]. In addition to the high uncertainty inherent to infrared thermography, 

the CVD diamond window allowed only partial observation of the temperature field at the tool 

rake face. More accurate methods for observation of the full field temperature distribution at the 

tool rake face are desirable. 

According to work reported in [10, 20], temperature measurements in near infrared 

thermography are less sensitive to uncertainty in emissivity than in infrared thermography. For 

near infrared thermography, a temperature of 1250 K is related to an uncertainty in temperature of 

less than 10 K. Moreover, the cutting tool material that was implemented in [10, 21], yttrium 

aluminum garnet (YAG) crystals, are extremely hard and virtually transparent. The YAG crystals 

are also sufficiently inexpensive to allow full size tools to be made to facilitate full field tool rake 

face temperature observations. These are the reasons that made near infrared thermography and 

YAG tools the preferred choice for this thesis. 

Another example worth mentioning is the study by Narayanan et al. [23], who measured 

the temperature distribution of the chip-tool interface when cutting brass in a two-dimensional 

(2D) orthogonal arrangement using optically transparent sapphire tools. These tools were optically 
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transparent in both the infrared and near infrared bands, and thus allowed the use of multi-

wavelength high speed infrared pyrometry. These sapphire tools were much simpler than the CVD 

tools of Müller-Hummel and Lahres, and the multi-wavelength technique compensated for 

unknown emissivity values. The results showed that the highest temperature occurred in the zone 

of metal deposits some distance away from the cutting edge and on sides of the chip-tool contact. 

Temperatures as high as ~700 K were reported at machining velocities of about 1.5 m/s and feeds 

of about 50 μm/rev. While sapphire is sufficiently transparent and inexpensive to allow full size 

tools to be made, due to its significant decrease in hardness above 1000 K, cutting tools made out 

of this material are not suitable for the Ti6Al4V and Inconel 718 materials targeted in this thesis.
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2.3. Problem Statement 

As can be inferred from the background, the determination of the temperature distribution 

at the chip-tool interface is limited to i) indirect measurements where the temperature sensor really 

takes the temperature some significant distance from the actual interface, and ii) direct 

measurements that rely on the emissions from the actual interface through a transparent tool. While 

the former allows use of actual tool materials, the latter requires the use of transparent tooling that 

is not typical of industrial machining applications. One way direct observations enabling the 

determination of the chip-tool interface could be obtained is through the application of a 

nanometric layer of a real cutting tool material on a transparent substrate. The transparent substrate 

would provide mechanical support to the layer and a nearly complete optical access to the chip-

tool interface. The layer would provide realistic friction condition between work material and tool. 

In spite of the advantages related to the utilization of YAG, sapphire, and even diamond 

transparent tools, there is a small collection of data describing the temperature distribution at the 

chip-tool interface. This is especially true for titanium and nickel alloys such as Ti6Al4V and 

Inconel 718. Direct temperature measurements of the chip-tool interface for a range of cutting 

conditions from low machining velocity (~1 m/s) to high machining velocity (~10 m/s), and low 

feed (~25 µm/rev) to high feed (~150 µm/rev) would be especially suitable to enable FE modeling 

validation. Out of these transparent materials, YAG has been proposed as an industrial cutting tool 

material due to its high hot hardness. The evaluation of YAG as an industrial material can only 

come after its performance, including chip-tool temperature distribution and wear characteristics 

are well defined. 

The work presented herein builds upon the technique introduced by Menon et al. [10], 

which utilize a transparent YAG tool to enable a direct temperature measurement of the chip-tool 
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interface in the high velocity/feed machining of high strength alloys. The technique employs a near 

infrared thermographic camera, which leads to low uncertainty in chip-tool interface temperature 

measurement. More specifically, this thesis attempts to obtain the full field temperature 

distribution at the chip-tool interface in the 2D orthogonal cutting of annealed Ti6Al4V and 

solution-treated Inconel 718 at machining velocities ranging from 1 m/s to 4 m/s, and feeds ranging 

from 25 to 125 μm/rev. Additional attempts aiming at increasing the applicable machining velocity 

beyond 4 m/s were also performed using a beveled cutting edge tool. The study also elucidates the 

YAG tool performance under these severe conditions, by including tool wear data obtained with 

an optical profilometer. Overlapping conditions/results are compared to others in the literature. 

As a unique characteristic of the work presented herein, the YAG tools were coated with a 

nanometric layer of titanium nitride (TiN) using a special physical vapor deposition (PVD) 

technique capable of deposition of ~100 nm thick coatings. The coated YAG tools were used to 

measure the temperature distribution at this small distance from the actual chip-tool interface. 

Models justifying the equivalence of the temperature distribution just under the coating and that at 

the actual chip-tool interface have been formulated and solved. The TiN coating was chosen for 

its industrial relevance as cutting tool anti-friction material. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Experimental Configuration 

The machining experiments for the observation of tool temperature were carried out using 

a very rigid and high speed custom built lathe. The setup was arranged in a way that allowed the 

cutting tool to be held stationary while the rotating workpiece was fed into the tool, as shown in 

Figure 3. The loop stiffness of the lathe was in the order of 100 N/µm. The spindle was capable of 

rotating at up to 10,000 rpm. The workpieces were prepared from solid rods of either annealed 

Ti6Al4V or solution treated Inconel 718. The rods were all turned to 25.4 mm diameter (OD). 

Then, drilling and boring was completed to form tubes. The Ti6Al4V tubes had wall thickness = 

1.07 mm, and the Inconel 718 tubes had wall thickness = 1.44 mm. The tubes were held by a collet 

on the lathe that allowed a firm installation with minimal run out. Since the rotating workpiece 

was a narrow wall tube, the adopted configuration approximated 2-D orthogonal cutting. 

For Ti6Al4V, the emissivity was taken as 0.5 [10, 20]. For Inconel 718, the emissivity was 

taken as 0.33, as per information gathered from [28, 29]. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of the experimental setup. 
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The YAG tools, supplied by Red Optronics were 6-mm cubes having 12 potentially usable 

cutting edges. To increase the toughness of the YAG cubes, they were subject to an annealing 

treatment in air in a Sensor Tech Corp. STT-1600-2.75-12 high temperature tube furnace. The 

YAG cubes were heated at a rate of 4 C per minute, held at 1600 C for 10 hours and then cooled 

back to ambient temperature at a rate of 4 C per minute. Care was taken to observe under the 

microscope the edge condition of these tools after annealing and prior to cutting using a 

MicroXAM optical profilometer. The same profilometer was used to observe the tool condition 

after cutting. The edge radius, as received from Red Optronics, was about 2.5 µm (Figure 4B). In 

preparation for very high machining velocities and feeds, some tool edges were ground flat to 30 

µm land at 45 to the cube faces, as depicted in Figure 4A. The grinding was performed with a ATA 

Saphir 520 grinding and polishing machine, using a Mager Scientific 1.0 µm DC-3020 diamond 

abrasive on a Mager Scientific 10’’ Magercloth PC-475 durable rayon fiber. The annealing was 

performed after grinding. The YAG cubes were held by a specially designed tool holder that 

allowed cutting at -5° rake angle and +5 relief angle, as depicted in Figure 3. The fixture supported 

the cubes on three mutually orthogonal faces. A clamp secured the cubes in place. The tool holder 

had a small pocket under the cube support, where a 1.1 mm thick glass front-surface mirror was 

mounted. The mirror directed the radiation emitted by the surface of the chip in contact with the 

tool rake face towards the camera, as shown in Figure 3. The tool holder was mounted on a Kistler 

9367B tri-axial dynamometer that measured the cutting and thrust force. 

The radiation was imaged by a LaVision Imager Intense cooled low noise camera that is 

mounted on a Leica MZ16 stereomicroscope. A 1x plan apochromatic objective (numerical 

aperture = NA = 0.14) and a 1.5x coupler were used along with an 8x optical zoom to achieve an 
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effective magnification of 12x on the 1376 x 1024 charge-coupled device (CCD) array in the 

camera. Therefore, each 6.45-µm square pixel was equivalent to approximately a 0.56-µm square 

region of the tool surface, and the total field of view was 770 µm x 570 µm. Figure 5 shows a 

magnified view of the cutting arrangement from the point of view of the imaging system. The 

figure illustrates the orientation of the cutting edge, as observed by the camera.  A direct image of 

the tool rake face is projected on the CCD array to the right of the cutting edge. The rake face also 

reflects from the flank face. This reflected image reaches the CCD array, and projects to the left 

of the cutting edge. Figure 6A shows an actual in situ image recorded by the camera, and Figure 

6B shows the conversion to temperature vs. distance from the cutting edge superimposed on a 

micrograph of the tool rake face. To convert radiation intensity to temperature, Equation 2.18 was 

applied pixel-by-pixel. The constants a and b in Equation 2.18 were 1036.65 and 0.0647, 

respectively [10, 20]. 

The camera has a 12 bit dynamic range (4095 counts), with readout noise less than 2.5 

counts, dark noise less than 1 count, nonlinearity less than 1% and non-uniformity less than 0.6%.  

The laboratory was darkened to start the experiments. Background images at room temperature 

were taken prior to each cutting experiment, which usually resulted in intensity of about 40 counts. 

The background images were averaged and later on subtracted pixel-by-pixel from the in situ 

images. 
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Figure 4. YAG tool condition. A) Beveled cutting edge. B) Nominally sharp cutting edge (~2.5 
µm edge radius). In the pictures, the light face, i.e., the rake face, was perpendicular to the 
microscope axis. The “flank face” appears dark because it was not really in the view of the 

microscope. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Magnified view of the cutting arrangement from the point of view of the camera. 
 

 

A)       B) 
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Figure 6. A) Actual image recorded by the camera system. B) Conversion to temperature vs 
distance from the cutting edge superimposed on a micrograph of the tool rake face. 

 

The camera control software allowed grouping several pixels into one – a technique known 

as “binning”. For binning, 64 pixels on an 8 x 8 square sub-array were combined. This means that 

the 1376 x 1024 CCD array was converted into a 1376/8 x 1024/8 = 172 x 128 array. The grouping 

reduced the pixel read out time, and consequently, the scan rate was increased. For instance, when 

binning is used, more than 12 frames can be captured during a cutting experiment at machining 

velocity = 1m/s. In contrast, when binning is not used, only 3 frames can be captured. 

The exposure time was selected on the basis of intensity reaching the CCD array. The 

exposure time must be limited to a sufficiently small value to avoid CCD array saturation (which 

occurs at > 4095 counts). The data in Table 1, which was compiled from [20], suggest that 

changing the exposure time leaves the intensity per unit exposure time unchanged, which implies 

that constants in Equation 2.18 would not change with changing exposure time. Thus, the same 

intensity-to-temperature transfer curve can be used regardless of exposure time. Table 2 shows the 

A)       B) 
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different exposure times actually utilized for both Ti6Al4V and Inconel 718, and the applied ranges 

of machining velocity and feed. 

TABLE 1 

INTENSITY OBTAINED FROM “THROUGH-THE-TOOL” CALIBRATION 
EXPERIMENTS. COMPILED FROM [20] 

 
True 

Blackbody source 

temperature (K) 

Intensity (counts/ms) 

40 ms exposure 80 ms exposure 

Cooling Heating Cooling Heating 

974.65 0.308 0.308 0.288 0.298 
1025.25 0.678 0.677 0.688 0.682 
1075.85 1.472 1.468 1.408 1.442 
1126.1 2.764 2.792 2.903 2.837 
1176.35 5.426 5.452 5.622 5.53 
1226.02 10.651 10.436 10.792 10.723 
1275.68 19.456 19.103 19.847 19.784 

 

TABLE 2 
 

EXPOSURE TIME SELECTION 
 

Machining Velocity 

(m/s) Feed (µm/rev) 

Exposure time (ms) 

Ti6Al4V Inconel 718 

1 25 5 5 
1 50 5 5 
1 75 5 1 
1 100 1 0.5 
1 125 1 0.5 
2 50 1 1 
3 50 1 1 
4 50 0.5 0.5 
6 50 0.1 - 

 

The acquisition of the sequence of images, and the lathe feed was triggered by a digital 

signal. Therefore, image acquisition and lathe feed were started simultaneously. The lathe was set 
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at a fixed distance from the tool using precision-made plastic shims to prepare for cutting and, at 

the same time, prevent any damage to the cutting edge resulting from direct tool-workpiece contact 

prior to the cutting. Except for variations arising from uncertainty in workpiece positioning, each 

cut was set to 6 workpiece rotations, which means that the length of each cut was equal to π x OD 

x 6 = π x 25.4/1000 m x 6 = 0.48 m. After reaching the end of the cut, the feed was stopped, but 

the workpiece was retracted away from the tool after one extra rotation. This ensured that the 

workpiece surface was perpendicular to its axis of rotation, so that initial rotation during the next 

cut would be at full feed. It is important to note that for each cut, a brand new tool (tool cutting 

edge) was utilized, and that this cutting edge only engaged with the workpiece during the 6 feed-

on rotations and the extra rotation without feed at the end of the cut. Labview was used to record 

the machining forces as well as the trigger signal. After the cutting, the recorded machining forces 

and the acquired images were analyzed. The image acquisition software (DaVis) provided a “time 

stamp” for each frame. For the first frame, this time stamp corresponds to the time from the rising 

edge of the trigger signal to the time the camera aperture is opened. For subsequent frames, this 

time corresponds to the inter-frame time. The time stamp was used to place the first frame at the 

appropriate location so that both the force data from the dynamometer and the temperature data 

from the camera could be superimposed on the same time scale as in Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 

31, and Figure 32. 

3.2. Experimental Conditions 

For both the Ti6Al4V and the Inconel 718 workpieces the following was performed. First, 

the feed was kept constant at 50 µm/rev, while the machining velocity was set to 1, 2, 3 and 4 m/s. 

Then, the machining velocity was kept constant at 1 m/s, while the feed was set to 25, 50, 75, 100 

and 125 µm/rev. This matrix of machining conditions was selected based on prior research at the 
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Advanced Manufacturing Processes Laboratory at Wichita State University, which indicated that 

the imaging system would respond to the radiation emitted by the chip material fairly well. In 

selecting the machining conditions to be investigated, it was also important to check that the lathe 

remained stable during operation and that the tool did not suffer catastrophic failure during the 6 

rotations of the workpiece. 

For Ti6Al4V, an attempt using a beveled tool as the one shown in Figure 4A was also 

performed. This additional attempt was at a higher machining velocity of 6 m/s and the typical 

feed of 50 µm/rev. This machining velocity/feed combination was also tried using the nominally 

sharp tools depicted in Figure 4, but these trials resulted in catastrophic tool failure. These tools 

also broke for machining velocity = 5 m/s and feed = 50 µm/rev. They also broke at feeds larger 

than 125 µm/rev at a machining velocity of 1 m/s. With the beveled tool, it was possible to record 

temperatures at machining velocity 6 m/s and feed = 50 µm/rev. 

A YAG cube was coated with TiN using a physical vapor deposition technique available 

at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The coating was 100 nm thick. The tool 

was used to cut Ti6Al4V at machining velocity of 1 m/s and feed of 50 µm/rev. All the other 

machining parameters were the same as for the other cuts on the Ti6Al4V workpiece. The tool 

rake and relief angles were also as for the rest of the experiments (-5 and 5, respectively).
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Experiments on Ti6Al4V 

Figure 7 shows the temperature at the chip-tool interface as a function of distance from the 

cutting edge for machining velocities ranging from 1 m/s to 4 m/s, and a constant feed of 

50 m/rev. Multiple temperature curves are shown which correspond to repetitions to obtain 

statistical significance. The curves were constructed as explained in the Experimental 

Configuration (Section 3.1), and represent the average temperature taken over a 200-μm wide 

portion of the total cut width, from the center of the chip-tool contact, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 

8 shows the peak temperature as a function of machining velocity. This figure was constructed as 

follows: 1) For each repetition in Figure 7, the maximum temperature is determined; 2) For a given 

machining velocity, the average and the standard deviation of the peak temperature are calculated 

using the corresponding maximum temperature values; 3) The average value is taken as a statistical 

measure of the peak temperature along the tool rake face and the standard deviation as the 

statistical error. 

 
Figure 9 shows the temperature at the chip-tool interface as a function of distance from the 

cutting edge for feeds ranging from 25 m/rev to 125 m/rev, and a constant machining velocity 

of 1 m/s. Figure 10 shows the peak temperature as a function of feed. Again, for most feeds, a few 

cutting repetitions are included to obtain statistical significance. 
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Figure 7. Tool temperature as a function of distance from the cutting edge, for several machining 
velocities. Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief 

angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
 

 

Figure 8. Peak tool temperature as a function of machining velocity. Work material: Ti6Al4V. 
Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width 

= 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 9. Tool temperature as a function of distance from the cutting edge, for several feed 
values. Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief 

angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Peak tool temperature as a function of feed. Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: 
tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 

1.07 mm. 
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Figure 11. Peak tool temperature as a function of time through the cut (expressed in % complete) 
for several machining velocities. Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake 

angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.07 mm.  
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Figure 12. Peak tool temperature as a function of time through the cut (expressed in % complete) 
for several feeds.  Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool 

relief angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 11 and Figure 12 show peak tool temperature and machining force vs. time curves 

(temperature and force histories). These figures show that the experiments are, for most part, quite 

repeatable. From the data in Figure 7, and the error bars in Figure 8, repeating a given cutting 

condition results in temperature curves that are separated from each other no more than ~30 K near 

the location of the peak temperature, and no more than 50 to 100 K near the tool cutting edge. For 

the latter case, the lower error of ~50 K corresponds to lower machining velocities (1 and 2 m/s), 

and the higher error of ~100 K corresponds to the higher machining velocities (3 and 4 m/s). From 

the data in Figure 9 and the error bars in Figure 10, which correspond to a machining velocity of 

1 m/s, the temperature near the location of the peak temperature is defined within ~30 K, and the 

temperature near the cutting edge is defined within ~50 K. It is very interesting that as the 

machining velocity is increased from 1 m/s to 4 m/s, the temperature at the cutting edge also 

increases, whereas when the feed is increased from 50 m/rev to 125 m/rev, the temperature at 

the cutting edge does not change much. Only the reduced feed of 25 m/rev produced a much 

lower temperature at the cutting edge than the rest of the feeds. 

It is tempting to conclude that since the largest differences in temperature values occur near 

the cutting edge, much of the temperature variation between cutting repetitions is due to variations 

in cutting edge radius across the different edges used for each repetition. The cutting edge radius 

prior to the machining experiment was measured with the optical profilometer, following the 

procedure depicted in Figure 13. After sampling virtually all the tools, the cutting edge radius was 

on average ~2.5 μm, but the actual value could be between 0.5 and 3.5 μm. This cutting edge radius 

range is a small fraction of the feed, and is thus not expected to produce significant force variations. 

When plots of cutting and thrust forces vs. cutting edge radius are made (Figure 14), it is observed 

that the force is essentially independent of cutting edge radius. The instantaneous cutting force 
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seems to correlate with the instantaneous peak tool temperature (Figure 15). This observation 

indicates that if cutting edge radius variations are responsible for the large temperature variations 

near the cutting edge, there should be a strong correlation between force and cutting edge radius. 

Therefore, it seems unlikely that the high variability in chip-tool interface temperature near the 

cutting edge is caused by differences in cutting edge radius between the different tools. 

 

Figure 13. Tool cutting edge radius measurement before cutting. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Overall relationship between the cutting/thrust forces and the tool cutting edge radius. 
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Figure 15. Peak tool temperature and machining forces as functions of time. Work material: 

Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, machining 
velocity = 1 m/s, feed rate = 100 µm, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 16. Tool rake face wear profiles as a function of machining velocity after cutting the 
Ti6Al4V workpiece for 0.48 m. Each profile corresponds to the machining velocity shown on the 

graphs. The feed was kept constant at 50 µm/rev. The zero surface height is the nominal rake 
face. The insets show micrographs of the rake and flank faces right after the same 0.48-m length 

of cut. The profiles and the micrographs were taken after cleaning the tool with methanol. 
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Figure 17. Tool rake face wear profiles as a function of feed after cutting the Ti6Al4V 
workpiece for 0.48 m. Each profile corresponds to the feed shown on the graphs. The machining 
velocity was kept constant at 1 m/s. The zero surface height is the nominal rake face. The insets 

show micrographs of the rake and flank faces right after the same 0.48-m length of cut. The 
profiles and the micrographs were taken after cleaning the tool with methanol. 
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Figure 18. Tool rake face wear profiles for several machining velocities, after cleaninig with 
methanol.  Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief 

angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 19. Tool rake and flank face appearance after cutting and cleaninig with methanol. 
Several machining velocities shown.  Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool 

rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 20. Tool rake face wear profiles for several feeds, after cleaning with methanol.  Work 

material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, 
machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 21. Tool rake and flank face appearance after cutting and cleaninig with methanol. 
Several feeds shown.  Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, 

tool relief angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 22 shows the peak tool rake face temperature vs. machining power, and Figure 23 

shows the peak tool temperature vs. friction power. These figures suggest that the peak temperature 

is related to both the machining and the friction power through a power law. This implies that the 

peak temperature is affected by machining power regardless of the source – velocity or feed – 

producing the power level. 

 

Figure 22. Peak temperature at the rake face vs. cutting power (total power).  Work material: 

Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, cut width = 1.07 
mm. 

 

 

Figure 23. Peak temperature at the rake face vs. friction power.  Work material: Ti6Al4V. 
Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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The beveled tool shown in Figure 4A was used to produce a cut on the Ti6Al4V work 

material at machining velocity = 6 m/s, and feed = 50 µm/rev. The other machining parameters 

remained the same as for the regular experiments. The temperature, force and tool wear/appearance 

corresponding to this attempt are shown in Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26. Figure 24 shows 

the peak temperature vs. distance from the cutting edge. This curve represents the average 

temperature profile over a 200 µm/rev wide portion of the cut, and was taken from the frame that 

corresponds to the middle of the cut. That is, it corresponds to the frame that captured the highest 

temperature. As observed in the peak temperature and force vs. time curves shown in Figure 25, 

only one frame captured data from the period where the cutting and thrust forces reached steady 

state. This is because at this high velocity, the 0.48-m long (nominal length) cut took less time than 

at the velocities associated with the regular experiments (1 to 4 m/s). As observed in the tool rake 

face wear profile and the micrographs of the rake and flank faces shown in Figure 26, the beveled 

YAG tool performed remarkably at this high velocity. The crater wear was quite small, only 

reaching about 1/2 of a micrometer.     

 

 

Figure 24. Tool temperature as a function of distance from the cutting edge for V = 6 m/s. Work 

material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, 
beveled cutting edge (30 µm flat), feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 25. Peak tool temperature as a function of time through the cut (expressed in % complete) 
for V = 6 m/s. Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool 
relief angle = 5°, beveled cutting edge (30 µm flat), feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.07 mm. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 26. A) Tool rake face wear profiles. B) Tool rake and flank face appearance after cutting 

and cleaninig with methanol. V = 6 m/s. Work material: Ti6Al4V. Conditions: tool = YAG, 
tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, beveled cutting edge (30 µm flat), feed = 50 µm/rev, 

cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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4.2. Experiments on Inconel 718 

Figure 27 shows the temperature at the chip-tool interface as a function of distance from 

the cutting edge for machining velocities ranging from 1 m/s to 4 m/s, and a constant feed of 50 

m/rev. Multiple temperature curves are shown which correspond to repetitions to obtain 

statistical significance. The curves were constructed as explained in the Experimental 

Configuration (Section 3.1), and represent the average temperature taken over a 200-μm wide 

portion of the total cut width, from the center of the chip-tool contact, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 

28 shows the peak temperature as a function of machining velocity. This figure was constructed 

as follows: 1) For each repetition in Figure 27, the maximum temperature is determined; 2) For a 

given machining velocity, the average and the standard deviation of the peak temperature are 

calculated using the corresponding maximum temperature values; 3) The average value is taken 

as a statistical measure of the peak temperature along the tool rake face and the standard deviation 

as the statistical error. 

Figure 29 shows the temperature at the chip-tool interface as a function of distance from 

the cutting edge for feeds ranging from 25 m/rev to 125 m/rev, and a constant machining 

velocity of 1 m/s. Figure 30 shows the peak temperature as a function of feed. Again, for most 

feeds, a few cutting repetitions are included to obtain statistical significance. 
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Figure 27. Tool temperature as a function of distance from the cutting edge, for several 
machining velocities. Material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, 

tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
 

 

Figure 28. Peak tool temperature as a function of machining velocity. Material: Inconel 718. 
Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width 

= 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 29. Tool temperature as a function of distance from the cutting edge, for several feed 
values. Material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 

5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
 

 

Figure 30. Peak tool temperature as a function of feed. Material: Inconel 718. 
Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, 

cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 31. Peak tool temperature as a function of time through the cut (expressed in % complete) 
for several machining velocities. Work material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool 

rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 32. Peak tool temperature as a function of time through the cut (expressed in % complete) 
for several feeds.  Work material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, 

tool relief angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 31 and Figure 32 show peak tool temperature and machining force vs. time 

(temperature and force histories). These figures show a considerable amount of scatter in both 

force and temperature histories. From the data in Figure 27 and Figure 29, and the error bars in 

Figure 28 and Figure 30, it is clear that the temperature profiles also show considerable scatter. 

While there is a peak temperature some distance from the cutting edge, and increasing machining 

velocity and feed produce an increase in temperature, repeating a given cutting condition can result 

in temperature curves that are separated from each other ~100 K. The odd consistency seems to be 

at random, occurring at both low or high machining velocity and small or large feed. As the 

machining velocity is increased from 1 m/s to 4 m/s, or the feed is increased from 25 m/rev to 

125 m/rev, the temperature at every point along the chip-tool contact also increases. 

In order to investigate if there is any form of tool wear that may affect the interpretation of 

the temperature measurements, the profilometer was used to produce tool rake face wear profiles 

and to produce micrographs of both the rake and flank faces. Figure 33 shows typical tool wear 

profiles and micrographs of the rake and flank faces as function of the machining velocity. Figure 

34 shows typical tool wear profiles and micrographs of the rake and flank faces as function of the 

feed. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the tool wear profile for all cutting repetitions at each 

machining velocity, and the rake and flank face appearance for each of these cuts, respectively. 

Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the tool wear profile for all cutting repetitions at each feed, and the 

rake and flank face appearance for each of these cuts, respectively. It can be seen that the tool wear 

mode, if any, is dominated by notch wear at the cutting edge, and that crater wear on the tool rake 

face is practically non-existent. The notch wear seems to be at random, just like the temperature 

and forces are. There is some evidence of work material transfer to the tool. 
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Figure 33. Tool rake face wear profiles as a function of machining velocity after cutting the 
Inconel 718 workpiece for 0.48 m. Each profile corresponds to the machining velocity shown on 
the graphs. The feed was kept constant at 50 µm/rev. The zero surface height is the nominal rake 
face. The insets show micrographs of the rake and flank faces right after the same 0.48-m length 

of cut. The profiles and the micrographs were taken after cleaning the tool with methanol. 
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Figure 34. Tool rake face wear profiles as a function of feed after cutting the Inconel 718 
workpiece for 0.48 m. Each profile corresponds to the feed shown on the graphs. The machining 
velocity was kept constant at 1 m/s. The zero surface height is the nominal rake face. The insets 

show micrographs of the rake and flank faces right after the same 0.48-m length of cut.  The 
profiles and the micrographs were taken after cleaning the tool with methanol. 
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Figure 35. Tool rake face wear profiles for several machining velocities, after cleaninig with 
methanol.  Work material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool 

relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 36. Tool rake and flank face appearance after cutting and cleaninig with methanol. 
Several machining velocities shown.  Work material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, 

tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, feed = 50 µm/rev, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 37. Tool rake face wear profiles for several feeds, after cleaning with methanol.  Work 

material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, 
machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.07 mm. 
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Figure 38. Tool rake and flank face appearance after cutting and cleaninig with methanol. 
Several feeds shown.  Work material: Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -

5°, tool relief angle = 5°, machining velocity = 1 m/s, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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Figure 39 shows the peak tool rake face temperature vs. machining power, and Figure 40 

shows the peak tool temperature vs. friction power. These figures suggest that the peak temperature 

is related to both the machining and the friction power through a power law. This implies that the 

peak temperature is affected by machining power regardless of the source – velocity or feed – 

producing the power level. 

 

Figure 39. Peak temperature at the rake face vs. cutting power (total power).  Work material: 

Inconel 718. Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, cut width = 
1.44 mm. 

 

 
 

Figure 40. Peak temperature at the rake face vs. friction power.  Work material: Inconel 718. 
Conditions: tool = YAG, tool rake angle = -5°, tool relief angle = 5°, cut width = 1.44 mm. 
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4.3. Experiments on Coated Tools 

 The performance of titanium nitride (TiN) coatings was evaluated to determine if there is 

a temperature reduction that can be attributed to the reduction in machining forces resulting from 

the use of TiN as an anti-friction material. The YAG tools were coated with TiN by a physical 

vapor deposition (PVD) technique performed at the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST), which resulted in coating thickness of 100 nm. The rake face temperature 

distribution and the machining forces corresponding to TiN-YAG tools were compared to those 

corresponding to uncoated YAG tools. In order to determine the state of the tool during the 

comparisons, the coating wear behavior was also observed using optical profilometry. In order to 

allow comparison with the uncoated tool under the same conditions, the workpiece was Ti6Al4V, 

and cutting parameters including machining velocity V, feed f, and width of cut were set to 1 m/s, 

50 μm/rev, and = 1.07 mm, respectively. The tool rake angle = -5, and the tool relief angle = 5. 

The tool cutting edge was nominally sharp. 

The same camera system employed for the measurements of temperature with uncoated 

tools (Figure 3) was also employed for the TiN-YAG tools. However, due to the opaque coating, 

a direct image of the chip-tool interface was not possible. Instead, the underside of the coating in 

direct contact with the YAG tool was imaged.  Although the TiN coating was quite thin (100 nm), 

and the temperature gradient across this thickness is presumably negligible, an attempt to justify 

that this is in fact the case was performed through heat transfer models. The modeling involved (i) 

simple estimates from a unidimensional steady-state closed-form conduction formulation, and (ii) 

a unidimensional transient finite volume formulation. 
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4.3.1. Modeling Temperature Gradients through Coating Thickness  

If the chip formation process is at thermal steady state, then conduction through the coating 

would be represented by the following equation [30]: 

 𝑞′′ =
𝑘

𝐿
(𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇𝑈), (5.1) 

where 𝑞′′ is the heat flux (in W/m2) crossing the chip-coating interface area (Figure 41), k is the 

thermal conductivity of the coating (19.2 W/m-K [31]), L is the coating thickness (in m), Tc is the 

temperature at the chip-coating interface (in K), and Tu is the temperature at the coating-tool 

interface (in K). From Equation 5.1, the temperature gradient across the coating thickness would 

be: 

 𝑇𝐶−𝑇𝑈

𝐿
=

𝑞′′

𝑘
. (5.2) 

Assuming that the heat flux is produced by friction at the chip-tool interface, its magnitude 

would be equal to the friction power (PF, in W) at the chip-tool interface divided by the chip-tool 

interface area (A, in m2). From force measurements, as shown in Section 5.3.2, the friction power 

for V = 1 m/s would be approximately 25 W. The chip-tool interface area is approximately width 

of cut x chip-tool contact length. The width of cut is 1.07 mm, and the chip-tool contact length is 

approximately 1.5 x feed = 75 µm. Thus, 

 𝑞′′ =
𝑃𝐹

𝐴
= 3.3𝑥108

𝑊

𝑚2
, (5.3) 

and 

 
𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇𝑈

𝐿
=

(3.3𝑥108W/m2)

19.2W/mK
= 17.4

K

µm
. (5.4) 

For the 100-nm coating utilized in the experiments, the temperature drop across the coating 

would be 1.74 K, which is within the uncertainty of the thermographic camera. This implies that 

the temperature measured at the chip-tool interface when using the uncoated tool is directly 
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comparable to the temperature measured at the coating-tool interface when using the TiN-YAG 

tool. As long as machining parameters (machining velocity, feed, etc.) remain the same, and the 

comparisons are made after sufficient time into the cut, comparing the coating-tool temperature 

that is actually measured for the TiN-YAG tool against the chip-tool temperature from the 

uncoated tool should introduce no error.  

 

Figure 41. Schematic illustrating the coated YAG tools. 
 

If rapidly changing temperatures are present, such as temperature variations induced by 

shear banding, the temperature at the coating-tool interface may actually lag behind the 

temperature at the chip-tool interface. In order to understand the potential temperature lag, a 

transient model of the heat dissipated across the coating is necessary. A model serving this purpose 

has been formulated here using a finite volume scheme as explained in the forthcoming. 

As illustrated in Figure 42, for the finite volume model, the chip is at the temperature 𝑇∞ 

(K) and produces heat convection away from the tool with convection coefficient h (W/m2K). At 

the chip-coating interface there is heat generation by friction. The heat generated at this interface 

is �̇� (W/m2). The coating conducts heat towards the tool and has heat conduction coefficient kc 

(W/mK). The tool conducts heat towards its rear and has heat conduction coefficient kt (W/mK). 

The rear of the tool is in contact with air at temperature 𝑇∞𝑎 (ambient temperature); and the air 
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produces heat convection away from the tool with convection coefficient ha (W/m2K). Heat flow 

is unidimensional, in the direction perpendicular to the tool rake face. 

After discretizing the field, n+1 nodes (with n starting at zero (0)) equally spaced by 

distance ∆𝑥 (m) are formed, as depicted in Figure 42. The energy balance equation [30] can be 

applied to each of these nodes to write “time-march” expressions to find the temperature 𝑇𝑛
𝑝+1 of 

node n at time p+1 (with p starting at zero (0)), from knowledge of the temperature at the previous 

time step 𝑇𝑛
𝑝. Each time step is of length ∆𝑡 (s). The coating thickness is also ∆𝑥. Therefore, there 

is one node on the chip-coating interface, one node on the coating-YAG interface, several nodes 

on the YAG, and one node on the rear of the YAG (Figure 42).  

The discretized heat balance equations are: 

(i) For the node at the chip-coating interface: 

 ℎ𝐴(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) +

𝑘𝐶𝐴

∆𝑥
(𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) +

�̇�𝐴∆𝑥

2
=

𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴∆𝑥

2∆𝑡
(𝑇𝑛

𝑝+1 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝). (5.5) 

(ii) For the node at the coating-YAG interface: 

 𝑘𝐶𝐴

∆𝑥
(𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) +

𝑘𝐶𝐴

∆𝑥
(𝑇𝑛+1

𝑝 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) =

𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴∆𝑥

∆𝑡
(𝑇𝑛

𝑝+1 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝). (5.6) 

(iii) For the nodes in the interior of the YAG: 

 𝑘𝑡𝐴

∆𝑥
(𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) +

𝑘𝑡𝐴

∆𝑥
(𝑇𝑛+1

𝑝 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) =

𝜌𝑡𝑐𝑡𝐴∆𝑥

∆𝑡
(𝑇𝑛

𝑝+1 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝). (5.7) 

(iv) For the node at the rear of the YAG: 

 ℎ𝑎𝐴(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑛
𝑝

) +
𝑘𝑡𝐴

∆𝑥
(𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝
− 𝑇𝑛

𝑝
)+=

𝜌𝑡𝑐𝑡𝐴∆𝑥

2∆𝑡
(𝑇𝑛

𝑝+1
− 𝑇𝑛

𝑝
). (5.8) 
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The time-march expressions are: 

(v) For the node at the chip-coating interface: 

 𝑇𝑛
𝑝+1 = 2𝐹𝑂𝐶 (𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝 + 𝑇∞𝐵𝑖𝐶 +
�̇�∆𝑥

𝑘𝐶
) + (1 − 2𝐹𝑂𝐶 − 2𝐹𝑂𝐶𝐵𝑖𝐶)𝑇𝑛

𝑝. (5.9) 

(vi) For the node at the coating-YAG interface: 

 𝑇𝑛
𝑝+1 = 𝐹𝑂𝐶(𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝 + 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) + (1 − 2𝐹𝑂𝐶)𝑇𝑛

𝑝. (5.10) 

(vii) For the nodes in the interior of the YAG: 

 𝑇𝑛
𝑝+1 = 𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑇𝑛−1

𝑝 + 𝑇𝑛
𝑝) + (1 − 2𝐹𝑂𝑇)𝑇𝑛

𝑝. (5.11) 

(viii) For the node at the rear of the YAG: 

 𝑇𝑛
𝑝+1 = 𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑇𝑛+1

𝑝 + 𝑇∞𝑎𝐵𝑖𝑇) + (1 − 2𝐹𝑂𝑇 − 2𝐹𝑂𝐵𝑖𝑇)𝑇𝑛
𝑝. (5.12) 

Here:  

 𝐹𝑂𝐶 = 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑘𝑐∆𝑡

𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐∆𝑥2
. (5.13) 

 𝐵𝑖𝐶 = 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
ℎ∆𝑥

𝑘𝑐
. (5.14) 

 𝐹𝑂𝑇 = 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑌𝐴𝐺 =
𝑘𝑡∆𝑡

𝜌𝑡𝑐𝑡∆𝑥2
. (5.15) 

 𝐵𝑖𝑇 = 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑌𝐴𝐺 =  
ℎ𝑎∆𝑥

𝑘
. (5.16) 

In the above expressions, 𝜌𝑐and 𝑐𝑐 are density (Kg/m2) and heat capacity (J/KgK) of the 

coating, and 𝜌𝑡and 𝑐𝑡are density (Kg/m2) and heat capacity (J/KgK) of the YAG. The time-march 

is guaranteed stable, and the solution converges to actual temperature values if: 
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(i) For the node at the chip-coating interface: 

 𝐹𝑂𝐶(1 + 𝐵𝑖𝐶) ≤ 0.5. (5.17a) 

(ii) For the node at the coating-YAG interface: 

 𝐹𝑂𝐶 ≤ 0.5. (5.17b) 

(iii) For the nodes in the interior of the YAG: 

 𝐹𝑂𝑇 ≤ 0.5. (5.17c) 

(iv) For the node at the rear of the YAG: 

 𝐹𝑂𝑇(1 − 𝐵𝑖𝑇) ≤ 0.5. (5.17d) 

Thus, for a given 𝐵𝑖 (or ∆𝑥), ∆𝑡 must be sufficiently small to satisfy Equations 5.17a-d 

simultaneously. 

 

Figure 42. Schematic illustrating the coated YAG tool and the location of nodes used in the finite 
volume heat transfer model.  

 

The constants in the time-march expressions are given in Table 3. The chip is at 

temperature 𝑇∞ = 1173K. The finite volume model was first run for ∆𝑥 = {15 µm, 30 µm] and ∆𝑡 

= {10-6 s, 10-6 s}, respectively. All nodal temperature values were initially equal to ambient 

temperature (𝑇∞𝑎 = 298 K). The temperature vs. distance into the YAG tool curves obtained after 

three total simulation time intervals are as shown in Figure 43A and Figure 43B. The insets show 

the region within the coatings. As observed from this figure, for a coating thickness of 15 µm, the 
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temperature at the chip-coating interface is only 5 to 10 K higher than that at the coating-YAG 

interface. For a coating thickness of 30 µm, the temperature at the chip-coating interface is only 

10 to 20 K higher than that at the coating-YAG interface. The findings are at least an order of 

magnitude more optimistic than those from the closed-form steady-state heat conduction problem 

presented above (Equations 5.1 to 5.4). 

 

 

 

TABLE 3 

CONSTANTS USED IN THE FINITE VOLUME MODEL 

Constant YAG tool TiN coating 

Density 𝜌𝑡 = 4555
kg

m3 [32] 𝜌𝑐 = 5400 kg

m3 [31] 

Heat capacity 𝑐𝑡 = 600.6 J

kg∙K
 [33] 𝑐𝑐 = 519.5 J

kg∙K
 [31] 

Thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑡 = 12
W

m∙K
 [33] 𝑘𝑐 = 19.2

W

m∙K
 [31] 

 Chip Air 

Convection coefficient ℎ = 4.533x106 W

m2∙K
  ℎ𝑎 = 1100 W

m2∙K
 [30] 
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A) Δx = 15µm, 𝑇∞= 1173 K 

 

B) Δx = 30µm, 𝑇∞= 1173 K 

Figure 43. Temperature vs. distance from the chip-coating interface. A) For a 15 µm-thick TiN 
coating. B) For a 30 µm-thick TiN coating. The legends show simulation time in seconds. 

 

Then, the finite volume model was run for ∆𝑥 = 30 µm and ∆𝑡 = 10-6 s, respectively, using 

as initial nodal temperatures the values corresponding to the largest simulation time in Figure 43, 
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but changing the chip temperature 𝑇∞ from 1173 K to 1273 K. Effectively, these inputs produced 

a “step” increase in chip temperature given while the tool temperature was at steady state. Thus, 

simulating the expected effect of shear banding. The subsequent time evolution of the temperature 

at the chip-coating and the coating-YAG interfaces is shown in Figure 44. As can be seen, the 

coating-YAG interface temperature lags behind the chip-coating interface temperature by <80 K 

during the first 0.0001 s after the step input, and after 0.05 s, this lag reduces to < 15 K. These time 

figures are comparable to the time between shear banding occurrences [34]. The implication is that 

by measuring the temperature at the coating-YAG interface using the thermographic set-up 

employed herein, even for a relatively thick coating (30 µm thick), the actual temperature at the 

chip-tool interface is, for all practical purposes, equal to that at the rake face, where the frictional 

work produces the highest, and ultimately most important, temperature. 

 

Figure 44. Time evolution of the temperature for the node at the chip-coating interface (node 
201), and the node at the coating-YAG interface (node 200); after increasing chip temperature by 

100 K. The initial tool temperature profile is as obtained after simulating from ambient 
temperature for 0.5 s (solid trace in Figure 43B). The TiN coating thickness was 30 µm. 
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4.3.2. Experimental Observations using TiN-YAG Tools 

As mentioned before, the YAG tool was coated with TiN by a physical vapor deposition 

(PVD) technique performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which 

resulted in thickness of 100 nm. The tool rake face temperature was obtained using the same 

experimental setup as for un-coated tools. The measured temperature was that of the underside of 

the coating in direct contact with the YAG. However, it is assumed that since the coating was 

sufficiently thin to make temperature gradients across its thickness negligible, the temperature at 

the chip-coating interface is the same as the measured temperature. This assumption is supported 

by the modeling described in Section 5.3.1. 

In order to provide a simple method to measure the emissivity of TiN for actual machining 

conditions, the coating was applied to both the tool rake face and the tool flank face. Figure 45 

shows the intensity profiles of both the image coming directly from the tool rake face, and the 

image reflected on the tool flank face. Note that the intensity of the direct image is significantly 

larger than that of the reflected image.  The reflected image is also narrower, possibly due to 

lensing effects from a flank face that is not perfectly planar. The reflected image was first spread 

to match the width of the direct image (Figure 45), and then, for pixels equidistant from the tool 

cutting edge, the intensity of the reflected image was divided by the intensity of the direct image. 

The result is shown in Figure 45. Note that this ratio, which is a measure of the reflectivity of TiN 

is essentially constant for a portion of the data between the cutting edge and the point of departure 

of the chip from the tool. The mean reflectivity over the region where the ratio is essentially 

constant is 0.75. This implies that the emissivity of TiN is about 0.25. 
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Figure 45. Image manipulation used to estimate the emissivity of TiN in situ. 
 

 

Figure 46. a) Intensity counts (in arbitrary units) as a function of distance from the cutting edge. 
The red trace is for the coated tool. The yellow trace is for the control non-coated tool. b) 

Temperatures calculated from the intensity profiles. The red trace is for the coated tool. The 
yellow trace is for the control non-coated tool. V = 1 m/s, f = 50 μm/rev. 
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Figure 47. Normal and friction forces acting on the tool rake face for both the coated and the 
control non-coated tools. The decrease in forces after application of the TiN coating is consistent 
with a coating that has at least partially survived the cutting, as suggested in Figure 18; and with 

the decrease in peak temperature in Figure 16. V = 1 m/s, f = 50 μm/rev. 
 

TABLE 4 

SUMMARY STATISTICS FROM Figure 47 

 TiN-YAG Tool Uncoated Tool 

Cutting Force (N) 113+/-11 120.88+/-12 

Thrust Force (N) 49.99+/-14 60.77+/-13 

Normal Force (N) 117 126 

Friction Force (N 40 50 

Total Power (W) 113 121 

Friction Power (W) 25* 35** 

  *Chip thickness ratio = 0.6. **Chip thickness ratio = 0.7. V = 1 m/s, f = 50 μm/rev. 
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The intensity and temperature distributions at the chip-tool contact, when using both the 

coated and the uncoated tools are shown in Figure 46. The cutting and thrust forces using both the 

coated and the uncoated tools are shown in Figure 47. Table 4 shows summary statistics obtained 

from the force data, along with total power and friction power computed using Equations 2.15 and 

2.17. Note that the coating produced both a reduction in temperature and a reduction in thrust 

force. 

During the cutting experiment, a portion of the TiN coating peeled off the tool rake face, 

as observed in the micrographs of Figure 48. Figure 48 shows the top side of the coating while it 

is illuminated from the bottom side with a small lamp. The “blueish” regions correspond to light 

shining through the damaged coating. Note that there is a color difference between the rough area 

adjacent to the cutting edge, and the smooth area away from the cutting edge.  The color difference 

suggests that there may be Ti6Al4V deposits on the tool, either on the TiN or the YAG. Figure 48 

shows the coating bottom side. This view shows that there is a region about 57 μm wide that shows 

material of the same color as that away from the cutting edge. This suggests that the Ti6Al4V 

deposits near the cutting edge lie on top of a layer of TiN coating that was not damaged by the 

cutting. Immediately after this lightly damaged layer, there is a layer that was heavily damaged. 

Note that these observations are consistent with the wear profile in Figure 49, and that coating 

damage occurs where the temperature is highest. Moreover, the coating damage occurs were crater 

wear is usually observed when cutting Ti6Al4V with the uncoated tools. 
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Figure 48. Rake face views. A) Coating top side while it is illuminated from the bottom side with 
a small lamp. B) Coating bottom side. 

 

 

Figure 49. Surface profile of cutting tool as distance from the cutting edge (0 μm = cutting edge 
position). The high profile is consistent with the Ti6Al4V deposits in Figure 48. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

An inspection of Figure 7 to Figure 10 and Figure 27 to Figure 30 reveals that the peak 

temperature associated with the Ti6Al4V and the Inconel 718 workpieces, for the same machining 

velocity/feed condition, are the same to within tens of degrees Kelvin. The only exception seems 

to be for machining velocity = 1 m/s at the high feeds. The peak temperature in Ti6Al4V shows a 

plateau at ~1250 K, for feeds from 75 to 125 µm/rev. On Inconel 718 this plateau is not defined, 

and at the highest feed of 125 µm/rev the peak temperature is ~1400 K. 

Other similarities between the temperature at the chip-tool interface between Ti6Al4V and 

Inconel 718 can be observed. The peak temperature gets closer to the tool cutting edge as the 

machining velocity increases (Figure 7 and Figure 27), while, as the feed increases, the peak 

temperature gets farther away from the cutting edge (Figure 9 and Figure 29). It is interesting to 

note that the peak temperature is always a finite distance away from the cutting edge. This distance 

is about 1 to 1.5 times the feed; and is always between the cutting edge and the point where the 

chip departs from the tool. This fact is consistent with a total temperature field that is being 

produced by both plastic work at the primary shear plane and additional plastic work arising from 

the frictional interaction between chip and tool. The frictional heating accumulates with distance 

from the cutting edge, and the contribution to temperature rise from it increases monotonically 

with distance from the cutting edge. The heat from the primary shear plane diffuses more quickly 

to points along the rake face that are closer to the cutting edge. The effect is the creation of a 

temperature profile that first rises with distance from the cutting edge and then drops. 

As observed in Figure 24 to Figure 26, the performance of the YAG tool when cutting the 

Ti6Al4V workpiece at the increased machining velocity of 6 m/s is remarkable. Under these 
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conditions, the peak temperature is as high as 1650 K, but the crater wear is no deeper than 0.5 

µm. This is in part due to the reduced strength of Ti6Al4V at elevated temperatures [35], and the 

high temperature strength of the YAG tool [36]. However, achieving this level of performance 

requires beveling the cutting edge.  

The results from the experiments and modeling involving the use of TiN-YAG tools to cut 

Ti6Al4V are very promising. As observed from Figure 47 and Table 4 the application of a 100-

nm thick TiN coating produces a significant reduction in cutting and thrust forces, and in normal 

and friction forces acting on the rake face. These force reductions are accompanied by power 

reductions. The total power reduces about 6.6%, whereas the friction power reduces about 28.6%. 

The friction power reduces much more than the total power, which is consistent with a reduction 

in friction coefficient at the chip-tool interface. This reduction in friction coefficient, from ~0.4 to 

~0.3 is directly observable from Table 4. The reduced mechanical energy input (friction and total) 

is responsible for the reduction in tool temperature as observed in Figure 46. While this 

temperature was not measured directly at the chip-coating interface, both the closed-form and the 

finite volume models presented in Section 5.3.1 show that the chip-coating interface is essentially 

at the same temperature as the coating-YAG interface. Therefore, comparing the coating-YAG 

interface temperature that was actually obtained for the TiN-YAG tool against the chip-YAG 

interface temperature for the uncoated tool is reasonable. This should be true even for coatings that 

are much thicker than the one actually applied. 

The coating did not remain intact during the cutting. If it remains intact, much smaller 

mechanical energy input and temperatures are expected. Maintaining coating integrity should be 

much easier if working with coatings in the order of 1 to 5 µm thick. Since crater wear in the YAG 
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tools, when cutting Ti6Al4V at machining velocity up to 4 m/s and feed = 50 µm/rev, is less than 

~1 µm deep, the thicker coatings should survive the cutting without peeling off from the tool face. 

After a 0.48-m cut length, Ti6Al4V causes a totally different tool wear pattern than Inconel 

718 (Figure 16, Figure 17, Figure 33, and Figure 34). The wear from Ti6Al4V is dominated by 

crater wear near the end of chip-tool contact. The crater depth is insensitive to machining velocity, 

but increases with increasing feed. The cutting edge appears essentially unworn, except for cracks 

on the sides of the chip-tool contact that become more significant as the machining velocity or the 

feed are increased. Material transfer from the chip to the tool rake face is evident, mostly in the 

region adjacent to the cutting edge, before the crater wear. The wear from Inconel 718 is dominated 

by cutting edge wear. This wear shows little correlation with machining velocity or feed, and 

apparently occurs at random. Rake face wear along the chip-tool interface is almost inexistent, and 

there is only some evidence of material transfer from the chip to the tool rake face. The YAG 

behavior under the Ti6Al4V workpiece is much better than under the Inconel 718 workpiece. 

However, the tools remain integral after the 0.48-m cuts for both Ti6Al4V and Inconel 718. These 

observations should help refine thermomechanical coupled models that incorporate tool wear to 

predict tool performance. To make physical sense, these models should match the chip-tool 

temperature distribution measured herein, but also the wear patterns that are reported. 

Kitagwa et al. [15] examined the mean rake face temperature during the orthogonal 

intermittent turning of a Ti6Al6V2Sn disk with 333 Vickers hardness (HV). The tool used was a 

K10 carbide tool with a hardness Rockwell A (HRA) of 89 and a rake angle of 6°. The machining 

velocity was changed from 0.83 m/s to 6.67 m/s for a 22 µm/rev feed and from 0.83 m/s to 3.33 

m/s for a 100 µm/rev feed. The work material and tool rake angle were similar to the Ti6Al4V and 

-5° used here, and the machining velocity and feed values overlapped the values adopted for this 
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study. However, Kitagwa’s study implemented micro-thermocouples to estimate the temperature 

at the chip-tool interface. Although the positions of the micro-thermocouples are not clearly stated 

in the text, there is a sketch that shows the micro-thermocouples are located at about 2 times the 

feed (200 µm) from the cutting edge, and 100 µm under the rake face. Figure 50 shows the 

temperature measurements taken by Kitagwa at the locations where the micro-thermocouples were 

placed, and a temperature trace from the present work. As can be observed in this figure, Kitagwa’s 

temperatures are significantly smaller than the ones reported in this study. Some of this difference 

could be attributed to the different nature of the contact between Kitagwa’s workpiece and carbide 

tool, and the workpiece and YAG tool adopted here. Nevertheless, the smaller temperature 

reported by Kitagwa relative to the ones reported here are consistent with temperature 

measurements taken below the rake face in Kitagwa’s work vs. direct observations through the 

optically transparent YAG tools performed in this study. 

Kitagwa et al. [15] also examined the near rake face temperature during the orthogonal 

turning of an Inconel 718 round bar of 150 mm diameter with 412 Vickers hardness (HV). The 

measuring method was similar to the one used above, but now with a different tool material. The 

tool used was a silicon nitride (Si3N4) tool with a hardness Rockwell A (HRA) of 92.8. The 

machining velocity was changed from 0.83 m/s to 6.67 m/s for a 190 µm/rev feed. The work 

material and tool rake angle were similar to the Inconel 718 and -5° used here, and the machining 

velocity overlapped the values adopted for this study. However, Kitagwa’s study used a water-

based coolant supplied to the tool at a rate of 41 times per minute, and the feed rate did not overlap 

the values adopted in this study. Figure 51 shows the temperature measurements taken by Kitagwa 

at the locations where the micro-thermocouples were placed, and a temperature trace from the 

present work.  
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Figure 50. Comparison between peak chip-tool interface temperatures determined using YAG 
cutting tools, and other measurements available in the literature. Workpiece: Titanium alloys. 

 

 

 

Figure 51. Comparison between peak chip-tool interface temperatures determined using YAG 
cutting tools, and other measurements available in the literature. Workpiece: Inconel 718. 

 

Smart and Trent [17] measured the rake face peak temperature during the turning of 

commercially pure titanium with a hardness of 150 HV.  The temperature was estimated using a 

method based on the structural changes in the high speed steel tool. The tool used was a Type BM 
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43 high speed steel fully hardened and tempered with a room temperature hardness of 840 HV and 

a rake angle of 6°. For a machining velocity of 1.02 m/s and a feed of 250 µm/rev the resulting 

temperature, at 100 µm from the cutting edge, was 923 K. Additionally, for a machining velocity 

of 1.27 m/s and a feed of 500 µm/rev the resulting temperature was 1173 K. After extrapolation to 

the lower feeds applied here, the temperature values by Smart and Trent are significantly lower 

than those reported here for Ti6Al4V. However, Smart and Trent’s work material (commercially 

pure Ti) is significantly softer than Ti6Al4V, and therefore the difference in temperature is 

consistent with the difference in work material hardness. 

 These observations indicate that the temperature measurements reported herein are 

consistent with others in the literature. The data presented in this thesis, however, shows 

temperature distributions at high spatial and temporal resolution that are much more complete than 

those readily available in the literature. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) Other parameters being equal, the chip-tool interface temperature when cutting Ti6Al4V 

with a YAG tool is about the same as that obtained when cutting Inconel 718, except at 

large feeds of more than 100 µm. These temperatures are in the order of 1000 K.  

2) The distance from the cutting edge to the peak temperature decreases with an increase in 

machining velocity, and increases with an increase in feed. The peak temperature occurs 

at a finite distance from the cutting edge that is smaller than the length of the chip-tool 

contact zone. 

3) Ti6Al4V mainly wears the tool by crater wear occurring near the end of the chip-tool 

contact zone. No cutting edge wear is observed. Material transfer from chip to tool rake 

face is significant. Inconel 718 mainly wears the tool at the cutting edge. No crater wear is 

observed. The chip material transfer to the tool is moderate. 

4) The performance of YAG on Ti6Al4V at machining velocity = 6 m/s, for a beveled tool, 

is comparable to its performance at machining velocity = 1 m/s, for a nominally sharp tool. 

5) Addition of a TiN coating that partially survives the cutting reduces friction coefficient and 

friction power significantly. The less severe friction causes a decrease in total power, albeit 

to a smaller extent. The peak temperature is reduced. The magnitude of the reductions are 

expected to be larger if the coating remains intact throughout the cutting. The coating 

thickness, if increased, would lead to a more indirect measurement of the chip-tool 

interface temperature. However, modeling indicates that even for coatings that are ~1 µm 

thick, the temperature at the coating-chip interface should be nearly the same as that at the 

coating-tool interface.   
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CHAPTER 7 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future Direction 1: Accessing Higher Machining Velocities 

As explained before, increasing the machining velocity beyond 4 m/s or the feed beyond 

125 µm/rev can destroy the cutting edge. However, if a beveled tool is used instead of a nominally 

sharp one, the wear is virtually insignificant, as observed in Figure 26. Thus, experiments at 

machining velocity higher than 4 m/s and feed larger than 125 µm/rev could be explored. The 

setup implemented herein can be used to explore these conditions. The maximum machining 

velocity depends on the lathe maximum rotational speed and the workpiece outside diameter. Since 

the lathe maximum rotational speed is a constraint, very high machining velocities can be achieved 

if the workpiece outside diameter is increased. If experiments at high machining velocities are 

performed, important questions can be addressed such as: How does the workpiece behave at very 

high machining velocities? Is its strength decreased due to thermal softening or is it increased due 

to strain rate sensitivity? How does the YAG tool interact with the workpiece at very high 

machining velocities? Is the wear rate increased or decreased? 

Future Direction 2: Coating Optimization 

The two models shown previously indicate that, even for coatings ~1-µm thick, the 

temperature difference across the coating is within the resolution of the imaging system. The 

implication is that it is possible to obtain the temperature at the chip-coating interface from 

observation of the coating-tool interface temperature. These two temperatures are essentially equal 

to each other. This is true even for coatings that are about several micrometers thick. During the 

experiments involving TiN-YAG tools and Ti6Al4V, the coating, which was of 100-nm thickness, 

experienced partial survival as seen in Figure 48. However, noting that typical wear is less than 2 
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µm, using a coating thickness = 2 µm or more could result in full coating survival. Given the 

above, future work should focus on the use of relatively thick coatings that pose no temperature 

gradients and are likely to withstand the action of the chip.  

Future Direction 3: Thermo-Mechanical Finite Element Modeling 

A finite element model of the cutting process to compare against the experimental data will 

be a key factor in the continuation of this work. Not only because it will help to understand in more 

depth how the process outputs are related to the process inputs, but also because it can decrease 

the number of experimental iterations needed to find such relationships. Software packages such 

as ABAQUS and LS-DYNA provide thermo-mechanical solutions. Accurate material parameters 

are required in order to have a model that describes the cutting process.  A good model will be one 

that can show the chip formation, the tool temperature distribution, and the tool wear as observed 

in reality. 

Future Direction 4: Liquid Nitrogen Cooling 

Finally, cooling the cutting tool while machining can reduce the temperature at the chip-

tool interface. A quantitative analysis of the effect of the cooling can be performed on the same 

setup utilized in this work. A possible, and attractive, coolant for which cooling power is not well 

understood is liquid nitrogen (LN). If an investigation using LN as cooling agent is undertaken, a 

major challenge will be to keep the mirror free of any water condensation. The key will be to avoid 

loss of radiation intensity throughout the optical path from the chip underside to the CCD array. 

Another challenge will be to design a tool holder that can withstand the extreme cold temperatures 

without compromising the data acquisition. 
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APPENDIX A 

TEMPERATURE DISRTIBUTION ANALYZER: MATLAB M-CODE   

 

%TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ANALYZER 
%MADE BY JEAN CARLOS GARCIA GONZALEZ ON 11/21/2014 3:15 PM 

  
%The force file needs to be already in the MATLAB folder and imported under 
%the following names: "cutting", "thrust", and "trigger" for the Cutting 
%Force, the Thrust force, and the trigger signal respectively 

  
%The DaVis notepad files need also to be in the MATLAB folder 
%, but the algorithm will import them 
%Notice that it was created to analyze 40 frames only 

  
%import data 
IMPORT=importdata('B00001.txt'); 
B00001=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00002.txt'); 
B00002=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00003.txt'); 
B00003=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00004.txt'); 
B00004=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00005.txt'); 
B00005=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00006.txt'); 
B00006=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00007.txt'); 
B00007=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00008.txt'); 
B00008=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00009.txt'); 
B00009=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00010.txt'); 
B00010=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00011.txt'); 
B00011=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00012.txt'); 
B00012=IMPORT.data; 
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 APPENDIX A (continued) 

 
IMPORT=importdata('B00013.txt'); 
B00013=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00014.txt'); 
B00014=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00015.txt'); 
B00015=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00016.txt'); 
B00016=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00017.txt'); 
B00017=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00018.txt'); 
B00018=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00019.txt'); 
B00019=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00020.txt'); 
B00020=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00021.txt'); 
B00021=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00022.txt'); 
B00022=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00023.txt'); 
B00023=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00024.txt'); 
B00024=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00025.txt'); 
B00025=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00026.txt'); 
B00026=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00027.txt'); 
B00027=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00028.txt'); 
B00028=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00029.txt'); 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

B00029=IMPORT.data; 

 
IMPORT=importdata('B00030.txt'); 
B00030=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00031.txt'); 
B00031=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00032.txt'); 
B00032=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00033.txt'); 
B00033=IMPORT.data;  

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00034.txt'); 
B00034=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00035.txt'); 
B00035=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00036.txt'); 
B00036=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00037.txt'); 
B00037=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00038.txt'); 
B00038=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00039.txt'); 
B00039=IMPORT.data; 

  
IMPORT=importdata('B00040.txt'); 
B00040=IMPORT.data; 

  
clc; 
%PARAMETERS 
rotations=6; 
AA=1036.65; %formula=AA*(((A1)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
BB=0.0647; 

  
prompt='Select Material:\n \n For titanium, e=0.50 enter 1 \n For Inconel, 

e=0.33, enter 2\n\n'; 
emissivityofmaterial=input(prompt); 
prompt='Insert numbers of frames to be analyzed:  '; 
frames=input(prompt); 
rotspeed=input('What is the rotational speed(in Hz)?  '); 
cameraframeperiod=input('What is the camera frame period (in seconds)? '); 
prompt='What is the exposure time (in miliseconds)?  '; 
TargetFrameNumber=input('What is the Target frame number? '); 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

FileTargetFrameNumber=input('What is the file Target frame number? (Ex. 

insert 4 for B00004) '); 
exposure=input(prompt); %exposure time in mili seconds 

 
TimeStamp=input('First frame Time Stamp?  '); 
binning=8; 

  
switch emissivityofmaterial 
    case 1 
        e=0.50; 
    case 2 
        e=0.33; 
    otherwise 
        disp('Wrong value') 
end 

  
switch frames 

     

  
    case 40 
% comment to the desired number of frames to analyze 
A1= mean(B00001)/binning.^2; 
B1=AA*(((A1)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A2= mean(B00002)/binning.^2; 
B2=AA*(((A2)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A3= mean(B00003)/binning.^2; 
B3=AA*(((A3)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A4= mean(B00004)/binning.^2; 
B4=AA*(((A4)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A5= mean(B00005)/binning.^2; 
B5=AA*(((A5)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A6= mean(B00006)/binning.^2; 
B6=AA*(((A6)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A7= mean(B00007)/binning.^2; 
B7=AA*(((A7)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A8= mean(B00008)/binning.^2; 
B8=AA*(((A8)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A9= mean(B00009)/binning.^2; 
B9=AA*(((A9)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A10= mean(B00010)/binning.^2; 
B10=AA*(((A10)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A11= mean(B00011)/binning.^2; 
B11=AA*(((A11)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A12= mean(B00012)/binning.^2; 
B12=AA*(((A12)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A13= mean(B00013)/binning.^2; 
B13=AA*(((A13)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A14= mean(B00014)/binning.^2; 
B14=AA*(((A14)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A15= mean(B00015)/binning.^2; 
B15=AA*(((A15)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A16= mean(B00016)/binning.^2; 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

B16=AA*(((A16)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A17= mean(B00017)/binning.^2; 
B17=AA*(((A17)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A18= mean(B00018)/binning.^2; 
 

B18=AA*(((A18)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A19= mean(B00019)/binning.^2; 
B19=AA*(((A19)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A20= mean(B00020)/binning.^2; 
B20=AA*(((A20)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A21= mean(B00021)/binning.^2; 
B21=AA*(((A21)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A22= mean(B00022)/binning.^2; 
B22=AA*(((A22)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A23= mean(B00023)/binning.^2; 
B23=AA*(((A23)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A24= mean(B00024)/binning.^2; 
B24=AA*(((A24)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A25= mean(B00025)/binning.^2; 
B25=AA*(((A25)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A26= mean(B00026)/binning.^2; 
B26=AA*(((A26)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A27= mean(B00027)/binning.^2; 
B27=AA*(((A27)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A28= mean(B00028)/binning.^2; 
B28=AA*(((A28)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A29= mean(B00029)/binning.^2; 
B29=AA*(((A29)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A30= mean(B00030)/binning.^2; 
B30=AA*(((A30)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A31= mean(B00031)/binning.^2; 
B31=AA*(((A31)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A32= mean(B00032)/binning.^2; 
B32=AA*(((A32)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A33= mean(B00033)/binning.^2; 
B33=AA*(((A33)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A34= mean(B00034)/binning.^2; 
B34=AA*(((A34)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A35= mean(B00035)/binning.^2; 
B35=AA*(((A35)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A36= mean(B00036)/binning.^2; 
B36=AA*(((A36)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A37= mean(B00037)/binning.^2; 
B37=AA*(((A37)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A38= mean(B00038)/binning.^2; 
B38=AA*(((A38)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A39= mean(B00039)/binning.^2; 
B39=AA*(((A39)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 
A40= mean(B00040)/binning.^2; 
B40=AA*(((A40)/(e*exposure)).^BB); 

  
D=size(A1);%Vector length 
xf=D(2); 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

xs=0.56*binning; 
xo=0.56*xf*binning; 
x=xs:xs:xo; %distance from the cutting edge 

  
for ia=1:1:xf   
%        
Plotaverage=[B8(ia) B9(ia) B10(ia) B11(ia) B12(ia)]; 
Plotaveragemean(ia)=mean(Plotaverage); 
Plotaveragestd(ia)=std(Plotaverage); 
end 

  
figure (1) 
plot(x,B1,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B2,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B3,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B4,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B5,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B6,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B7,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B8,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B9,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B10,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B11,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B12,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B13,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B14,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
plot(x,B15,'LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
xlabel('Distance from the cutting edge 

(\mum)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 
ylabel('Tool temperature (k)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

  
% Bar plots 
figure (2) 
C=[max(B1) max(B2) max(B3) max(B4) max(B5) max(B6) max(B7) max(B8) max(B9) 

max(B10) max(B11) max(B12) max(B13) max(B14) max(B15) max(B16) max(B17) 

max(B18) max(B19) max(B20) max(B21) max(B22) max(B23) max(B24) max(B25)  
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

max(B26) max(B27) max(B28) max(B29) max(B30) max(B31) max(B32) max(B33) 

max(B34) max(B35) max(B36) max(B37) max(B38) max(B39) max(B40)]; 
C1=[max(A1) max(A2) max(A3) max(A4) max(A5) max(A6) max(A7) max(A8) max(A9) 

max(A10) max(A11) max(A12) max(A13) max(A14) max(A15) max(A16) max(A17) 

max(A18) max(A19) max(A20) max(A21) max(A22) max(A23) max(A24) max(A25) 

max(A26) max(A27) max(A28) max(A29) max(A30) max(A31) max(A32) max(A33) 

max(A34) max(A35) max(A36) max(A37) max(A38) max(A39) max(A40)]; 
bar(C),ylim([1000 1500]); 
hold on; 
xlabel('Frame number','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 
ylabel('Peak tool temperature (k)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 
        switch FileTargetFrameNumber 
            case 1 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B1) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B1; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A1; 
            case 2 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B2) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B2; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A2; 
            case 3 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B3) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B3; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A3; 
            case 4 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B4) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B4; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A4; 
            case 5 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B5) %Target frame peak temperature  
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B5; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A5; 
            case 6 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B6) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B6; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A6; 
            case 7 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B7) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B7; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A7; 
            case 8 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B8) %Target frame peak temperature  
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B8; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A8; 
            case 9 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B9) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B9; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A9; 
            case 10 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B10) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B10; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A10; 
            case 11 
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                APPENDIX A (continued) 

    TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B11) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B11; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A11; 
            case 12 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B12) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B12; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A12; 
            case 13 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B13) %Target frame peak temperature  
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B13; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A13; 
            case 14 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B14) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B14; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A14; 
            case 15 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B15) %Target frame peak temperature 
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B15; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A15; 
            case 16 
                TARGETFRAMEMAXTEMP=max(B16) %Target frame peak temperature  
                TARGETFRAMETEMPPLOT=B16; 
                TARGETFRAMEINT=A16; 
            otherwise  
                disp('Increase the Target Frame interval') 
        end 
Average = [max(B1) max(B2) max(B3) max(B4) max(B5) max(B6) max(B7) max(B8) 

max(B9) max(B10) max(B11) max(B12) max(B13) max(B14) max(B15)]; %Average 

temperature during steady state cutting 
MEANFRAMESMAXTEMP=mean(Average) 
STANDARTDEV=std(Average) 
end 

  
POP=diff(sign(diff(Plotaveragemean)))~=0; 
Dpop=size(POP); 
xfpop=Dpop(2); 
Tpop=0; 
for pop=1:1:xfpop  

   
    if Tpop==1 
        pop; 
        break; 
    end 
   Tpop=POP(pop)+Tpop; 
end 
Xx=zeros(1,2000); 

  
for ii=pop:1:xfpop 
    TPlotaveragemean(ii)=Plotaveragemean(ii); 
    TPlotaveragestd(ii)=Plotaveragestd(ii); 
    Xx(ii)=Xx(ii-1)+xs; 
end 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

TPlotaveragemeanDIST=TPlotaveragemean(pop:xfpop); 
TPlotaveragestdDIST=TPlotaveragestd(pop:xfpop); 
Xxdistance=Xx(pop-1):xs:Xx(xfpop-1); 
figure(4) 
plot(Xxdistance,TPlotaveragemeanDIST,'LineWidth',2') 
xlabel('Distance from the cutting edge 

(\mum)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 
ylabel('Tool temperature (k)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold');  

  
Tpop=0; 
for popp=1:1:xfpop  

   
    if Tpop==2 
        popp; 
        break; 
    end 
   Tpop=POP(popp)+Tpop; 
end 
Distancex=x(popp)-x(pop); 
DISTANCEX=['The peak temperature is ',num2str(Plotaveragemean(popp)), ' 

Kelvin located at ',num2str(Distancex),' micrometers from the cutting edge']; 
disp(DISTANCEX) 

  
indexmax = find(max(TPlotaveragemeanDIST) == TPlotaveragemeanDIST); 
xmax = Xxdistance(indexmax); 
ymax = TPlotaveragemeanDIST(indexmax); 
strmax = ['Peak Temp = ',num2str(Plotaveragemean(popp)),'K at 

',num2str(Distancex),'\mum from the cutting edge']; 
text(xmax,ymax,strmax,'HorizontalAlignment','left'); 

  
% FORCE ANALYSIS 
sensitivity=50; 
cuttingt=cutting.'; 
thrustt=thrust.'; 
Cutting=-(cuttingt)*sensitivity; %Adjust cutting force 
Thrust=thrustt*sensitivity; 
d=size(cuttingt); 
d1=d(2); 
scans=d(2)/8; 
ts=1/scans; 
tf=d(2)/scans; 
Time=ts:ts:tf; 
figure(3) 
plot(Time,Cutting,'r','LineWidth',0.8'); 
hold on 
plot(Time,Thrust,'LineWidth',0.8'); 
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 
ylabel('Force (N)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

  
%FIND START OF THE CUT 
p=1; 
while p<8000 
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   APPENDIX A (continued) 

 U=Cutting(p); 
    U1=Thrust(p); 
if U<50 & U1<50 
p=p+1; 
else 
    break 
end 
end 
H=p/scans; 
H1=[H,H]; 
H2=[10,200]; 
figure(3) 
plot(H1,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 
hold on 
Timebetweenrotations=((rotations)/(rotspeed))/rotations; 
R1=H+Timebetweenrotations; 
R11=[R1,R1]; 
plot(R11,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 
R2=H+2*Timebetweenrotations; 
R21=[R2,R2]; 
plot(R21,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 
R3=H+3*Timebetweenrotations; 
R31=[R3,R3]; 
plot(R31,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 
R4=H+4*Timebetweenrotations; 
R41=[R4,R4]; 
plot(R41,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 
R5=H+5*Timebetweenrotations; 
R51=[R5,R5]; 
plot(R51,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 
R6=H+6*Timebetweenrotations; 
R61=[R6,R6]; 
plot(R61,H2,'g-','LineWidth',2'); 

  
%FIND START OF THE TRIGGER SIGNAL 
P=1; 
while P<8000 
    U1=trigger(P); 
if U1<4 
P=P+1; 
else 
    break 
end 
end 

  
L=P/scans; 
O=L+TargetFrameNumber*cameraframeperiod; 
O1=[O,O]; 
figure (3) 
plot(O1,H2,'m-','LineWidth',2'); 
O11=O+(frames)*cameraframeperiod; 
O2=[O11,O11]; 
plot(O2,H2,'m-','LineWidth',2'); 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

tinterval=scans*[O,O11]; 

  
c=Cutting(1:1,tinterval(1):tinterval(2)); 
t=Thrust(1:1,tinterval(1):tinterval(2)); 
CUTTINGFORCEaverage=mean(c) 
cstd=std(c) 
THRUSTFORCEaverage=mean(t) 
tstd=std(t) 

  
%EXPORT TO EXCEL  
% Mastersheet 
Tx=x.'; 
TransPlotaveragemean=Plotaveragemean.'; 
TXx=Xxdistance.'; 
TransTPlotaveragemeanDIST=TPlotaveragemeanDIST.'; 
TransTPlotaveragestdDIST=TPlotaveragestdDIST.'; 
TTime=Time.'; 
TCutting=Cutting.'; 
TThrust=Thrust.'; 
TC1=C1.'; 
TC=C.'; 
withmirror=[Tx,TransPlotaveragemean]; 
withoutmirror=[TXx,TransTPlotaveragemeanDIST,TransTPlotaveragestdDIST]; 
forcesonly=[TTime, TCutting, TThrust]; 
forcesaverages=[CUTTINGFORCEaverage,THRUSTFORCEaverage];  
framesonly=[TC1,TC]; 
targetonly=[Plotaveragemean(popp),Plotaveragestd(popp),Distancex]; 
CUTTIME=R6-H; 

  
%Frames to pick from the third and fourth revolution (Force and Temperature 
%averages 

  
for tn=1:1:40 
    TN=cameraframeperiod*tn; 
    if R2<L+TN+TimeStamp 
        tn 
        break 
    end     
end 

     

     
for tn1=1:1:40 
    TN=cameraframeperiod*tn1; 
    if R4<L+TN+TimeStamp 
        tn1 
        break 
    end     
end 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

TIMET=L+TimeStamp; 
disp('Use tn and tn as inputs for RunAnalysisThesis2') 
%NOW RUN "RunAnalysisThesis2 
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APPENDIX B 

AVERAGE CORRECTION AND EXCEL OUTPUT: MATLAB M-CODE   

for ia=1:1:xf   
Plotaverage=[B7(ia), B8(ia)]; %manually input the number of frames in the 

interval [tn,tn1] from the RunAnalysisThesis code 
Plotaveragemean(ia)=mean(Plotaverage);%[B7(ia), B8(ia)] means frames 7 and 8 
Plotaveragestd(ia)=std(Plotaverage); 

  
end  

  
POP=diff(sign(diff(Plotaveragemean)))~=0; 
Dpop=size(POP); 
xfpop=Dpop(2); 
Tpop=0; 
for pop=1:1:xfpop  

   
    if Tpop==1 
        pop; 
        break; 
    end 
   Tpop=POP(pop)+Tpop; 
end 
Xx=zeros(1,2000); 

  
for ii=pop:1:xfpop 
    TPlotaveragemean(ii)=Plotaveragemean(ii); 
    TPlotaveragestd(ii)=Plotaveragestd(ii); 
    Xx(ii)=Xx(ii-1)+xs; 
end 
TPlotaveragemeanDIST=TPlotaveragemean(pop:xfpop); 
TPlotaveragestdDIST=TPlotaveragestd(pop:xfpop); 
Xxdistance=Xx(pop-1):xs:Xx(xfpop-1); 
figure(4) 
plot(Xxdistance,TPlotaveragemeanDIST,'LineWidth',2') 
xlabel('Distance from the cutting edge 

(\mum)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 
ylabel('Tool temperature (k)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold');  

  
tinterval=scans*[R2,R4]; 

  
c=Cutting(1:1,tinterval(1):tinterval(2)); 
t=Thrust(1:1,tinterval(1):tinterval(2)); 
CUTTINGFORCEaverage=mean(c) 
cstd=std(c) 
THRUSTFORCEaverage=mean(t) 
tstd=std(t) 
forcesaverages=[CUTTINGFORCEaverage,THRUSTFORCEaverage];  

  
TXx=Xxdistance.'; 
TransTPlotaveragemeanDIST=TPlotaveragemeanDIST.'; 
TransTPlotaveragestdDIST=TPlotaveragestdDIST.'; 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

withoutmirror=[TXx,TransTPlotaveragemeanDIST,TransTPlotaveragestdDIST]; 
framesonly=[TC1,TC]; 
targetonly=[Plotaveragemean(popp),Plotaveragestd(popp),Distancex]; 

  
filename = 'datahandlingSOE3B.xlsx';  %Excel file in MATLAB folder 
sheet=input('What is the sheet number where the data is going to be storaged? 

'); 
xlRange = 'A5'; 
xlswrite(filename,withmirror,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'D5'; 
xlswrite(filename,withoutmirror,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'H5'; 
xlswrite(filename,forcesonly,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'L5'; 
xlswrite(filename,forcesaverages,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'P5'; 
xlswrite(filename,framesonly,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'V5'; 
xlswrite(filename,targetonly,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'S5'; 
xlswrite(filename,MEANFRAMESMAXTEMP,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'T5'; 
xlswrite(filename,STANDARTDEV,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'I1'; 
xlswrite(filename,cameraframeperiod,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'R5'; 
xlswrite(filename,TIMET,sheet,xlRange) 

  

  
xlRange = 'AD1'; 
xlswrite(filename,H,sheet,xlRange) 

  
xlRange = 'AD2'; 
xlswrite(filename,CUTTIME,sheet,xlRange) 
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APPENDIX C 

FINITE VOLUME HEAT TRANSFER MODEL A: MATLAB M-CODE   

 
k_t=12; %YAG tool thermal conductivity [W/m.K] 
k_c=19.2; %TiN coating thermal conductivity [W/m.K] 
q=3.333E8;  %heat flux [W/m^2] 
h=1*(q/100);%chip convection coefficient [W/m^2.K] 
ha=1100; %air convection coefficient [W/m^2.K] 
t=0.00001; %time step, delta t [s] 
tt=(0.5/t); %number of time steps to reach certain time 
x=30e-6; %delta x [m] 
rho_t=4555 %YAG density [Kg/m^3] 
c_t=600.6 %YAG heat capacity [J/Kg.K] 
dc=rho_t*c_t; %rho c factor for the YAG 
rho_c=5400 %coating density [Kg/m^3] 
c_c=519.5 %coating heat capacity [J/Kg.K] 
dc2=rho_c*c_c;%rho c factor for the coating 
Fot=(k_t*t)/(dc*x^2);%Fourier number in the YAG 
Foc=(k_c*t)/(dc2*((x)^2));%Fourier number in the coating 
Bit=(ha*x)/k_t;%Biot number in the YAG 
Bic=(h*(x))/k_c; %Biot number in the coating 
T_inf=900; %Chip temperature 

  
%For stability, the quantities below MUST be less than 0.5 
Fot 
Foc 
A=Foc*(1+Bic) 
A2=Fot*(1+Bit) 

  

  
T5p=zeros(1,tt); 
T4p=zeros(1,tt); 
T3p=zeros(1,tt); 
T2p=zeros(1,tt); 
T1p=zeros(1,tt); 
T0p=zeros(1,tt); 
T6p=zeros(1,tt); 
T7p=zeros(1,tt); 
T8p=zeros(1,tt); 
T9p=zeros(1,tt); 
T10p=zeros(1,tt); 
T11p=zeros(1,tt); 
T12p=zeros(1,tt); 
T13p=zeros(1,tt); 
T14p=zeros(1,tt); 
T15p=zeros(1,tt); 
T16p=zeros(1,tt); 
T17p=zeros(1,tt); 
T18p=zeros(1,tt); 
T19p=zeros(1,tt); 
T20p=zeros(1,tt); 
T21p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T22p=zeros(1,tt); 
T23p=zeros(1,tt); 
T24p=zeros(1,tt); 
T25p=zeros(1,tt); 
T26p=zeros(1,tt); 
T27p=zeros(1,tt); 
T28p=zeros(1,tt); 
T29p=zeros(1,tt); 
T30p=zeros(1,tt); 
T31p=zeros(1,tt); 
T32p=zeros(1,tt); 
T33p=zeros(1,tt); 
T34p=zeros(1,tt); 
T35p=zeros(1,tt); 
T36p=zeros(1,tt); 
T37p=zeros(1,tt); 
T38p=zeros(1,tt); 
T39p=zeros(1,tt); 
T40p=zeros(1,tt); 
T41p=zeros(1,tt); 
T42p=zeros(1,tt); 
T43p=zeros(1,tt); 
T44p=zeros(1,tt); 
T45p=zeros(1,tt); 
T46p=zeros(1,tt); 
T47p=zeros(1,tt); 
T48p=zeros(1,tt); 
T49p=zeros(1,tt); 
T50p=zeros(1,tt); 
T51p=zeros(1,tt); 
T52p=zeros(1,tt); 
T53p=zeros(1,tt); 
T54p=zeros(1,tt); 
T55p=zeros(1,tt); 
T56p=zeros(1,tt); 
T57p=zeros(1,tt); 
T58p=zeros(1,tt); 
T59p=zeros(1,tt); 
T60p=zeros(1,tt); 
T61p=zeros(1,tt); 
T62p=zeros(1,tt); 
T63p=zeros(1,tt); 
T64p=zeros(1,tt); 
T65p=zeros(1,tt); 
T66p=zeros(1,tt); 
T67p=zeros(1,tt); 
T68p=zeros(1,tt); 
T69p=zeros(1,tt); 
T70p=zeros(1,tt); 
T71p=zeros(1,tt); 
T72p=zeros(1,tt); 
T73p=zeros(1,tt); 
T74p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T75p=zeros(1,tt); 
T76p=zeros(1,tt); 
T77p=zeros(1,tt); 
T78p=zeros(1,tt); 
T79p=zeros(1,tt); 
T80p=zeros(1,tt); 
T81p=zeros(1,tt); 
T82p=zeros(1,tt); 
T83p=zeros(1,tt); 
T84p=zeros(1,tt); 
T85p=zeros(1,tt); 
T86p=zeros(1,tt); 
T87p=zeros(1,tt); 
T88p=zeros(1,tt); 
T89p=zeros(1,tt); 
T90p=zeros(1,tt); 
T91p=zeros(1,tt); 
T92p=zeros(1,tt); 
T93p=zeros(1,tt); 
T94p=zeros(1,tt); 
T95p=zeros(1,tt); 
T96p=zeros(1,tt); 
T97p=zeros(1,tt); 
T98p=zeros(1,tt); 
T99p=zeros(1,tt); 
T100p=zeros(1,tt); 
T101p=zeros(1,tt); 
T102p=zeros(1,tt); 
T103p=zeros(1,tt); 
T104p=zeros(1,tt); 
T105p=zeros(1,tt); 
T106p=zeros(1,tt); 
T107p=zeros(1,tt); 
T108p=zeros(1,tt); 
T109p=zeros(1,tt); 
T110p=zeros(1,tt); 
T111p=zeros(1,tt); 
T112p=zeros(1,tt); 
T113p=zeros(1,tt); 
T114p=zeros(1,tt); 
T115p=zeros(1,tt); 
T116p=zeros(1,tt); 
T117p=zeros(1,tt); 
T118p=zeros(1,tt); 
T119p=zeros(1,tt); 
T120p=zeros(1,tt); 
T121p=zeros(1,tt); 
T122p=zeros(1,tt); 
T123p=zeros(1,tt); 
T124p=zeros(1,tt); 
T125p=zeros(1,tt); 
T126p=zeros(1,tt); 
T127p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T128p=zeros(1,tt); 
T129p=zeros(1,tt); 
T130p=zeros(1,tt); 
T131p=zeros(1,tt); 
T132p=zeros(1,tt); 
T133p=zeros(1,tt); 
T134p=zeros(1,tt); 
T135p=zeros(1,tt); 
T136p=zeros(1,tt); 
T137p=zeros(1,tt); 
T138p=zeros(1,tt); 
T139p=zeros(1,tt); 
T140p=zeros(1,tt); 
T141p=zeros(1,tt); 
T142p=zeros(1,tt); 
T143p=zeros(1,tt); 
T144p=zeros(1,tt); 
T145p=zeros(1,tt); 
T146p=zeros(1,tt); 
T147p=zeros(1,tt); 
T148p=zeros(1,tt); 
T149p=zeros(1,tt); 
T150p=zeros(1,tt); 
T151p=zeros(1,tt); 
T152p=zeros(1,tt); 
T153p=zeros(1,tt); 
T154p=zeros(1,tt); 
T155p=zeros(1,tt); 
T156p=zeros(1,tt); 
T157p=zeros(1,tt); 
T158p=zeros(1,tt); 
T159p=zeros(1,tt); 
T160p=zeros(1,tt); 
T161p=zeros(1,tt); 
T162p=zeros(1,tt); 
T163p=zeros(1,tt); 
T164p=zeros(1,tt); 
T165p=zeros(1,tt); 
T166p=zeros(1,tt); 
T167p=zeros(1,tt); 
T168p=zeros(1,tt); 
T169p=zeros(1,tt); 
T170p=zeros(1,tt); 
T171p=zeros(1,tt); 
T172p=zeros(1,tt); 
T173p=zeros(1,tt); 
T174p=zeros(1,tt); 
T175p=zeros(1,tt); 
T176p=zeros(1,tt); 
T177p=zeros(1,tt); 
T178p=zeros(1,tt); 
T179p=zeros(1,tt); 
T180p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T181p=zeros(1,tt); 
T182p=zeros(1,tt); 
T183p=zeros(1,tt); 
T184p=zeros(1,tt); 
T185p=zeros(1,tt); 
T186p=zeros(1,tt); 
T187p=zeros(1,tt); 
T188p=zeros(1,tt); 
T189p=zeros(1,tt); 
T190p=zeros(1,tt); 
T191p=zeros(1,tt); 
T192p=zeros(1,tt); 
T193p=zeros(1,tt); 
T194p=zeros(1,tt); 
T195p=zeros(1,tt); 
T196p=zeros(1,tt); 
T197p=zeros(1,tt); 
T198p=zeros(1,tt); 
T199p=zeros(1,tt); 
T200p=zeros(1,tt); 
T201p=zeros(1,tt); 

  
T0p(1)=25; 
T1p(1)=25; 
T2p(1)=25; 
T2p(1)=25; 
T4p(1)=25; 
T5p(1)=25; 
T6p(1)=25; 
T7p(1)=25; 
T8p(1)=25; 
T9p(1)=25; 
T10p(1)=25; 
T11p(1)=25; 
T12p(1)=25; 
T13p(1)=25; 
T14p(1)=25; 
T15p(1)=25; 
T16p(1)=25; 
T17p(1)=25; 
T18p(1)=25; 
T19p(1)=25; 
T20p(1)=25; 
T21p(1)=25; 
T22p(1)=25; 
T23p(1)=25; 
T24p(1)=25; 
T25p(1)=25; 
T26p(1)=25; 
T27p(1)=25; 
T28p(1)=25; 
T29p(1)=25; 
T30p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T31p(1)=25; 
T32p(1)=25; 
T33p(1)=25; 
T34p(1)=25; 
T35p(1)=25; 
T36p(1)=25; 
T37p(1)=25; 
T38p(1)=25; 
T39p(1)=25; 
T40p(1)=25; 
T41p(1)=25; 
T42p(1)=25; 
T43p(1)=25; 
T44p(1)=25; 
T45p(1)=25; 
T46p(1)=25; 
T47p(1)=25; 
T48p(1)=25; 
T49p(1)=25; 
T50p(1)=25; 
T51p(1)=25; 
T52p(1)=25; 
T53p(1)=25; 
T54p(1)=25; 
T55p(1)=25; 
T56p(1)=25; 
T57p(1)=25; 
T58p(1)=25; 
T59p(1)=25; 
T60p(1)=25; 
T61p(1)=25; 
T62p(1)=25; 
T63p(1)=25; 
T64p(1)=25; 
T65p(1)=25; 
T66p(1)=25; 
T67p(1)=25; 
T68p(1)=25; 
T69p(1)=25; 
T70p(1)=25; 
T71p(1)=25; 
T72p(1)=25; 
T73p(1)=25; 
T74p(1)=25; 
T75p(1)=25; 
T76p(1)=25; 
T77p(1)=25; 
T78p(1)=25; 
T79p(1)=25; 
T80p(1)=25; 
T81p(1)=25; 
T82p(1)=25; 
T83p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T84p(1)=25; 
T85p(1)=25; 
T86p(1)=25; 
T87p(1)=25; 
T88p(1)=25; 
T89p(1)=25; 
T90p(1)=25; 
T91p(1)=25; 
T92p(1)=25; 
T93p(1)=25; 
T94p(1)=25; 
T95p(1)=25; 
T96p(1)=25; 
T97p(1)=25; 
T98p(1)=25; 
T99p(1)=25; 
T100p(1)=25; 
T101p(1)=25; 
T102p(1)=25; 
T103p(1)=25; 
T104p(1)=25; 
T105p(1)=25; 
T106p(1)=25; 
T107p(1)=25; 
T108p(1)=25; 
T109p(1)=25; 
T110p(1)=25; 
T111p(1)=25; 
T112p(1)=25; 
T113p(1)=25; 
T114p(1)=25; 
T115p(1)=25; 
T116p(1)=25; 
T117p(1)=25; 
T118p(1)=25; 
T119p(1)=25; 
T120p(1)=25; 
T121p(1)=25; 
T122p(1)=25; 
T123p(1)=25; 
T124p(1)=25; 
T125p(1)=25; 
T126p(1)=25; 
T127p(1)=25; 
T128p(1)=25; 
T129p(1)=25; 
T130p(1)=25; 
T131p(1)=25; 
T132p(1)=25; 
T133p(1)=25; 
T134p(1)=25; 
T135p(1)=25; 
T136p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T137p(1)=25; 
T138p(1)=25; 
T139p(1)=25; 
T140p(1)=25; 
T141p(1)=25; 
T142p(1)=25; 
T143p(1)=25; 
T144p(1)=25; 
T145p(1)=25; 
T146p(1)=25; 
T147p(1)=25; 
T148p(1)=25; 
T149p(1)=25; 
T150p(1)=25; 
T151p(1)=25; 
T152p(1)=25; 
T153p(1)=25; 
T154p(1)=25; 
T155p(1)=25; 
T156p(1)=25; 
T157p(1)=25; 
T158p(1)=25; 
T159p(1)=25; 
T160p(1)=25; 
T161p(1)=25; 
T162p(1)=25; 
T163p(1)=25; 
T164p(1)=25; 
T165p(1)=25; 
T166p(1)=25; 
T167p(1)=25; 
T168p(1)=25; 
T169p(1)=25; 
T170p(1)=25; 
T171p(1)=25; 
T172p(1)=25; 
T173p(1)=25; 
T174p(1)=25; 
T175p(1)=25; 
T176p(1)=25; 
T177p(1)=25; 
T178p(1)=25; 
T179p(1)=25; 
T180p(1)=25; 
T181p(1)=25; 
T182p(1)=25; 
T183p(1)=25; 
T184p(1)=25; 
T185p(1)=25; 
T186p(1)=25; 
T187p(1)=25; 
T188p(1)=25; 
T189p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T190p(1)=25; 
T191p(1)=25; 
T192p(1)=25; 
T193p(1)=25; 
T194p(1)=25; 
T195p(1)=25; 
T196p(1)=25; 
T197p(1)=25; 
T198p(1)=25; 
T199p(1)=25; 
T200p(1)=25; 
T201p(1)=25; 

  
for i=1:1:tt 

  
T201p1= 2*Foc*[T200p(i)+(T_inf*Bic)+((q*x)/(1*k_c))]+(1-2*Foc-

2*Bic*Foc)*T201p(i);  
T200p1= Fot*[T199p(i)+T201p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T200p(i); 
T199p1= Fot*[T198p(i)+T200p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T199p(i); 
T198p1= Fot*[T197p(i)+T199p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T198p(i); 
T197p1= Fot*[T196p(i)+T198p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T197p(i); 
T196p1= Fot*[T195p(i)+T197p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T196p(i); 
T195p1= Fot*[T194p(i)+T196p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T195p(i); 
T194p1= Fot*[T193p(i)+T195p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T194p(i); 
T193p1= Fot*[T192p(i)+T194p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T193p(i); 
T192p1= Fot*[T191p(i)+T193p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T192p(i); 
T191p1= Fot*[T190p(i)+T192p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T191p(i); 
T190p1= Fot*[T189p(i)+T191p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T190p(i); 
T189p1= Fot*[T188p(i)+T190p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T189p(i); 
T188p1= Fot*[T187p(i)+T189p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T188p(i); 
T187p1= Fot*[T186p(i)+T188p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T187p(i); 
T186p1= Fot*[T185p(i)+T187p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T186p(i); 
T185p1= Fot*[T184p(i)+T186p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T185p(i); 
T184p1= Fot*[T183p(i)+T185p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T184p(i); 
T183p1= Fot*[T182p(i)+T184p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T183p(i);     
T182p1= Fot*[T181p(i)+T183p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T182p(i); 
T181p1= Fot*[T180p(i)+T182p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T181p(i); 
T180p1= Fot*[T179p(i)+T181p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T180p(i); 
T179p1= Fot*[T178p(i)+T180p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T179p(i); 
T178p1= Fot*[T177p(i)+T179p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T178p(i); 
T177p1= Fot*[T176p(i)+T178p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T177p(i); 
T176p1= Fot*[T175p(i)+T177p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T176p(i); 
T175p1= Fot*[T174p(i)+T176p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T175p(i); 
T174p1= Fot*[T173p(i)+T175p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T174p(i); 
T173p1= Fot*[T172p(i)+T174p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T173p(i); 
T172p1= Fot*[T171p(i)+T173p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T172p(i); 
T171p1= Fot*[T170p(i)+T172p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T171p(i); 
T170p1= Fot*[T169p(i)+T171p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T170p(i); 
T169p1= Fot*[T168p(i)+T170p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T169p(i); 
T168p1= Fot*[T167p(i)+T169p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T168p(i); 
T167p1= Fot*[T166p(i)+T168p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T167p(i); 
T166p1= Fot*[T165p(i)+T167p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T166p(i); 
T165p1= Fot*[T164p(i)+T166p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T165p(i); 
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T164p1= Fot*[T163p(i)+T165p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T164p(i); 
T163p1= Fot*[T162p(i)+T164p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T163p(i); 
T162p1= Fot*[T161p(i)+T163p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T162p(i); 
T161p1= Fot*[T160p(i)+T162p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T161p(i); 
T160p1= Fot*[T159p(i)+T161p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T160p(i); 
T159p1= Fot*[T158p(i)+T160p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T159p(i); 
T158p1= Fot*[T157p(i)+T159p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T158p(i); 
T157p1= Fot*[T156p(i)+T158p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T157p(i); 
T156p1= Fot*[T155p(i)+T157p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T156p(i); 
T155p1= Fot*[T154p(i)+T156p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T155p(i); 
T154p1= Fot*[T153p(i)+T155p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T154p(i); 
T153p1= Fot*[T152p(i)+T154p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T153p(i); 
T152p1= Fot*[T151p(i)+T153p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T152p(i); 
T151p1= Fot*[T150p(i)+T152p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T151p(i); 
T150p1= Fot*[T149p(i)+T151p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T150p(i); 
T149p1= Fot*[T148p(i)+T150p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T149p(i); 
T148p1= Fot*[T147p(i)+T149p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T148p(i); 
T147p1= Fot*[T146p(i)+T148p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T147p(i); 
T146p1= Fot*[T145p(i)+T147p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T146p(i); 
T145p1= Fot*[T144p(i)+T146p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T145p(i); 
T144p1= Fot*[T143p(i)+T145p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T144p(i); 
T143p1= Fot*[T142p(i)+T144p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T143p(i); 
T142p1= Fot*[T141p(i)+T143p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T142p(i); 
T141p1= Fot*[T140p(i)+T142p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T141p(i); 
T140p1= Fot*[T139p(i)+T141p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T140p(i); 
T139p1= Fot*[T138p(i)+T140p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T139p(i); 
T138p1= Fot*[T137p(i)+T139p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T138p(i); 
T137p1= Fot*[T136p(i)+T138p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T137p(i); 
T136p1= Fot*[T135p(i)+T137p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T136p(i); 
T135p1= Fot*[T134p(i)+T136p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T135p(i); 
T134p1= Fot*[T133p(i)+T135p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T134p(i); 
T133p1= Fot*[T132p(i)+T134p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T133p(i); 
T132p1= Fot*[T131p(i)+T133p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T132p(i); 
T131p1= Fot*[T130p(i)+T132p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T131p(i); 
T130p1= Fot*[T129p(i)+T131p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T130p(i); 
T129p1= Fot*[T128p(i)+T130p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T129p(i); 
T128p1= Fot*[T127p(i)+T129p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T128p(i); 
T127p1= Fot*[T126p(i)+T128p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T127p(i); 
T126p1= Fot*[T125p(i)+T127p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T126p(i); 
T125p1= Fot*[T124p(i)+T126p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T125p(i); 
T124p1= Fot*[T123p(i)+T125p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T124p(i); 
T123p1= Fot*[T122p(i)+T124p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T123p(i); 
T122p1= Fot*[T121p(i)+T123p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T122p(i); 
T121p1= Fot*[T120p(i)+T122p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T121p(i); 
T120p1= Fot*[T119p(i)+T121p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T120p(i); 
T119p1= Fot*[T118p(i)+T120p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T119p(i); 
T118p1= Fot*[T117p(i)+T119p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T118p(i); 
T117p1= Fot*[T116p(i)+T118p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T117p(i); 
T116p1= Fot*[T115p(i)+T117p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T116p(i); 
T115p1= Fot*[T114p(i)+T116p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T115p(i); 
T114p1= Fot*[T113p(i)+T115p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T114p(i); 
T113p1= Fot*[T112p(i)+T114p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T113p(i); 
T112p1= Fot*[T111p(i)+T113p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T112p(i); 
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T111p1= Fot*[T110p(i)+T112p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T111p(i); 
T110p1= Fot*[T109p(i)+T111p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T110p(i); 
T109p1= Fot*[T108p(i)+T110p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T109p(i); 
T108p1= Fot*[T107p(i)+T109p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T108p(i); 
T107p1= Fot*[T106p(i)+T108p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T107p(i); 
T106p1= Fot*[T105p(i)+T107p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T106p(i); 
T105p1= Fot*[T104p(i)+T106p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T105p(i); 
T104p1= Fot*[T103p(i)+T105p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T104p(i); 
T103p1= Fot*[T102p(i)+T104p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T103p(i); 
T102p1= Fot*[T101p(i)+T103p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T102p(i); 
T101p1= Fot*[T100p(i)+T102p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T101p(i); 
T100p1= Fot*[T99p(i)+T101p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T100p(i); 
T99p1= Fot*[T98p(i)+T100p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T99p(i); 
T98p1= Fot*[T97p(i)+T99p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T98p(i); 
T97p1= Fot*[T96p(i)+T98p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T97p(i); 
T96p1= Fot*[T95p(i)+T97p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T96p(i); 
T95p1= Fot*[T94p(i)+T96p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T95p(i); 
T94p1= Fot*[T93p(i)+T95p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T94p(i); 
T93p1= Fot*[T92p(i)+T94p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T93p(i); 
T92p1= Fot*[T91p(i)+T93p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T92p(i); 
T91p1= Fot*[T90p(i)+T92p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T91p(i); 
T90p1= Fot*[T89p(i)+T91p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T90p(i); 
T89p1= Fot*[T88p(i)+T90p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T89p(i); 
T88p1= Fot*[T87p(i)+T89p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T88p(i); 
T87p1= Fot*[T86p(i)+T88p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T87p(i); 
T86p1= Fot*[T85p(i)+T87p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T86p(i); 
T85p1= Fot*[T84p(i)+T86p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T85p(i); 
T84p1= Fot*[T83p(i)+T85p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T84p(i); 
T83p1= Fot*[T82p(i)+T84p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T83p(i);     
T82p1= Fot*[T81p(i)+T83p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T82p(i); 
T81p1= Fot*[T80p(i)+T82p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T81p(i); 
T80p1= Fot*[T79p(i)+T81p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T80p(i); 
T79p1= Fot*[T78p(i)+T80p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T79p(i); 
T78p1= Fot*[T77p(i)+T79p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T78p(i); 
T77p1= Fot*[T76p(i)+T78p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T77p(i); 
T76p1= Fot*[T75p(i)+T77p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T76p(i); 
T75p1= Fot*[T74p(i)+T76p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T75p(i); 
T74p1= Fot*[T73p(i)+T75p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T74p(i); 
T73p1= Fot*[T72p(i)+T74p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T73p(i); 
T72p1= Fot*[T71p(i)+T73p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T72p(i); 
T71p1= Fot*[T70p(i)+T72p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T71p(i); 
T70p1= Fot*[T69p(i)+T71p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T70p(i); 
T69p1= Fot*[T68p(i)+T70p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T69p(i); 
T68p1= Fot*[T67p(i)+T69p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T68p(i); 
T67p1= Fot*[T66p(i)+T68p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T67p(i); 
T66p1= Fot*[T65p(i)+T67p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T66p(i); 
T65p1= Fot*[T64p(i)+T66p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T65p(i); 
T64p1= Fot*[T63p(i)+T65p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T64p(i); 
T63p1= Fot*[T62p(i)+T64p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T63p(i); 
T62p1= Fot*[T61p(i)+T63p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T62p(i); 
T61p1= Fot*[T60p(i)+T62p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T61p(i); 
T60p1= Fot*[T59p(i)+T61p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T60p(i); 
T59p1= Fot*[T58p(i)+T60p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T59p(i); 
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T58p1= Fot*[T57p(i)+T59p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T58p(i); 
T57p1= Fot*[T56p(i)+T58p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T57p(i); 
T56p1= Fot*[T55p(i)+T57p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T56p(i); 
T55p1= Fot*[T54p(i)+T56p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T55p(i); 
T54p1= Fot*[T53p(i)+T55p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T54p(i); 
T53p1= Fot*[T52p(i)+T54p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T53p(i); 
T52p1= Fot*[T51p(i)+T53p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T52p(i); 
T51p1= Fot*[T50p(i)+T52p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T51p(i); 
T50p1= Fot*[T49p(i)+T51p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T50p(i); 
T49p1= Fot*[T48p(i)+T50p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T49p(i); 
T48p1= Fot*[T47p(i)+T49p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T48p(i); 
T47p1= Fot*[T46p(i)+T48p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T47p(i); 
T46p1= Fot*[T45p(i)+T47p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T46p(i); 
T45p1= Fot*[T44p(i)+T46p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T45p(i); 
T44p1= Fot*[T43p(i)+T45p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T44p(i); 
T43p1= Fot*[T42p(i)+T44p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T43p(i); 
T42p1= Fot*[T41p(i)+T43p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T42p(i); 
T41p1= Fot*[T40p(i)+T42p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T41p(i); 
T40p1= Fot*[T39p(i)+T41p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T40p(i); 
T39p1= Fot*[T38p(i)+T40p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T39p(i); 
T38p1= Fot*[T37p(i)+T39p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T38p(i); 
T37p1= Fot*[T36p(i)+T38p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T37p(i); 
T36p1= Fot*[T35p(i)+T37p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T36p(i); 
T35p1= Fot*[T34p(i)+T36p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T35p(i); 
T34p1= Fot*[T33p(i)+T35p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T34p(i); 
T33p1= Fot*[T32p(i)+T34p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T33p(i); 
T32p1= Fot*[T31p(i)+T33p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T32p(i); 
T31p1= Fot*[T30p(i)+T32p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T31p(i); 
T30p1= Fot*[T29p(i)+T31p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T30p(i); 
T29p1= Fot*[T28p(i)+T30p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T29p(i); 
T28p1= Fot*[T27p(i)+T29p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T28p(i); 
T27p1= Fot*[T26p(i)+T28p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T27p(i); 
T26p1= Fot*[T25p(i)+T27p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T26p(i); 
T25p1= Fot*[T24p(i)+T26p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T25p(i); 
T24p1= Fot*[T23p(i)+T25p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T24p(i); 
T23p1= Fot*[T22p(i)+T24p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T23p(i); 
T22p1= Fot*[T21p(i)+T23p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T22p(i); 
T21p1= Fot*[T20p(i)+T22p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T21p(i); 
T20p1= Fot*[T19p(i)+T21p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T20p(i); 
T19p1= Fot*[T18p(i)+T20p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T19p(i); 
T18p1= Fot*[T17p(i)+T19p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T18p(i); 
T17p1= Fot*[T16p(i)+T18p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T17p(i); 
T16p1= Fot*[T15p(i)+T17p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T16p(i); 
T15p1= Fot*[T14p(i)+T16p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T15p(i); 
T14p1= Fot*[T13p(i)+T15p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T14p(i); 
T13p1= Fot*[T12p(i)+T14p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T13p(i); 
T12p1= Fot*[T11p(i)+T13p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T12p(i); 
T11p1= Fot*[T10p(i)+T12p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T11p(i); 
T10p1= Fot*[T9p(i)+T11p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T10p(i); 
T9p1= Fot*[T8p(i)+T10p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T9p(i); 
T8p1= Fot*[T7p(i)+T9p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T8p(i); 
T7p1= Fot*[T6p(i)+T8p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T7p(i); 
T6p1= Fot*[T5p(i)+T7p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T6p(i); 
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T5p1= Fot*[T4p(i)+T6p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T5p(i); 
T4p1= Fot*[T3p(i)+T5p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T4p(i); 
T3p1= Fot*[T2p(i)+T4p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T3p(i); 
T2p1= Fot*[T1p(i)+T3p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T2p(i); 
T1p1= Fot*[T0p(i)+T2p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T1p(i); 
T0p1=((2*Fot)*(T1p(i)+(Bit*25)))+(1+(-2*Bit*Fot)-(2*Fot))*T0p(i); 

  
T201p(i+1)=T201p1; 
T200p(i+1)=T200p1; 
T199p(i+1)=T199p1; 
T198p(i+1)=T198p1; 
T197p(i+1)=T197p1; 
T196p(i+1)=T196p1; 
T195p(i+1)=T195p1; 
T194p(i+1)=T194p1; 
T193p(i+1)=T193p1; 
T192p(i+1)=T192p1; 
T191p(i+1)=T191p1; 
T190p(i+1)=T190p1; 
T189p(i+1)=T189p1; 
T188p(i+1)=T188p1; 
T187p(i+1)=T187p1; 
T186p(i+1)=T186p1; 
T185p(i+1)=T185p1; 
T184p(i+1)=T184p1; 
T183p(i+1)=T183p1; 
T182p(i+1)=T182p1; 
T181p(i+1)=T181p1; 
T180p(i+1)=T180p1; 
T179p(i+1)=T179p1; 
T178p(i+1)=T178p1; 
T177p(i+1)=T177p1; 
T176p(i+1)=T176p1; 
T175p(i+1)=T175p1; 
T174p(i+1)=T174p1; 
T173p(i+1)=T173p1; 
T172p(i+1)=T172p1; 
T171p(i+1)=T171p1; 
T170p(i+1)=T170p1; 
T169p(i+1)=T169p1; 
T168p(i+1)=T168p1; 
T167p(i+1)=T167p1; 
T166p(i+1)=T166p1; 
T165p(i+1)=T165p1; 
T164p(i+1)=T164p1; 
T163p(i+1)=T163p1; 
T162p(i+1)=T162p1; 
T161p(i+1)=T161p1; 
T160p(i+1)=T160p1; 
T159p(i+1)=T159p1; 
T158p(i+1)=T158p1; 
T157p(i+1)=T157p1; 
T156p(i+1)=T156p1; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T155p(i+1)=T155p1; 
T154p(i+1)=T154p1; 
T153p(i+1)=T153p1; 
T152p(i+1)=T152p1; 
T151p(i+1)=T151p1; 
T150p(i+1)=T150p1; 
T149p(i+1)=T149p1; 
T148p(i+1)=T148p1; 
T147p(i+1)=T147p1; 
T146p(i+1)=T146p1; 
T145p(i+1)=T145p1; 
T144p(i+1)=T144p1; 
T143p(i+1)=T143p1; 
T142p(i+1)=T142p1; 
T141p(i+1)=T141p1; 
T140p(i+1)=T140p1; 
T139p(i+1)=T139p1; 
T138p(i+1)=T138p1; 
T137p(i+1)=T137p1; 
T136p(i+1)=T136p1; 
T135p(i+1)=T135p1; 
T134p(i+1)=T134p1; 
T133p(i+1)=T133p1; 
T132p(i+1)=T132p1; 
T131p(i+1)=T131p1; 
T130p(i+1)=T130p1; 
T129p(i+1)=T129p1; 
T128p(i+1)=T128p1; 
T127p(i+1)=T127p1; 
T126p(i+1)=T126p1; 
T125p(i+1)=T125p1; 
T124p(i+1)=T124p1; 
T123p(i+1)=T123p1; 
T122p(i+1)=T122p1; 
T121p(i+1)=T121p1; 
T120p(i+1)=T120p1; 
T119p(i+1)=T119p1; 
T118p(i+1)=T118p1; 
T117p(i+1)=T117p1; 
T116p(i+1)=T116p1; 
T115p(i+1)=T115p1; 
T114p(i+1)=T114p1; 
T113p(i+1)=T113p1; 
T112p(i+1)=T112p1; 
T111p(i+1)=T111p1; 
T110p(i+1)=T110p1; 
T109p(i+1)=T109p1; 
T108p(i+1)=T108p1; 
T107p(i+1)=T107p1; 
T106p(i+1)=T106p1; 
T105p(i+1)=T105p1; 
T104p(i+1)=T104p1; 
T103p(i+1)=T103p1; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T102p(i+1)=T102p1; 
T101p(i+1)=T101p1; 
T100p(i+1)=T100p1; 
T99p(i+1)=T99p1; 
T98p(i+1)=T98p1; 
T97p(i+1)=T97p1; 
T96p(i+1)=T96p1; 
T95p(i+1)=T95p1; 
T94p(i+1)=T94p1; 
T93p(i+1)=T93p1; 
T92p(i+1)=T92p1; 
T91p(i+1)=T91p1; 
T90p(i+1)=T90p1; 
T89p(i+1)=T89p1; 
T88p(i+1)=T88p1; 
T87p(i+1)=T87p1; 
T86p(i+1)=T86p1; 
T85p(i+1)=T85p1; 
T84p(i+1)=T84p1; 
T83p(i+1)=T83p1; 
T82p(i+1)=T82p1; 
T81p(i+1)=T81p1; 
T80p(i+1)=T80p1; 
T79p(i+1)=T79p1; 
T78p(i+1)=T78p1; 
T77p(i+1)=T77p1; 
T76p(i+1)=T76p1; 
T75p(i+1)=T75p1; 
T74p(i+1)=T74p1; 
T73p(i+1)=T73p1; 
T72p(i+1)=T72p1; 
T71p(i+1)=T71p1; 
T70p(i+1)=T70p1; 
T69p(i+1)=T69p1; 
T68p(i+1)=T68p1; 
T67p(i+1)=T67p1; 
T66p(i+1)=T66p1; 
T65p(i+1)=T65p1; 
T64p(i+1)=T64p1; 
T63p(i+1)=T63p1; 
T62p(i+1)=T62p1; 
T61p(i+1)=T61p1; 
T60p(i+1)=T60p1; 
T59p(i+1)=T59p1; 
T58p(i+1)=T58p1; 
T57p(i+1)=T57p1; 
T56p(i+1)=T56p1; 
T55p(i+1)=T55p1; 
T54p(i+1)=T54p1; 
T53p(i+1)=T53p1; 
T52p(i+1)=T52p1; 
T51p(i+1)=T51p1; 
T50p(i+1)=T50p1; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

T49p(i+1)=T49p1; 
T48p(i+1)=T48p1; 
T47p(i+1)=T47p1; 
T46p(i+1)=T46p1; 
T45p(i+1)=T45p1; 
T44p(i+1)=T44p1; 
T43p(i+1)=T43p1; 
T42p(i+1)=T42p1; 
T41p(i+1)=T41p1; 
T40p(i+1)=T40p1; 
T39p(i+1)=T39p1; 
T38p(i+1)=T38p1; 
T37p(i+1)=T37p1; 
T36p(i+1)=T36p1; 
T35p(i+1)=T35p1; 
T34p(i+1)=T34p1; 
T33p(i+1)=T33p1; 
T32p(i+1)=T32p1; 
T31p(i+1)=T31p1; 
T30p(i+1)=T30p1; 
T29p(i+1)=T29p1; 
T28p(i+1)=T28p1; 
T27p(i+1)=T27p1; 
T26p(i+1)=T26p1; 
T25p(i+1)=T25p1; 
T24p(i+1)=T24p1; 
T23p(i+1)=T23p1; 
T22p(i+1)=T22p1; 
T21p(i+1)=T21p1; 
T20p(i+1)=T20p1; 
T19p(i+1)=T19p1; 
T18p(i+1)=T18p1; 
T17p(i+1)=T17p1; 
T16p(i+1)=T16p1; 
T15p(i+1)=T15p1; 
T14p(i+1)=T14p1; 
T13p(i+1)=T13p1; 
T12p(i+1)=T12p1; 
T11p(i+1)=T11p1; 
T10p(i+1)=T10p1; 
T9p(i+1)=T9p1; 
T8p(i+1)=T8p1; 
T7p(i+1)=T7p1; 
T6p(i+1)=T6p1; 
T5p(i+1)=T5p1; 
T4p(i+1)=T4p1; 
T3p(i+1)=T3p1; 
T2p(i+1)=T2p1; 
T1p(i+1)=T1p1; 
T0p(i+1)=T0p1;  
i 
end 
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APPENDIX C (continued)  

Temp100=[T201p(i),T200p(i),T199p(i),T198p(i),T197p(i),T196p(i),T195p(i),T194p

(i),T193p(i),T192p(i),T191p(i),T190p(i),T189p(i),T188p(i),T187p(i),T186p(i),T

185p(i),T184p(i),T183p(i),T182p(i),T181p(i),T180p(i),T179p(i),T178p(i),T177p(

i),T176p(i),T175p(i),T174p(i),T173p(i),T172p(i),T171p(i),T170p(i),T169p(i),T1

68p(i),T167p(i),T166p(i),T165p(i),T164p(i),T163p(i),T162p(i),T161p(i),T160p(i

),T159p(i),T158p(i),T157p(i),T156p(i), 

T155p(i),T154p(i),T153p(i),T152p(i),T151p(i),T150p(i),T149p(i),T148p(i),T147p

(i),T146p(i),T145p(i),T144p(i),T143p(i),T142p(i),T141p(i),T140p(i),T139p(i),T

138p(i),T137p(i),T136p(i),T135p(i),T134p(i),T133p(i),T132p(i),T131p(i),T130p(

i),T129p(i),T128p(i),T127p(i),T126p(i),T125p(i),T124p(i),T123p(i),T122p(i),T1

21p(i),T120p(i),T119p(i),T118p(i),T117p(i),T116p(i),T115p(i),T114p(i),T113p(i

),T112p(i),T111p(i),T110p(i),T109p(i),T108p(i),T107p(i),T106p(i),T105p(i),T10

4p(i),T103p(i),T102p(i),T101p(i),T100p(i),T99p(i),T98p(i),T97p(i),T96p(i),T95

p(i),T94p(i),T93p(i),T92p(i),T91p(i),T90p(i),T89p(i),T88p(i),T87p(i),T86p(i),

T85p(i),T84p(i),T83p(i),T82p(i),T81p(i),T80p(i),T79p(i),T78p(i),T77p(i),T76p(

i),T75p(i),T74p(i),T73p(i),T72p(i),T71p(i),T70p(i),T69p(i),T68p(i),T67p(i),T6

6p(i),T65p(i),T64p(i),T63p(i),T62p(i),T61p(i),T60p(i),T59p(i),T58p(i),T57p(i)

,T56p(i),T55p(i),T54p(i),T53p(i),T52p(i),T51p(i),T50p(i),T49p(i),T48p(i),T47p

(i),T46p(i),T45p(i),T44p(i),T43p(i),T42p(i),T41p(i),T40p(i),T39p(i),T38p(i),T

37p(i),T36p(i),T35p(i),T34p(i),T33p(i),T32p(i),T31p(i),T30p(i),T29p(i),T28p(i

),T27p(i),T26p(i),T25p(i),T24p(i),T23p(i),T22p(i),T21p(i),T20p(i),T19p(i),T18

p(i),T17p(i),T16p(i),T15p(i),T14p(i),T13p(i),T12p(i),T11p(i),T10p(i),T9p(i),T

8p(i),T7p(i),T6p(i),T5p(i),T4p(i),T3p(i),T2p(i),T1p(i),T0p(i) ]; 
plot(Temp100); 
hold on 
n=0.50*(1+i); 
Temp50=[T201p(n),T200p(n),T199p(n),T198p(n),T197p(n),T196p(n),T195p(n),T194p(

n),T193p(n),T192p(n),T191p(n),T190p(n),T189p(n),T188p(n),T187p(n),T186p(n),T1

85p(n),T184p(n),T183p(n),T182p(n),T181p(n),T180p(n),T179p(n),T178p(n),T177p(n

),T176p(n),T175p(n),T174p(n),T173p(n),T172p(n),T171p(n),T170p(n),T169p(n),T16

8p(n),T167p(n),T166p(n),T165p(n),T164p(n),T163p(n),T162p(n),T161p(n),T160p(n)

,T159p(n),T158p(n),T157p(n),T156p(n), 

T155p(n),T154p(n),T153p(n),T152p(n),T151p(n),T150p(n),T149p(n),T148p(n),T147p

(n),T146p(n),T145p(n),T144p(n),T143p(n),T142p(n),T141p(n),T140p(n),T139p(n),T

138p(n),T137p(n),T136p(n),T135p(n),T134p(n),T133p(n),T132p(n),T131p(n),T130p(

n),T129p(n),T128p(n),T127p(n),T126p(n),T125p(n),T124p(n),T123p(n),T122p(n),T1

21p(n),T120p(n),T119p(n),T118p(n),T117p(n),T116p(n),T115p(n),T114p(n),T113p(n

),T112p(n),T111p(n),T110p(n),T109p(n),T108p(n),T107p(n),T106p(n),T105p(n),T10

4p(n),T103p(n),T102p(n),T101p(n),T100p(n),T99p(n),T98p(n),T97p(n),T96p(n),T95

p(n),T94p(n),T93p(n),T92p(n),T91p(n),T90p(n),T89p(n),T88p(n),T87p(n),T86p(n),

T85p(n),T84p(n),T83p(n),T82p(n),T81p(n),T80p(n),T79p(n),T78p(n),T77p(n),T76p(

n),T75p(n),T74p(n),T73p(n),T72p(n),T71p(n),T70p(n),T69p(n),T68p(n),T67p(n),T6

6p(n),T65p(n),T64p(n),T63p(n),T62p(n),T61p(n),T60p(n),T59p(n),T58p(n),T57p(n)

,T56p(n),T55p(n),T54p(n),T53p(n),T52p(n),T51p(n),T50p(n),T49p(n),T48p(n),T47p

(n),T46p(n),T45p(n),T44p(n),T43p(n),T42p(n),T41p(n),T40p(n),T39p(n),T38p(n),T

37p(n),T36p(n),T35p(n),T34p(n),T33p(n),T32p(n),T31p(n),T30p(n),T29p(n),T28p(n

),T27p(n),T26p(n),T25p(n),T24p(n),T23p(n),T22p(n),T21p(n),T20p(n),T19p(n),T18

p(n),T17p(n),T16p(n),T15p(n),T14p(n),T13p(n),T12p(n),T11p(n),T10p(n),T9p(n),T

8p(n),T7p(n),T6p(n),T5p(n),T4p(n),T3p(n),T2p(n),T1p(n),T0p(n) ]; 
plot(Temp50); 
hold on 
m=0.25*(i+1); 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

Temp25=[T201p(m),T200p(m),T199p(m),T198p(m),T197p(m),T196p(m),T195p(m),T194p(

m),T193p(m),T192p(m),T191p(m),T190p(m),T189p(m),T188p(m),T187p(m),T186p(m),T1

85p(m),T184p(m),T183p(m),T182p(m),T181p(m),T180p(m),T179p(m),T178p(m),T177p(m

),T176p(m),T175p(m),T174p(m),T173p(m),T172p(m),T171p(m),T170p(m),T169p(m),T16

8p(m),T167p(m),T166p(m),T165p(m),T164p(m),T163p(m),T162p(m),T161p(m),T160p(m)

,T159p(m),T158p(m),T157p(m),T156p(m), 

T155p(m),T154p(m),T153p(m),T152p(m),T151p(m),T150p(m),T149p(m),T148p(m),T147p

(m),T146p(m),T145p(m),T144p(m),T143p(m),T142p(m),T141p(m),T140p(m),T139p(m),T

138p(m),T137p(m),T136p(m),T135p(m),T134p(m),T133p(m),T132p(m),T131p(m),T130p(

m),T129p(m),T128p(m),T127p(m),T126p(m),T125p(m),T124p(m),T123p(m),T122p(m),T1

21p(m),T120p(m),T119p(m),T118p(m),T117p(m),T116p(m),T115p(m),T114p(m),T113p(m

),T112p(m),T111p(m),T110p(m),T109p(m),T108p(m),T107p(m),T106p(m),T105p(m),T10

4p(m),T103p(m),T102p(m),T101p(m),T100p(m),T99p(m),T98p(m),T97p(m),T96p(m),T95

p(m),T94p(m),T93p(m),T92p(m),T91p(m),T90p(m),T89p(m),T88p(m),T87p(m),T86p(m),

T85p(m),T84p(m),T83p(m),T82p(m),T81p(m),T80p(m),T79p(m),T78p(m),T77p(m),T76p(

m),T75p(m),T74p(m),T73p(m),T72p(m),T71p(m),T70p(m),T69p(m),T68p(m),T67p(m),T6

6p(m),T65p(m),T64p(m),T63p(m),T62p(m),T61p(m),T60p(m),T59p(m),T58p(m),T57p(m)

,T56p(m),T55p(m),T54p(m),T53p(m),T52p(m),T51p(m),T50p(m),T49p(m),T48p(m),T47p

(m),T46p(m),T45p(m),T44p(m),T43p(m),T42p(m),T41p(m),T40p(m),T39p(m),T38p(m),T

37p(m),T36p(m),T35p(m),T34p(m),T33p(m),T32p(m),T31p(m),T30p(m),T29p(m),T28p(m

),T27p(m),T26p(m),T25p(m),T24p(m),T23p(m),T22p(m),T21p(m),T20p(m),T19p(m),T18

p(m),T17p(m),T16p(m),T15p(m),T14p(m),T13p(m),T12p(m),T11p(m),T10p(m),T9p(m),T

8p(m),T7p(m),T6p(m),T5p(m),T4p(m),T3p(m),T2p(m),T1p(m),T0p(m) ]; 
plot(Temp25); 

  
TTemp100=Temp100.'; 
TTemp50=Temp50.'; 
TTemp25=Temp25.'; 
figure(2) 
Temp150=[T201p(i),T200p(i),T199p(i),T198p(i),T197p(i),T196p(i)]; 
plot(Temp150); 
Take=[TTemp100, TTemp50, TTemp25]; 
TT200p=T200p.'; 
TT201p=T201p.'; 
Nodes=[TT201p, TT200p]; 
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APPENDIX D 

FINITE VOLUME HEAT TRANSFER MODEL B: MATLAB M-CODE   

 
k_t=12; %YAG tool thermal conductivity [W/m.K] 
k_c=19.2; %TiN coating thermal conductivity [W/m.K] 
q=3.333E8;  %heat flux [W/m^2] 
h=1*(q/100);%chip convection coefficient [W/m^2.K] 
ha=1100; %air convection coefficient [W/m^2.K] 
t=0.000001; %time step, delta t [s] 
tt=(0.5/t); %number of time steps to reach certain time 
x=15e-6; %delta x [m] 
rho_t=4555 %YAG density [Kg/m^3] 
c_t=600.6 %YAG heat capacity [J/Kg.K] 
dc=rho_t*c_t; %rho c factor for the YAG 
rho_c=5400 %coating density [Kg/m^3] 
c_c=519.5 %coating heat capacity [J/Kg.K] 
dc2=rho_c*c_c;%rho c factor for the coating 
Fot=(k_t*t)/(dc*x^2);%Fourier number in the YAG 
Foc=(k_c*t)/(dc2*((x)^2));%Fourier number in the coating 
Bit=(ha*x)/k_t;%Biot number in the YAG 
Bic=(h*(x))/k_c; %Biot number in the coating 
T_inf=900; %Chip temperature 

  
%For stability, the quantities below MUST be less than 0.5 
Fot 
Foc 
A=Foc*(1+Bic) 
A2=Fot*(1+Bit) 

  

  
T5p=zeros(1,tt); %Create empty matrix for each equation to reduce simulation 

time 
T4p=zeros(1,tt); 
T3p=zeros(1,tt); 
T2p=zeros(1,tt); 
T1p=zeros(1,tt); 
T0p=zeros(1,tt); 
T6p=zeros(1,tt); 
T7p=zeros(1,tt); 
T8p=zeros(1,tt); 
T9p=zeros(1,tt); 
T10p=zeros(1,tt); 
T11p=zeros(1,tt); 
T12p=zeros(1,tt); 
T13p=zeros(1,tt); 
T14p=zeros(1,tt); 
T15p=zeros(1,tt); 
T16p=zeros(1,tt); 
T17p=zeros(1,tt); 
T18p=zeros(1,tt); 
T19p=zeros(1,tt); 
T20p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T21p=zeros(1,tt); 
T22p=zeros(1,tt); 
T23p=zeros(1,tt); 
T24p=zeros(1,tt); 
T25p=zeros(1,tt); 
T26p=zeros(1,tt); 
T27p=zeros(1,tt); 
T28p=zeros(1,tt); 
T29p=zeros(1,tt); 
T30p=zeros(1,tt); 
T31p=zeros(1,tt); 
T32p=zeros(1,tt); 
T33p=zeros(1,tt); 
T34p=zeros(1,tt); 
T35p=zeros(1,tt); 
T36p=zeros(1,tt); 
T37p=zeros(1,tt); 
T38p=zeros(1,tt); 
T39p=zeros(1,tt); 
T40p=zeros(1,tt); 
T41p=zeros(1,tt); 
T42p=zeros(1,tt); 
T43p=zeros(1,tt); 
T44p=zeros(1,tt); 
T45p=zeros(1,tt); 
T46p=zeros(1,tt); 
T47p=zeros(1,tt); 
T48p=zeros(1,tt); 
T49p=zeros(1,tt); 
T50p=zeros(1,tt); 
T51p=zeros(1,tt); 
T52p=zeros(1,tt); 
T53p=zeros(1,tt); 
T54p=zeros(1,tt); 
T55p=zeros(1,tt); 
T56p=zeros(1,tt); 
T57p=zeros(1,tt); 
T58p=zeros(1,tt); 
T59p=zeros(1,tt); 
T60p=zeros(1,tt); 
T61p=zeros(1,tt); 
T62p=zeros(1,tt); 
T63p=zeros(1,tt); 
T64p=zeros(1,tt); 
T65p=zeros(1,tt); 
T66p=zeros(1,tt); 
T67p=zeros(1,tt); 
T68p=zeros(1,tt); 
T69p=zeros(1,tt); 
T70p=zeros(1,tt); 
T71p=zeros(1,tt); 
T72p=zeros(1,tt); 
T73p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T74p=zeros(1,tt); 
T75p=zeros(1,tt); 
T76p=zeros(1,tt); 
T77p=zeros(1,tt); 
T78p=zeros(1,tt); 
T79p=zeros(1,tt); 
T80p=zeros(1,tt); 
T81p=zeros(1,tt); 
T82p=zeros(1,tt); 
T83p=zeros(1,tt); 
T84p=zeros(1,tt); 
T85p=zeros(1,tt); 
T86p=zeros(1,tt); 
T87p=zeros(1,tt); 
T88p=zeros(1,tt); 
T89p=zeros(1,tt); 
T90p=zeros(1,tt); 
T91p=zeros(1,tt); 
T92p=zeros(1,tt); 
T93p=zeros(1,tt); 
T94p=zeros(1,tt); 
T95p=zeros(1,tt); 
T96p=zeros(1,tt); 
T97p=zeros(1,tt); 
T98p=zeros(1,tt); 
T99p=zeros(1,tt); 
T100p=zeros(1,tt); 
T101p=zeros(1,tt); 
T102p=zeros(1,tt); 
T103p=zeros(1,tt); 
T104p=zeros(1,tt); 
T105p=zeros(1,tt); 
T106p=zeros(1,tt); 
T107p=zeros(1,tt); 
T108p=zeros(1,tt); 
T109p=zeros(1,tt); 
T110p=zeros(1,tt); 
T111p=zeros(1,tt); 
T112p=zeros(1,tt); 
T113p=zeros(1,tt); 
T114p=zeros(1,tt); 
T115p=zeros(1,tt); 
T116p=zeros(1,tt); 
T117p=zeros(1,tt); 
T118p=zeros(1,tt); 
T119p=zeros(1,tt); 
T120p=zeros(1,tt); 
T121p=zeros(1,tt); 
T122p=zeros(1,tt); 
T123p=zeros(1,tt); 
T124p=zeros(1,tt); 
T125p=zeros(1,tt); 
T126p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T127p=zeros(1,tt); 
T128p=zeros(1,tt); 
T129p=zeros(1,tt); 
T130p=zeros(1,tt); 
T131p=zeros(1,tt); 
T132p=zeros(1,tt); 
T133p=zeros(1,tt); 
T134p=zeros(1,tt); 
T135p=zeros(1,tt); 
T136p=zeros(1,tt); 
T137p=zeros(1,tt); 
T138p=zeros(1,tt); 
T139p=zeros(1,tt); 
T140p=zeros(1,tt); 
T141p=zeros(1,tt); 
T142p=zeros(1,tt); 
T143p=zeros(1,tt); 
T144p=zeros(1,tt); 
T145p=zeros(1,tt); 
T146p=zeros(1,tt); 
T147p=zeros(1,tt); 
T148p=zeros(1,tt); 
T149p=zeros(1,tt); 
T150p=zeros(1,tt); 
T151p=zeros(1,tt); 
T152p=zeros(1,tt); 
T153p=zeros(1,tt); 
T154p=zeros(1,tt); 
T155p=zeros(1,tt); 
T156p=zeros(1,tt); 
T157p=zeros(1,tt); 
T158p=zeros(1,tt); 
T159p=zeros(1,tt); 
T160p=zeros(1,tt); 
T161p=zeros(1,tt); 
T162p=zeros(1,tt); 
T163p=zeros(1,tt); 
T164p=zeros(1,tt); 
T165p=zeros(1,tt); 
T166p=zeros(1,tt); 
T167p=zeros(1,tt); 
T168p=zeros(1,tt); 
T169p=zeros(1,tt); 
T170p=zeros(1,tt); 
T171p=zeros(1,tt); 
T172p=zeros(1,tt); 
T173p=zeros(1,tt); 
T174p=zeros(1,tt); 
T175p=zeros(1,tt); 
T176p=zeros(1,tt); 
T177p=zeros(1,tt); 
T178p=zeros(1,tt); 
T179p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T180p=zeros(1,tt); 
T181p=zeros(1,tt); 
T182p=zeros(1,tt); 
T183p=zeros(1,tt); 
T184p=zeros(1,tt); 
T185p=zeros(1,tt); 
T186p=zeros(1,tt); 
T187p=zeros(1,tt); 
T188p=zeros(1,tt); 
T189p=zeros(1,tt); 
T190p=zeros(1,tt); 
T191p=zeros(1,tt); 
T192p=zeros(1,tt); 
T193p=zeros(1,tt); 
T194p=zeros(1,tt); 
T195p=zeros(1,tt); 
T196p=zeros(1,tt); 
T197p=zeros(1,tt); 
T198p=zeros(1,tt); 
T199p=zeros(1,tt); 
T200p=zeros(1,tt); 
T201p=zeros(1,tt); 
T202p=zeros(1,tt); 
T203p=zeros(1,tt); 
T204p=zeros(1,tt); 
T205p=zeros(1,tt); 
T206p=zeros(1,tt); 
T207p=zeros(1,tt); 
T208p=zeros(1,tt); 
T209p=zeros(1,tt); 
T210p=zeros(1,tt); 
T211p=zeros(1,tt); 
T212p=zeros(1,tt); 
T213p=zeros(1,tt); 
T214p=zeros(1,tt); 
T215p=zeros(1,tt); 
T216p=zeros(1,tt); 
T217p=zeros(1,tt); 
T218p=zeros(1,tt); 
T219p=zeros(1,tt); 
T220p=zeros(1,tt); 
T221p=zeros(1,tt); 
T222p=zeros(1,tt); 
T223p=zeros(1,tt); 
T224p=zeros(1,tt); 
T225p=zeros(1,tt); 
T226p=zeros(1,tt); 
T227p=zeros(1,tt); 
T228p=zeros(1,tt); 
T229p=zeros(1,tt); 
T230p=zeros(1,tt); 
T231p=zeros(1,tt); 
T232p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T233p=zeros(1,tt); 
T234p=zeros(1,tt); 
T235p=zeros(1,tt); 
T236p=zeros(1,tt); 
T237p=zeros(1,tt); 
T238p=zeros(1,tt); 
T239p=zeros(1,tt); 
T240p=zeros(1,tt); 
T241p=zeros(1,tt); 
T242p=zeros(1,tt); 
T243p=zeros(1,tt); 
T244p=zeros(1,tt); 
T245p=zeros(1,tt); 
T246p=zeros(1,tt); 
T247p=zeros(1,tt); 
T248p=zeros(1,tt); 
T249p=zeros(1,tt); 
T250p=zeros(1,tt); 
T251p=zeros(1,tt); 
T252p=zeros(1,tt); 
T253p=zeros(1,tt); 
T254p=zeros(1,tt); 
T255p=zeros(1,tt); 
T256p=zeros(1,tt); 
T257p=zeros(1,tt); 
T258p=zeros(1,tt); 
T259p=zeros(1,tt); 
T260p=zeros(1,tt); 
T261p=zeros(1,tt); 
T262p=zeros(1,tt); 
T263p=zeros(1,tt); 
T264p=zeros(1,tt); 
T265p=zeros(1,tt); 
T266p=zeros(1,tt); 
T267p=zeros(1,tt); 
T268p=zeros(1,tt); 
T269p=zeros(1,tt); 
T270p=zeros(1,tt); 
T271p=zeros(1,tt); 
T272p=zeros(1,tt); 
T273p=zeros(1,tt); 
T274p=zeros(1,tt); 
T275p=zeros(1,tt); 
T276p=zeros(1,tt); 
T277p=zeros(1,tt); 
T278p=zeros(1,tt); 
T279p=zeros(1,tt); 
T280p=zeros(1,tt); 
T281p=zeros(1,tt); 
T282p=zeros(1,tt); 
T283p=zeros(1,tt); 
T284p=zeros(1,tt); 
T285p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T286p=zeros(1,tt); 
T287p=zeros(1,tt); 
T288p=zeros(1,tt); 
T289p=zeros(1,tt); 
T290p=zeros(1,tt); 
T291p=zeros(1,tt); 
T292p=zeros(1,tt); 
T293p=zeros(1,tt); 
T294p=zeros(1,tt); 
T295p=zeros(1,tt); 
T296p=zeros(1,tt); 
T297p=zeros(1,tt); 
T298p=zeros(1,tt); 
T299p=zeros(1,tt); 
T300p=zeros(1,tt); 
T301p=zeros(1,tt); 
T302p=zeros(1,tt); 
T303p=zeros(1,tt); 
T304p=zeros(1,tt); 
T305p=zeros(1,tt); 
T306p=zeros(1,tt); 
T307p=zeros(1,tt); 
T308p=zeros(1,tt); 
T309p=zeros(1,tt); 
T310p=zeros(1,tt); 
T311p=zeros(1,tt); 
T312p=zeros(1,tt); 
T313p=zeros(1,tt); 
T314p=zeros(1,tt); 
T315p=zeros(1,tt); 
T316p=zeros(1,tt); 
T317p=zeros(1,tt); 
T318p=zeros(1,tt); 
T319p=zeros(1,tt); 
T320p=zeros(1,tt); 
T321p=zeros(1,tt); 
T322p=zeros(1,tt); 
T323p=zeros(1,tt); 
T324p=zeros(1,tt); 
T325p=zeros(1,tt); 
T326p=zeros(1,tt); 
T327p=zeros(1,tt); 
T328p=zeros(1,tt); 
T329p=zeros(1,tt); 
T330p=zeros(1,tt); 
T331p=zeros(1,tt); 
T332p=zeros(1,tt); 
T333p=zeros(1,tt); 
T334p=zeros(1,tt); 
T335p=zeros(1,tt); 
T336p=zeros(1,tt); 
T337p=zeros(1,tt); 
T338p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T339p=zeros(1,tt); 
T340p=zeros(1,tt); 
T341p=zeros(1,tt); 
T342p=zeros(1,tt); 
T343p=zeros(1,tt); 
T344p=zeros(1,tt); 
T345p=zeros(1,tt); 
T346p=zeros(1,tt); 
T347p=zeros(1,tt); 
T348p=zeros(1,tt); 
T349p=zeros(1,tt); 
T350p=zeros(1,tt); 
T351p=zeros(1,tt); 
T352p=zeros(1,tt); 
T353p=zeros(1,tt); 
T354p=zeros(1,tt); 
T355p=zeros(1,tt); 
T356p=zeros(1,tt); 
T357p=zeros(1,tt); 
T358p=zeros(1,tt); 
T359p=zeros(1,tt); 
T360p=zeros(1,tt); 
T361p=zeros(1,tt); 
T362p=zeros(1,tt); 
T363p=zeros(1,tt); 
T364p=zeros(1,tt); 
T365p=zeros(1,tt); 
T366p=zeros(1,tt); 
T367p=zeros(1,tt); 
T368p=zeros(1,tt); 
T369p=zeros(1,tt); 
T370p=zeros(1,tt); 
T371p=zeros(1,tt); 
T372p=zeros(1,tt); 
T373p=zeros(1,tt); 
T374p=zeros(1,tt); 
T375p=zeros(1,tt); 
T376p=zeros(1,tt); 
T377p=zeros(1,tt); 
T378p=zeros(1,tt); 
T379p=zeros(1,tt); 
T380p=zeros(1,tt); 
T381p=zeros(1,tt); 
T382p=zeros(1,tt); 
T383p=zeros(1,tt); 
T384p=zeros(1,tt); 
T385p=zeros(1,tt); 
T386p=zeros(1,tt); 
T387p=zeros(1,tt); 
T388p=zeros(1,tt); 
T389p=zeros(1,tt); 
T390p=zeros(1,tt); 
T391p=zeros(1,tt); 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T392p=zeros(1,tt); 
T393p=zeros(1,tt); 
T394p=zeros(1,tt); 
T395p=zeros(1,tt); 
T396p=zeros(1,tt); 
T397p=zeros(1,tt); 
T398p=zeros(1,tt); 
T399p=zeros(1,tt); 
T400p=zeros(1,tt); 
T401p=zeros(1,tt); 

  
T0p(1)=25; 
T1p(1)=25; 
T2p(1)=25; 
T2p(1)=25; 
T4p(1)=25; 
T5p(1)=25; 
T6p(1)=25; 
T7p(1)=25; 
T8p(1)=25; 
T9p(1)=25; 
T10p(1)=25; 
T11p(1)=25; 
T12p(1)=25; 
T13p(1)=25; 
T14p(1)=25; 
T15p(1)=25; 
T16p(1)=25; 
T17p(1)=25; 
T18p(1)=25; 
T19p(1)=25; 
T20p(1)=25; 
T21p(1)=25; 
T22p(1)=25; 
T23p(1)=25; 
T24p(1)=25; 
T25p(1)=25; 
T26p(1)=25; 
T27p(1)=25; 
T28p(1)=25; 
T29p(1)=25; 
T30p(1)=25; 
T31p(1)=25; 
T32p(1)=25; 
T33p(1)=25; 
T34p(1)=25; 
T35p(1)=25; 
T36p(1)=25; 
T37p(1)=25; 
T38p(1)=25; 
T39p(1)=25; 
T40p(1)=25; 
T41p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T42p(1)=25; 
T43p(1)=25; 
T44p(1)=25; 
T45p(1)=25; 
T46p(1)=25; 
T47p(1)=25; 
T48p(1)=25; 
T49p(1)=25; 
T50p(1)=25; 
T51p(1)=25; 
T52p(1)=25; 
T53p(1)=25; 
T54p(1)=25; 
T55p(1)=25; 
T56p(1)=25; 
T57p(1)=25; 
T58p(1)=25; 
T59p(1)=25; 
T60p(1)=25; 
T61p(1)=25; 
T62p(1)=25; 
T63p(1)=25; 
T64p(1)=25; 
T65p(1)=25; 
T66p(1)=25; 
T67p(1)=25; 
T68p(1)=25; 
T69p(1)=25; 
T70p(1)=25; 
T71p(1)=25; 
T72p(1)=25; 
T73p(1)=25; 
T74p(1)=25; 
T75p(1)=25; 
T76p(1)=25; 
T77p(1)=25; 
T78p(1)=25; 
T79p(1)=25; 
T80p(1)=25; 
T81p(1)=25; 
T82p(1)=25; 
T83p(1)=25; 
T84p(1)=25; 
T85p(1)=25; 
T86p(1)=25; 
T87p(1)=25; 
T88p(1)=25; 
T89p(1)=25; 
T90p(1)=25; 
T91p(1)=25; 
T92p(1)=25; 
T93p(1)=25; 
T94p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T95p(1)=25; 
T96p(1)=25; 
T97p(1)=25; 
T98p(1)=25; 
T99p(1)=25; 
T100p(1)=25; 
T101p(1)=25; 
T102p(1)=25; 
T103p(1)=25; 
T104p(1)=25; 
T105p(1)=25; 
T106p(1)=25; 
T107p(1)=25; 
T108p(1)=25; 
T109p(1)=25; 
T110p(1)=25; 
T111p(1)=25; 
T112p(1)=25; 
T113p(1)=25; 
T114p(1)=25; 
T115p(1)=25; 
T116p(1)=25; 
T117p(1)=25; 
T118p(1)=25; 
T119p(1)=25; 
T120p(1)=25; 
T121p(1)=25; 
T122p(1)=25; 
T123p(1)=25; 
T124p(1)=25; 
T125p(1)=25; 
T126p(1)=25; 
T127p(1)=25; 
T128p(1)=25; 
T129p(1)=25; 
T130p(1)=25; 
T131p(1)=25; 
T132p(1)=25; 
T133p(1)=25; 
T134p(1)=25; 
T135p(1)=25; 
T136p(1)=25; 
T137p(1)=25; 
T138p(1)=25; 
T139p(1)=25; 
T140p(1)=25; 
T141p(1)=25; 
T142p(1)=25; 
T143p(1)=25; 
T144p(1)=25; 
T145p(1)=25; 
T146p(1)=25; 
T147p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T148p(1)=25; 
T149p(1)=25; 
T150p(1)=25; 
T151p(1)=25; 
T152p(1)=25; 
T153p(1)=25; 
T154p(1)=25; 
T155p(1)=25; 
T156p(1)=25; 
T157p(1)=25; 
T158p(1)=25; 
T159p(1)=25; 
T160p(1)=25; 
T161p(1)=25; 
T162p(1)=25; 
T163p(1)=25; 
T164p(1)=25; 
T165p(1)=25; 
T166p(1)=25; 
T167p(1)=25; 
T168p(1)=25; 
T169p(1)=25; 
T170p(1)=25; 
T171p(1)=25; 
T172p(1)=25; 
T173p(1)=25; 
T174p(1)=25; 
T175p(1)=25; 
T176p(1)=25; 
T177p(1)=25; 
T178p(1)=25; 
T179p(1)=25; 
T180p(1)=25; 
T181p(1)=25; 
T182p(1)=25; 
T183p(1)=25; 
T184p(1)=25; 
T185p(1)=25; 
T186p(1)=25; 
T187p(1)=25; 
T188p(1)=25; 
T189p(1)=25; 
T190p(1)=25; 
T191p(1)=25; 
T192p(1)=25; 
T193p(1)=25; 
T194p(1)=25; 
T195p(1)=25; 
T196p(1)=25; 
T197p(1)=25; 
T198p(1)=25; 
T199p(1)=25; 
T200p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T201p(1)=25; 
T202p(1)=25; 
T203p(1)=25; 
T204p(1)=25; 
T205p(1)=25; 
T206p(1)=25; 
T207p(1)=25; 
T208p(1)=25; 
T209p(1)=25; 
T210p(1)=25; 
T211p(1)=25; 
T212p(1)=25; 
T213p(1)=25; 
T214p(1)=25; 
T215p(1)=25; 
T216p(1)=25; 
T217p(1)=25; 
T218p(1)=25; 
T219p(1)=25; 
T220p(1)=25; 
T221p(1)=25; 
T222p(1)=25; 
T223p(1)=25; 
T224p(1)=25; 
T225p(1)=25; 
T226p(1)=25; 
T227p(1)=25; 
T228p(1)=25; 
T229p(1)=25; 
T230p(1)=25; 
T231p(1)=25; 
T232p(1)=25; 
T233p(1)=25; 
T234p(1)=25; 
T235p(1)=25; 
T236p(1)=25; 
T237p(1)=25; 
T238p(1)=25; 
T239p(1)=25; 
T240p(1)=25; 
T241p(1)=25; 
T242p(1)=25; 
T243p(1)=25; 
T244p(1)=25; 
T245p(1)=25; 
T246p(1)=25; 
T247p(1)=25; 
T248p(1)=25; 
T249p(1)=25; 
T250p(1)=25; 
T251p(1)=25; 
T252p(1)=25; 
T253p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T254p(1)=25; 
T255p(1)=25; 
T256p(1)=25; 
T257p(1)=25; 
T258p(1)=25; 
T259p(1)=25; 
T260p(1)=25; 
T261p(1)=25; 
T262p(1)=25; 
T263p(1)=25; 
T264p(1)=25; 
T265p(1)=25; 
T266p(1)=25; 
T267p(1)=25; 
T268p(1)=25; 
T269p(1)=25; 
T270p(1)=25; 
T271p(1)=25; 
T272p(1)=25; 
T273p(1)=25; 
T274p(1)=25; 
T275p(1)=25; 
T276p(1)=25; 
T277p(1)=25; 
T278p(1)=25; 
T279p(1)=25; 
T280p(1)=25; 
T281p(1)=25; 
T282p(1)=25; 
T283p(1)=25; 
T284p(1)=25; 
T285p(1)=25; 
T286p(1)=25; 
T287p(1)=25; 
T288p(1)=25; 
T289p(1)=25; 
T290p(1)=25; 
T291p(1)=25; 
T292p(1)=25; 
T293p(1)=25; 
T294p(1)=25; 
T295p(1)=25; 
T296p(1)=25; 
T297p(1)=25; 
T298p(1)=25; 
T299p(1)=25; 
T300p(1)=25; 
T301p(1)=25; 
T302p(1)=25; 
T303p(1)=25; 
T304p(1)=25; 
T305p(1)=25; 
T306p(1)=25; 
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T307p(1)=25; 
T308p(1)=25; 
T309p(1)=25; 
T310p(1)=25; 
T311p(1)=25; 
T312p(1)=25; 
T313p(1)=25; 
T314p(1)=25; 
T315p(1)=25; 
T316p(1)=25; 
T317p(1)=25; 
T318p(1)=25; 
T319p(1)=25; 
T320p(1)=25; 
T321p(1)=25; 
T322p(1)=25; 
T323p(1)=25; 
T324p(1)=25; 
T325p(1)=25; 
T326p(1)=25; 
T327p(1)=25; 
T328p(1)=25; 
T329p(1)=25; 
T330p(1)=25; 
T331p(1)=25; 
T332p(1)=25; 
T333p(1)=25; 
T334p(1)=25; 
T335p(1)=25; 
T336p(1)=25; 
T337p(1)=25; 
T338p(1)=25; 
T339p(1)=25; 
T340p(1)=25; 
T341p(1)=25; 
T342p(1)=25; 
T343p(1)=25; 
T344p(1)=25; 
T345p(1)=25; 
T346p(1)=25; 
T347p(1)=25; 
T348p(1)=25; 
T349p(1)=25; 
T350p(1)=25; 
T351p(1)=25; 
T352p(1)=25; 
T353p(1)=25; 
T354p(1)=25; 
T355p(1)=25; 
T356p(1)=25; 
T357p(1)=25; 
T358p(1)=25; 
T359p(1)=25; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T360p(1)=25; 
T361p(1)=25; 
T362p(1)=25; 
T363p(1)=25; 
T364p(1)=25; 
T365p(1)=25; 
T366p(1)=25; 
T367p(1)=25; 
T368p(1)=25; 
T369p(1)=25; 
T370p(1)=25; 
T371p(1)=25; 
T372p(1)=25; 
T373p(1)=25; 
T374p(1)=25; 
T375p(1)=25; 
T376p(1)=25; 
T377p(1)=25; 
T378p(1)=25; 
T379p(1)=25; 
T380p(1)=25; 
T381p(1)=25; 
T382p(1)=25; 
T383p(1)=25; 
T384p(1)=25; 
T385p(1)=25; 
T386p(1)=25; 
T387p(1)=25; 
T388p(1)=25; 
T389p(1)=25; 
T390p(1)=25; 
T391p(1)=25; 
T392p(1)=25; 
T393p(1)=25; 
T394p(1)=25; 
T395p(1)=25; 
T396p(1)=25; 
T397p(1)=25; 
T398p(1)=25; 
T399p(1)=25; 
T400p(1)=25; 
T401p(1)=25; 

  
for i=1:1:tt 
T401p1= 2*Foc*[T400p(i)+(T_inf*Bic)+((q*x)/(1*k_c))]+(1-2*Foc-

2*Bic*Foc)*T401p(i); %equations for each node 
T400p1= Fot*[T399p(i)+T401p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T400p(i); 
T399p1= Fot*[T398p(i)+T400p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T399p(i); 
T398p1= Fot*[T397p(i)+T399p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T398p(i); 
T397p1= Fot*[T396p(i)+T398p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T397p(i); 
T396p1= Fot*[T395p(i)+T397p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T396p(i); 
T395p1= Fot*[T394p(i)+T396p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T395p(i); 
T394p1= Fot*[T393p(i)+T395p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T394p(i); 
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T393p1= Fot*[T392p(i)+T394p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T393p(i); 
T392p1= Fot*[T391p(i)+T393p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T392p(i); 
T391p1= Fot*[T390p(i)+T392p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T391p(i); 
T390p1= Fot*[T389p(i)+T391p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T390p(i); 
T389p1= Fot*[T388p(i)+T390p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T389p(i); 
T388p1= Fot*[T387p(i)+T389p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T388p(i); 
T387p1= Fot*[T386p(i)+T388p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T387p(i); 
T386p1= Fot*[T385p(i)+T387p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T386p(i); 
T385p1= Fot*[T384p(i)+T386p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T385p(i); 
T384p1= Fot*[T383p(i)+T385p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T384p(i); 
T383p1= Fot*[T382p(i)+T384p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T383p(i);     
T382p1= Fot*[T381p(i)+T383p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T382p(i); 
T381p1= Fot*[T380p(i)+T382p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T381p(i); 
T380p1= Fot*[T379p(i)+T381p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T380p(i); 
T379p1= Fot*[T378p(i)+T380p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T379p(i); 
T378p1= Fot*[T377p(i)+T379p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T378p(i); 
T377p1= Fot*[T376p(i)+T378p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T377p(i); 
T376p1= Fot*[T375p(i)+T377p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T376p(i); 
T375p1= Fot*[T374p(i)+T376p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T375p(i); 
T374p1= Fot*[T373p(i)+T375p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T374p(i); 
T373p1= Fot*[T372p(i)+T374p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T373p(i); 
T372p1= Fot*[T371p(i)+T373p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T372p(i); 
T371p1= Fot*[T370p(i)+T372p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T371p(i); 
T370p1= Fot*[T369p(i)+T371p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T370p(i); 
T369p1= Fot*[T368p(i)+T370p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T369p(i); 
T368p1= Fot*[T367p(i)+T369p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T368p(i); 
T367p1= Fot*[T366p(i)+T368p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T367p(i); 
T366p1= Fot*[T365p(i)+T367p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T366p(i); 
T365p1= Fot*[T364p(i)+T366p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T365p(i); 
T364p1= Fot*[T363p(i)+T365p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T364p(i); 
T363p1= Fot*[T362p(i)+T364p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T363p(i); 
T362p1= Fot*[T361p(i)+T363p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T362p(i); 
T361p1= Fot*[T360p(i)+T362p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T361p(i); 
T360p1= Fot*[T359p(i)+T361p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T360p(i); 
T359p1= Fot*[T358p(i)+T360p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T359p(i); 
T358p1= Fot*[T357p(i)+T359p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T358p(i); 
T357p1= Fot*[T356p(i)+T358p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T357p(i); 
T356p1= Fot*[T355p(i)+T357p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T356p(i); 
T355p1= Fot*[T354p(i)+T356p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T355p(i); 
T354p1= Fot*[T353p(i)+T355p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T354p(i); 
T353p1= Fot*[T352p(i)+T354p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T353p(i); 
T352p1= Fot*[T351p(i)+T353p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T352p(i); 
T351p1= Fot*[T350p(i)+T352p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T351p(i); 
T350p1= Fot*[T349p(i)+T351p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T350p(i); 
T349p1= Fot*[T348p(i)+T350p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T349p(i); 
T348p1= Fot*[T347p(i)+T349p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T348p(i); 
T347p1= Fot*[T346p(i)+T348p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T347p(i); 
T346p1= Fot*[T345p(i)+T347p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T346p(i); 
T345p1= Fot*[T344p(i)+T346p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T345p(i); 
T344p1= Fot*[T343p(i)+T345p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T344p(i); 
T343p1= Fot*[T342p(i)+T344p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T343p(i); 
T342p1= Fot*[T341p(i)+T343p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T342p(i); 
T341p1= Fot*[T340p(i)+T342p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T341p(i); 
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T340p1= Fot*[T339p(i)+T341p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T340p(i); 
T339p1= Fot*[T338p(i)+T340p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T339p(i); 
T338p1= Fot*[T337p(i)+T339p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T338p(i); 
T337p1= Fot*[T336p(i)+T338p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T337p(i); 
T336p1= Fot*[T335p(i)+T337p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T336p(i); 
T335p1= Fot*[T334p(i)+T336p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T335p(i); 
T334p1= Fot*[T333p(i)+T335p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T334p(i); 
T333p1= Fot*[T332p(i)+T334p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T333p(i); 
T332p1= Fot*[T331p(i)+T333p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T332p(i); 
T331p1= Fot*[T330p(i)+T332p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T331p(i); 
T330p1= Fot*[T329p(i)+T331p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T330p(i); 
T329p1= Fot*[T328p(i)+T330p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T329p(i); 
T328p1= Fot*[T327p(i)+T329p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T328p(i); 
T327p1= Fot*[T326p(i)+T328p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T327p(i); 
T326p1= Fot*[T325p(i)+T327p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T326p(i); 
T325p1= Fot*[T324p(i)+T326p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T325p(i); 
T324p1= Fot*[T323p(i)+T325p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T324p(i); 
T323p1= Fot*[T322p(i)+T324p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T323p(i); 
T322p1= Fot*[T321p(i)+T323p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T322p(i); 
T321p1= Fot*[T320p(i)+T322p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T321p(i); 
T320p1= Fot*[T319p(i)+T321p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T320p(i); 
T319p1= Fot*[T318p(i)+T320p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T319p(i); 
T318p1= Fot*[T317p(i)+T319p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T318p(i); 
T317p1= Fot*[T316p(i)+T318p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T317p(i); 
T316p1= Fot*[T315p(i)+T317p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T316p(i); 
T315p1= Fot*[T314p(i)+T316p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T315p(i); 
T314p1= Fot*[T313p(i)+T315p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T314p(i); 
T313p1= Fot*[T312p(i)+T314p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T313p(i); 
T312p1= Fot*[T311p(i)+T313p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T312p(i); 
T311p1= Fot*[T310p(i)+T312p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T311p(i); 
T310p1= Fot*[T309p(i)+T311p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T310p(i); 
T309p1= Fot*[T308p(i)+T310p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T309p(i); 
T308p1= Fot*[T307p(i)+T309p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T308p(i); 
T307p1= Fot*[T306p(i)+T308p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T307p(i); 
T306p1= Fot*[T305p(i)+T307p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T306p(i); 
T305p1= Fot*[T304p(i)+T306p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T305p(i); 
T304p1= Fot*[T303p(i)+T305p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T304p(i); 
T303p1= Fot*[T302p(i)+T304p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T303p(i); 
T302p1= Fot*[T301p(i)+T303p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T302p(i); 
T301p1= Fot*[T300p(i)+T302p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T301p(i); 
T300p1= Fot*[T299p(i)+T301p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T300p(i); 
T299p1= Fot*[T298p(i)+T300p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T299p(i); 
T298p1= Fot*[T297p(i)+T299p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T298p(i); 
T297p1= Fot*[T296p(i)+T298p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T297p(i); 
T296p1= Fot*[T295p(i)+T297p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T296p(i); 
T295p1= Fot*[T294p(i)+T296p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T295p(i); 
T294p1= Fot*[T293p(i)+T295p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T294p(i); 
T293p1= Fot*[T292p(i)+T294p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T293p(i); 
T292p1= Fot*[T291p(i)+T293p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T292p(i); 
T291p1= Fot*[T290p(i)+T292p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T291p(i); 
T290p1= Fot*[T289p(i)+T291p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T290p(i); 
T289p1= Fot*[T288p(i)+T290p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T289p(i); 
T288p1= Fot*[T287p(i)+T289p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T288p(i); 
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T287p1= Fot*[T286p(i)+T288p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T287p(i); 
T286p1= Fot*[T285p(i)+T287p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T286p(i); 
T285p1= Fot*[T284p(i)+T286p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T285p(i); 
T284p1= Fot*[T283p(i)+T285p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T284p(i); 
T283p1= Fot*[T282p(i)+T284p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T283p(i);     
T282p1= Fot*[T281p(i)+T283p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T282p(i); 
T281p1= Fot*[T280p(i)+T282p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T281p(i); 
T280p1= Fot*[T279p(i)+T281p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T280p(i); 
T279p1= Fot*[T278p(i)+T280p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T279p(i); 
T278p1= Fot*[T277p(i)+T279p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T278p(i); 
T277p1= Fot*[T276p(i)+T278p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T277p(i); 
T276p1= Fot*[T275p(i)+T277p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T276p(i); 
T275p1= Fot*[T274p(i)+T276p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T275p(i); 
T274p1= Fot*[T273p(i)+T275p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T274p(i); 
T273p1= Fot*[T272p(i)+T274p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T273p(i); 
T272p1= Fot*[T271p(i)+T273p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T272p(i); 
T271p1= Fot*[T270p(i)+T272p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T271p(i); 
T270p1= Fot*[T269p(i)+T271p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T270p(i); 
T269p1= Fot*[T268p(i)+T270p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T269p(i); 
T268p1= Fot*[T267p(i)+T269p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T268p(i); 
T267p1= Fot*[T266p(i)+T268p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T267p(i); 
T266p1= Fot*[T265p(i)+T267p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T266p(i); 
T265p1= Fot*[T264p(i)+T266p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T265p(i); 
T264p1= Fot*[T263p(i)+T265p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T264p(i); 
T263p1= Fot*[T262p(i)+T264p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T263p(i); 
T262p1= Fot*[T261p(i)+T263p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T262p(i); 
T261p1= Fot*[T260p(i)+T262p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T261p(i); 
T260p1= Fot*[T259p(i)+T261p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T260p(i); 
T259p1= Fot*[T258p(i)+T260p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T259p(i); 
T258p1= Fot*[T257p(i)+T259p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T258p(i); 
T257p1= Fot*[T256p(i)+T258p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T257p(i); 
T256p1= Fot*[T255p(i)+T257p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T256p(i); 
T255p1= Fot*[T254p(i)+T256p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T255p(i); 
T254p1= Fot*[T253p(i)+T255p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T254p(i); 
T253p1= Fot*[T252p(i)+T254p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T253p(i); 
T252p1= Fot*[T251p(i)+T253p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T252p(i); 
T251p1= Fot*[T250p(i)+T252p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T251p(i); 
T250p1= Fot*[T249p(i)+T251p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T250p(i); 
T249p1= Fot*[T248p(i)+T250p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T249p(i); 
T248p1= Fot*[T247p(i)+T249p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T248p(i); 
T247p1= Fot*[T246p(i)+T248p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T247p(i); 
T246p1= Fot*[T245p(i)+T247p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T246p(i); 
T245p1= Fot*[T244p(i)+T246p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T245p(i); 
T244p1= Fot*[T243p(i)+T245p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T244p(i); 
T243p1= Fot*[T242p(i)+T244p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T243p(i); 
T242p1= Fot*[T241p(i)+T243p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T242p(i); 
T241p1= Fot*[T240p(i)+T242p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T241p(i); 
T240p1= Fot*[T239p(i)+T241p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T240p(i); 
T239p1= Fot*[T238p(i)+T240p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T239p(i); 
T238p1= Fot*[T237p(i)+T239p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T238p(i); 
T237p1= Fot*[T236p(i)+T238p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T237p(i); 
T236p1= Fot*[T235p(i)+T237p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T236p(i); 
T235p1= Fot*[T234p(i)+T236p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T235p(i); 
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T234p1= Fot*[T233p(i)+T235p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T234p(i); 
T233p1= Fot*[T232p(i)+T234p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T233p(i); 
T232p1= Fot*[T231p(i)+T233p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T232p(i); 
T231p1= Fot*[T230p(i)+T232p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T231p(i); 
T230p1= Fot*[T229p(i)+T231p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T230p(i); 
T229p1= Fot*[T228p(i)+T230p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T229p(i); 
T228p1= Fot*[T227p(i)+T229p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T228p(i); 
T227p1= Fot*[T226p(i)+T228p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T227p(i); 
T226p1= Fot*[T225p(i)+T227p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T226p(i); 
T225p1= Fot*[T224p(i)+T226p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T225p(i); 
T224p1= Fot*[T223p(i)+T225p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T224p(i); 
T223p1= Fot*[T222p(i)+T224p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T223p(i); 
T222p1= Fot*[T221p(i)+T223p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T222p(i); 
T221p1= Fot*[T220p(i)+T222p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T221p(i); 
T220p1= Fot*[T219p(i)+T221p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T220p(i); 
T219p1= Fot*[T218p(i)+T220p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T219p(i); 
T218p1= Fot*[T217p(i)+T219p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T218p(i); 
T217p1= Fot*[T216p(i)+T218p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T217p(i); 
T216p1= Fot*[T215p(i)+T217p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T216p(i); 
T215p1= Fot*[T214p(i)+T216p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T215p(i); 
T214p1= Fot*[T213p(i)+T215p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T214p(i); 
T213p1= Fot*[T212p(i)+T214p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T213p(i); 
T212p1= Fot*[T211p(i)+T213p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T212p(i); 
T211p1= Fot*[T210p(i)+T212p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T211p(i); 
T210p1= Fot*[T209p(i)+T211p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T210p(i); 
T209p1= Fot*[T208p(i)+T210p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T209p(i); 
T208p1= Fot*[T207p(i)+T209p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T208p(i); 
T207p1= Fot*[T206p(i)+T208p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T207p(i); 
T206p1= Fot*[T205p(i)+T207p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T206p(i); 
T205p1= Fot*[T204p(i)+T206p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T205p(i); 
T204p1= Fot*[T203p(i)+T205p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T204p(i); 
T203p1= Fot*[T202p(i)+T204p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T203p(i); 
T202p1= Fot*[T201p(i)+T203p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T202p(i); 
T201p1= Fot*[T200p(i)+T202p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T201p(i); 
T200p1= Fot*[T199p(i)+T201p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T200p(i); 

  
T199p1= Fot*[T198p(i)+T200p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T199p(i); 
T198p1= Fot*[T197p(i)+T199p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T198p(i); 
T197p1= Fot*[T196p(i)+T198p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T197p(i); 
T196p1= Fot*[T195p(i)+T197p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T196p(i); 
T195p1= Fot*[T194p(i)+T196p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T195p(i); 
T194p1= Fot*[T193p(i)+T195p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T194p(i); 
T193p1= Fot*[T192p(i)+T194p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T193p(i); 
T192p1= Fot*[T191p(i)+T193p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T192p(i); 
T191p1= Fot*[T190p(i)+T192p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T191p(i); 
T190p1= Fot*[T189p(i)+T191p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T190p(i); 
T189p1= Fot*[T188p(i)+T190p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T189p(i); 
T188p1= Fot*[T187p(i)+T189p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T188p(i); 
T187p1= Fot*[T186p(i)+T188p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T187p(i); 
T186p1= Fot*[T185p(i)+T187p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T186p(i); 
T185p1= Fot*[T184p(i)+T186p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T185p(i); 
T184p1= Fot*[T183p(i)+T185p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T184p(i); 
T183p1= Fot*[T182p(i)+T184p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T183p(i);     
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T182p1= Fot*[T181p(i)+T183p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T182p(i); 
T181p1= Fot*[T180p(i)+T182p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T181p(i); 
T180p1= Fot*[T179p(i)+T181p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T180p(i); 
T179p1= Fot*[T178p(i)+T180p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T179p(i); 
T178p1= Fot*[T177p(i)+T179p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T178p(i); 
T177p1= Fot*[T176p(i)+T178p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T177p(i); 
T176p1= Fot*[T175p(i)+T177p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T176p(i); 
T175p1= Fot*[T174p(i)+T176p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T175p(i); 
T174p1= Fot*[T173p(i)+T175p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T174p(i); 
T173p1= Fot*[T172p(i)+T174p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T173p(i); 
T172p1= Fot*[T171p(i)+T173p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T172p(i); 
T171p1= Fot*[T170p(i)+T172p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T171p(i); 
T170p1= Fot*[T169p(i)+T171p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T170p(i); 
T169p1= Fot*[T168p(i)+T170p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T169p(i); 
T168p1= Fot*[T167p(i)+T169p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T168p(i); 
T167p1= Fot*[T166p(i)+T168p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T167p(i); 
T166p1= Fot*[T165p(i)+T167p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T166p(i); 
T165p1= Fot*[T164p(i)+T166p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T165p(i); 
T164p1= Fot*[T163p(i)+T165p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T164p(i); 
T163p1= Fot*[T162p(i)+T164p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T163p(i); 
T162p1= Fot*[T161p(i)+T163p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T162p(i); 
T161p1= Fot*[T160p(i)+T162p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T161p(i); 
T160p1= Fot*[T159p(i)+T161p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T160p(i); 
T159p1= Fot*[T158p(i)+T160p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T159p(i); 
T158p1= Fot*[T157p(i)+T159p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T158p(i); 
T157p1= Fot*[T156p(i)+T158p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T157p(i); 
T156p1= Fot*[T155p(i)+T157p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T156p(i); 
T155p1= Fot*[T154p(i)+T156p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T155p(i); 
T154p1= Fot*[T153p(i)+T155p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T154p(i); 
T153p1= Fot*[T152p(i)+T154p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T153p(i); 
T152p1= Fot*[T151p(i)+T153p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T152p(i); 
T151p1= Fot*[T150p(i)+T152p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T151p(i); 
T150p1= Fot*[T149p(i)+T151p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T150p(i); 
T149p1= Fot*[T148p(i)+T150p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T149p(i); 
T148p1= Fot*[T147p(i)+T149p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T148p(i); 
T147p1= Fot*[T146p(i)+T148p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T147p(i); 
T146p1= Fot*[T145p(i)+T147p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T146p(i); 
T145p1= Fot*[T144p(i)+T146p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T145p(i); 
T144p1= Fot*[T143p(i)+T145p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T144p(i); 
T143p1= Fot*[T142p(i)+T144p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T143p(i); 
T142p1= Fot*[T141p(i)+T143p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T142p(i); 
T141p1= Fot*[T140p(i)+T142p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T141p(i); 
T140p1= Fot*[T139p(i)+T141p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T140p(i); 
T139p1= Fot*[T138p(i)+T140p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T139p(i); 
T138p1= Fot*[T137p(i)+T139p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T138p(i); 
T137p1= Fot*[T136p(i)+T138p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T137p(i); 
T136p1= Fot*[T135p(i)+T137p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T136p(i); 
T135p1= Fot*[T134p(i)+T136p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T135p(i); 
T134p1= Fot*[T133p(i)+T135p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T134p(i); 
T133p1= Fot*[T132p(i)+T134p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T133p(i); 
T132p1= Fot*[T131p(i)+T133p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T132p(i); 
T131p1= Fot*[T130p(i)+T132p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T131p(i); 
T130p1= Fot*[T129p(i)+T131p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T130p(i); 
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T129p1= Fot*[T128p(i)+T130p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T129p(i); 
T128p1= Fot*[T127p(i)+T129p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T128p(i); 
T127p1= Fot*[T126p(i)+T128p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T127p(i); 
T126p1= Fot*[T125p(i)+T127p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T126p(i); 
T125p1= Fot*[T124p(i)+T126p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T125p(i); 
T124p1= Fot*[T123p(i)+T125p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T124p(i); 
T123p1= Fot*[T122p(i)+T124p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T123p(i); 
T122p1= Fot*[T121p(i)+T123p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T122p(i); 
T121p1= Fot*[T120p(i)+T122p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T121p(i); 
T120p1= Fot*[T119p(i)+T121p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T120p(i); 
T119p1= Fot*[T118p(i)+T120p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T119p(i); 
T118p1= Fot*[T117p(i)+T119p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T118p(i); 
T117p1= Fot*[T116p(i)+T118p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T117p(i); 
T116p1= Fot*[T115p(i)+T117p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T116p(i); 
T115p1= Fot*[T114p(i)+T116p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T115p(i); 
T114p1= Fot*[T113p(i)+T115p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T114p(i); 
T113p1= Fot*[T112p(i)+T114p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T113p(i); 
T112p1= Fot*[T111p(i)+T113p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T112p(i); 
T111p1= Fot*[T110p(i)+T112p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T111p(i); 
T110p1= Fot*[T109p(i)+T111p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T110p(i); 
T109p1= Fot*[T108p(i)+T110p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T109p(i); 
T108p1= Fot*[T107p(i)+T109p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T108p(i); 
T107p1= Fot*[T106p(i)+T108p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T107p(i); 
T106p1= Fot*[T105p(i)+T107p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T106p(i); 
T105p1= Fot*[T104p(i)+T106p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T105p(i); 
T104p1= Fot*[T103p(i)+T105p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T104p(i); 
T103p1= Fot*[T102p(i)+T104p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T103p(i); 
T102p1= Fot*[T101p(i)+T103p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T102p(i); 
T101p1= Fot*[T100p(i)+T102p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T101p(i); 
T100p1= Fot*[T99p(i)+T101p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T100p(i); 
T99p1= Fot*[T98p(i)+T100p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T99p(i); 
T98p1= Fot*[T97p(i)+T99p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T98p(i); 
T97p1= Fot*[T96p(i)+T98p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T97p(i); 
T96p1= Fot*[T95p(i)+T97p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T96p(i); 
T95p1= Fot*[T94p(i)+T96p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T95p(i); 
T94p1= Fot*[T93p(i)+T95p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T94p(i); 
T93p1= Fot*[T92p(i)+T94p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T93p(i); 
T92p1= Fot*[T91p(i)+T93p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T92p(i); 
T91p1= Fot*[T90p(i)+T92p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T91p(i); 
T90p1= Fot*[T89p(i)+T91p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T90p(i); 
T89p1= Fot*[T88p(i)+T90p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T89p(i); 
T88p1= Fot*[T87p(i)+T89p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T88p(i); 
T87p1= Fot*[T86p(i)+T88p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T87p(i); 
T86p1= Fot*[T85p(i)+T87p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T86p(i); 
T85p1= Fot*[T84p(i)+T86p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T85p(i); 
T84p1= Fot*[T83p(i)+T85p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T84p(i); 
T83p1= Fot*[T82p(i)+T84p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T83p(i);     
T82p1= Fot*[T81p(i)+T83p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T82p(i); 
T81p1= Fot*[T80p(i)+T82p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T81p(i); 
T80p1= Fot*[T79p(i)+T81p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T80p(i); 
T79p1= Fot*[T78p(i)+T80p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T79p(i); 
T78p1= Fot*[T77p(i)+T79p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T78p(i); 
T77p1= Fot*[T76p(i)+T78p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T77p(i); 
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T76p1= Fot*[T75p(i)+T77p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T76p(i); 
T75p1= Fot*[T74p(i)+T76p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T75p(i); 
T74p1= Fot*[T73p(i)+T75p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T74p(i); 
T73p1= Fot*[T72p(i)+T74p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T73p(i); 
T72p1= Fot*[T71p(i)+T73p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T72p(i); 
T71p1= Fot*[T70p(i)+T72p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T71p(i); 
T70p1= Fot*[T69p(i)+T71p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T70p(i); 
T69p1= Fot*[T68p(i)+T70p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T69p(i); 
T68p1= Fot*[T67p(i)+T69p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T68p(i); 
T67p1= Fot*[T66p(i)+T68p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T67p(i); 
T66p1= Fot*[T65p(i)+T67p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T66p(i); 
T65p1= Fot*[T64p(i)+T66p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T65p(i); 
T64p1= Fot*[T63p(i)+T65p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T64p(i); 
T63p1= Fot*[T62p(i)+T64p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T63p(i); 
T62p1= Fot*[T61p(i)+T63p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T62p(i); 
T61p1= Fot*[T60p(i)+T62p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T61p(i); 
T60p1= Fot*[T59p(i)+T61p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T60p(i); 
T59p1= Fot*[T58p(i)+T60p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T59p(i); 
T58p1= Fot*[T57p(i)+T59p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T58p(i); 
T57p1= Fot*[T56p(i)+T58p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T57p(i); 
T56p1= Fot*[T55p(i)+T57p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T56p(i); 
T55p1= Fot*[T54p(i)+T56p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T55p(i); 
T54p1= Fot*[T53p(i)+T55p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T54p(i); 
T53p1= Fot*[T52p(i)+T54p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T53p(i); 
T52p1= Fot*[T51p(i)+T53p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T52p(i); 
T51p1= Fot*[T50p(i)+T52p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T51p(i); 
T50p1= Fot*[T49p(i)+T51p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T50p(i); 
T49p1= Fot*[T48p(i)+T50p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T49p(i); 
T48p1= Fot*[T47p(i)+T49p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T48p(i); 
T47p1= Fot*[T46p(i)+T48p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T47p(i); 
T46p1= Fot*[T45p(i)+T47p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T46p(i); 
T45p1= Fot*[T44p(i)+T46p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T45p(i); 
T44p1= Fot*[T43p(i)+T45p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T44p(i); 
T43p1= Fot*[T42p(i)+T44p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T43p(i); 
T42p1= Fot*[T41p(i)+T43p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T42p(i); 
T41p1= Fot*[T40p(i)+T42p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T41p(i); 
T40p1= Fot*[T39p(i)+T41p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T40p(i); 
T39p1= Fot*[T38p(i)+T40p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T39p(i); 
T38p1= Fot*[T37p(i)+T39p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T38p(i); 
T37p1= Fot*[T36p(i)+T38p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T37p(i); 
T36p1= Fot*[T35p(i)+T37p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T36p(i); 
T35p1= Fot*[T34p(i)+T36p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T35p(i); 
T34p1= Fot*[T33p(i)+T35p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T34p(i); 
T33p1= Fot*[T32p(i)+T34p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T33p(i); 
T32p1= Fot*[T31p(i)+T33p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T32p(i); 
T31p1= Fot*[T30p(i)+T32p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T31p(i); 
T30p1= Fot*[T29p(i)+T31p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T30p(i); 
T29p1= Fot*[T28p(i)+T30p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T29p(i); 
T28p1= Fot*[T27p(i)+T29p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T28p(i); 
T27p1= Fot*[T26p(i)+T28p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T27p(i); 
T26p1= Fot*[T25p(i)+T27p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T26p(i); 
T25p1= Fot*[T24p(i)+T26p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T25p(i); 
T24p1= Fot*[T23p(i)+T25p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T24p(i); 
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T23p1= Fot*[T22p(i)+T24p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T23p(i); 
T22p1= Fot*[T21p(i)+T23p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T22p(i); 
T21p1= Fot*[T20p(i)+T22p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T21p(i); 
T20p1= Fot*[T19p(i)+T21p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T20p(i); 
T19p1= Fot*[T18p(i)+T20p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T19p(i); 
T18p1= Fot*[T17p(i)+T19p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T18p(i); 
T17p1= Fot*[T16p(i)+T18p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T17p(i); 
T16p1= Fot*[T15p(i)+T17p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T16p(i); 
T15p1= Fot*[T14p(i)+T16p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T15p(i); 
T14p1= Fot*[T13p(i)+T15p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T14p(i); 
T13p1= Fot*[T12p(i)+T14p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T13p(i); 
T12p1= Fot*[T11p(i)+T13p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T12p(i); 
T11p1= Fot*[T10p(i)+T12p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T11p(i); 
T10p1= Fot*[T9p(i)+T11p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T10p(i); 
T9p1= Fot*[T8p(i)+T10p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T9p(i); 
T8p1= Fot*[T7p(i)+T9p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T8p(i); 
T7p1= Fot*[T6p(i)+T8p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T7p(i); 
T6p1= Fot*[T5p(i)+T7p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T6p(i); 
T5p1= Fot*[T4p(i)+T6p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T5p(i); 
T4p1= Fot*[T3p(i)+T5p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T4p(i); 
T3p1= Fot*[T2p(i)+T4p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T3p(i); 
T2p1= Fot*[T1p(i)+T3p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T2p(i); 
T1p1= Fot*[T0p(i)+T2p(i)]+(1-2*Fot)*T1p(i); 
T0p1=((2*Fot)*(T1p(i)+(Bit*25)))+(1+(-2*Bit*Fot)-(2*Fot))*T0p(i); 

  
T401p(i+1)=T401p1; 
T400p(i+1)=T400p1; %Update the temperature for the next run 
T399p(i+1)=T399p1; 
T398p(i+1)=T398p1; 
T397p(i+1)=T397p1; 
T396p(i+1)=T396p1; 
T395p(i+1)=T395p1; 
T394p(i+1)=T394p1; 
T393p(i+1)=T393p1; 
T392p(i+1)=T392p1; 
T391p(i+1)=T391p1; 
T390p(i+1)=T390p1; 
T389p(i+1)=T389p1; 
T388p(i+1)=T388p1; 
T387p(i+1)=T387p1; 
T386p(i+1)=T386p1; 
T385p(i+1)=T385p1; 
T384p(i+1)=T384p1; 
T383p(i+1)=T383p1; 
T382p(i+1)=T382p1; 
T381p(i+1)=T381p1; 
T380p(i+1)=T380p1; 
T379p(i+1)=T379p1; 
T378p(i+1)=T378p1; 
T377p(i+1)=T377p1; 
T376p(i+1)=T376p1; 
T375p(i+1)=T375p1; 
T374p(i+1)=T374p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T373p(i+1)=T373p1; 
T372p(i+1)=T372p1; 
T371p(i+1)=T371p1; 
T370p(i+1)=T370p1; 
T369p(i+1)=T369p1; 
T368p(i+1)=T368p1; 
T367p(i+1)=T367p1; 
T366p(i+1)=T366p1; 
T365p(i+1)=T365p1; 
T364p(i+1)=T364p1; 
T363p(i+1)=T363p1; 
T362p(i+1)=T362p1; 
T361p(i+1)=T361p1; 
T360p(i+1)=T360p1; 
T359p(i+1)=T359p1; 
T358p(i+1)=T358p1; 
T357p(i+1)=T357p1; 
T356p(i+1)=T356p1; 
T355p(i+1)=T355p1; 
T354p(i+1)=T354p1; 
T353p(i+1)=T353p1; 
T352p(i+1)=T352p1; 
T351p(i+1)=T351p1; 
T350p(i+1)=T350p1; 
T349p(i+1)=T349p1; 
T348p(i+1)=T348p1; 
T347p(i+1)=T347p1; 
T346p(i+1)=T346p1; 
T345p(i+1)=T345p1; 
T344p(i+1)=T344p1; 
T343p(i+1)=T343p1; 
T342p(i+1)=T342p1; 
T341p(i+1)=T341p1; 
T340p(i+1)=T340p1; 
T339p(i+1)=T339p1; 
T338p(i+1)=T338p1; 
T337p(i+1)=T337p1; 
T336p(i+1)=T336p1; 
T335p(i+1)=T335p1; 
T334p(i+1)=T334p1; 
T333p(i+1)=T333p1; 
T332p(i+1)=T332p1; 
T331p(i+1)=T331p1; 
T330p(i+1)=T330p1; 
T329p(i+1)=T329p1; 
T328p(i+1)=T328p1; 
T327p(i+1)=T327p1; 
T326p(i+1)=T326p1; 
T325p(i+1)=T325p1; 
T324p(i+1)=T324p1; 
T323p(i+1)=T323p1; 
T322p(i+1)=T322p1; 
T321p(i+1)=T321p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T320p(i+1)=T320p1; 
T319p(i+1)=T319p1; 
T318p(i+1)=T318p1; 
T317p(i+1)=T317p1; 
T316p(i+1)=T316p1; 
T315p(i+1)=T315p1; 
T314p(i+1)=T314p1; 
T313p(i+1)=T313p1; 
T312p(i+1)=T312p1; 
T311p(i+1)=T311p1; 
T310p(i+1)=T310p1; 
T309p(i+1)=T309p1; 
T308p(i+1)=T308p1; 
T307p(i+1)=T307p1; 
T306p(i+1)=T306p1; 
T305p(i+1)=T305p1; 
T304p(i+1)=T304p1; 
T303p(i+1)=T303p1; 
T302p(i+1)=T302p1; 
T301p(i+1)=T301p1; 
T300p(i+1)=T300p1; 
T299p(i+1)=T299p1; 
T298p(i+1)=T298p1; 
T297p(i+1)=T297p1; 
T296p(i+1)=T296p1; 
T295p(i+1)=T295p1; 
T294p(i+1)=T294p1; 
T293p(i+1)=T293p1; 
T292p(i+1)=T292p1; 
T291p(i+1)=T291p1; 
T290p(i+1)=T290p1; 
T289p(i+1)=T289p1; 
T288p(i+1)=T288p1; 
T287p(i+1)=T287p1; 
T286p(i+1)=T286p1; 
T285p(i+1)=T285p1; 
T284p(i+1)=T284p1; 
T283p(i+1)=T283p1; 
T282p(i+1)=T282p1; 
T281p(i+1)=T281p1; 
T280p(i+1)=T280p1; 
T279p(i+1)=T279p1; 
T278p(i+1)=T278p1; 
T277p(i+1)=T277p1; 
T276p(i+1)=T276p1; 
T275p(i+1)=T275p1; 
T274p(i+1)=T274p1; 
T273p(i+1)=T273p1; 
T272p(i+1)=T272p1; 
T271p(i+1)=T271p1; 
T270p(i+1)=T270p1; 
T269p(i+1)=T269p1; 
T268p(i+1)=T268p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T267p(i+1)=T267p1; 
T266p(i+1)=T266p1; 
T265p(i+1)=T265p1; 
T264p(i+1)=T264p1; 
T263p(i+1)=T263p1; 
T262p(i+1)=T262p1; 
T261p(i+1)=T261p1; 
T260p(i+1)=T260p1; 
T259p(i+1)=T259p1; 
T258p(i+1)=T258p1; 
T257p(i+1)=T257p1; 
T256p(i+1)=T256p1; 
T255p(i+1)=T255p1; 
T254p(i+1)=T254p1; 
T253p(i+1)=T253p1; 
T252p(i+1)=T252p1; 
T251p(i+1)=T251p1; 
T250p(i+1)=T250p1; 
T249p(i+1)=T249p1; 
T248p(i+1)=T248p1; 
T247p(i+1)=T247p1; 
T246p(i+1)=T246p1; 
T245p(i+1)=T245p1; 
T244p(i+1)=T244p1; 
T243p(i+1)=T243p1; 
T242p(i+1)=T242p1; 
T241p(i+1)=T241p1; 
T240p(i+1)=T240p1; 
T239p(i+1)=T239p1; 
T238p(i+1)=T238p1; 
T237p(i+1)=T237p1; 
T236p(i+1)=T236p1; 
T235p(i+1)=T235p1; 
T234p(i+1)=T234p1; 
T233p(i+1)=T233p1; 
T232p(i+1)=T232p1; 
T231p(i+1)=T231p1; 
T230p(i+1)=T230p1; 
T229p(i+1)=T229p1; 
T228p(i+1)=T228p1; 
T227p(i+1)=T227p1; 
T226p(i+1)=T226p1; 
T225p(i+1)=T225p1; 
T224p(i+1)=T224p1; 
T223p(i+1)=T223p1; 
T222p(i+1)=T222p1; 
T221p(i+1)=T221p1; 
T220p(i+1)=T220p1; 
T219p(i+1)=T219p1; 
T218p(i+1)=T218p1; 
T217p(i+1)=T217p1; 
T216p(i+1)=T216p1; 
T215p(i+1)=T215p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T214p(i+1)=T214p1; 
T213p(i+1)=T213p1; 
T212p(i+1)=T212p1; 
T211p(i+1)=T211p1; 
T210p(i+1)=T210p1; 
T209p(i+1)=T209p1; 
T208p(i+1)=T208p1; 
T207p(i+1)=T207p1; 
T206p(i+1)=T206p1; 
T205p(i+1)=T205p1; 
T204p(i+1)=T204p1; 
T203p(i+1)=T203p1; 
T202p(i+1)=T202p1; 
T201p(i+1)=T201p1; 
T200p(i+1)=T200p1; 
T199p(i+1)=T199p1; 
T198p(i+1)=T198p1; 
T197p(i+1)=T197p1; 
T196p(i+1)=T196p1; 
T195p(i+1)=T195p1; 
T194p(i+1)=T194p1; 
T193p(i+1)=T193p1; 
T192p(i+1)=T192p1; 
T191p(i+1)=T191p1; 
T190p(i+1)=T190p1; 
T189p(i+1)=T189p1; 
T188p(i+1)=T188p1; 
T187p(i+1)=T187p1; 
T186p(i+1)=T186p1; 
T185p(i+1)=T185p1; 
T184p(i+1)=T184p1; 
T183p(i+1)=T183p1; 
T182p(i+1)=T182p1; 
T181p(i+1)=T181p1; 
T180p(i+1)=T180p1; 
T179p(i+1)=T179p1; 
T178p(i+1)=T178p1; 
T177p(i+1)=T177p1; 
T176p(i+1)=T176p1; 
T175p(i+1)=T175p1; 
T174p(i+1)=T174p1; 
T173p(i+1)=T173p1; 
T172p(i+1)=T172p1; 
T171p(i+1)=T171p1; 
T170p(i+1)=T170p1; 
T169p(i+1)=T169p1; 
T168p(i+1)=T168p1; 
T167p(i+1)=T167p1; 
T166p(i+1)=T166p1; 
T165p(i+1)=T165p1; 
T164p(i+1)=T164p1; 
T163p(i+1)=T163p1; 
T162p(i+1)=T162p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T161p(i+1)=T161p1; 
T160p(i+1)=T160p1; 
T159p(i+1)=T159p1; 
T158p(i+1)=T158p1; 
T157p(i+1)=T157p1; 
T156p(i+1)=T156p1; 
T155p(i+1)=T155p1; 
T154p(i+1)=T154p1; 
T153p(i+1)=T153p1; 
T152p(i+1)=T152p1; 
T151p(i+1)=T151p1; 
T150p(i+1)=T150p1; 
T149p(i+1)=T149p1; 
T148p(i+1)=T148p1; 
T147p(i+1)=T147p1; 
T146p(i+1)=T146p1; 
T145p(i+1)=T145p1; 
T144p(i+1)=T144p1; 
T143p(i+1)=T143p1; 
T142p(i+1)=T142p1; 
T141p(i+1)=T141p1; 
T140p(i+1)=T140p1; 
T139p(i+1)=T139p1; 
T138p(i+1)=T138p1; 
T137p(i+1)=T137p1; 
T136p(i+1)=T136p1; 
T135p(i+1)=T135p1; 
T134p(i+1)=T134p1; 
T133p(i+1)=T133p1; 
T132p(i+1)=T132p1; 
T131p(i+1)=T131p1; 
T130p(i+1)=T130p1; 
T129p(i+1)=T129p1; 
T128p(i+1)=T128p1; 
T127p(i+1)=T127p1; 
T126p(i+1)=T126p1; 
T125p(i+1)=T125p1; 
T124p(i+1)=T124p1; 
T123p(i+1)=T123p1; 
T122p(i+1)=T122p1; 
T121p(i+1)=T121p1; 
T120p(i+1)=T120p1; 
T119p(i+1)=T119p1; 
T118p(i+1)=T118p1; 
T117p(i+1)=T117p1; 
T116p(i+1)=T116p1; 
T115p(i+1)=T115p1; 
T114p(i+1)=T114p1; 
T113p(i+1)=T113p1; 
T112p(i+1)=T112p1; 
T111p(i+1)=T111p1; 
T110p(i+1)=T110p1; 
T109p(i+1)=T109p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T108p(i+1)=T108p1; 
T107p(i+1)=T107p1; 
T106p(i+1)=T106p1; 
T105p(i+1)=T105p1; 
T104p(i+1)=T104p1; 
T103p(i+1)=T103p1; 
T102p(i+1)=T102p1; 
T101p(i+1)=T101p1; 
T100p(i+1)=T100p1; 
T99p(i+1)=T99p1; 
T98p(i+1)=T98p1; 
T97p(i+1)=T97p1; 
T96p(i+1)=T96p1; 
T95p(i+1)=T95p1; 
T94p(i+1)=T94p1; 
T93p(i+1)=T93p1; 
T92p(i+1)=T92p1; 
T91p(i+1)=T91p1; 
T90p(i+1)=T90p1; 
T89p(i+1)=T89p1; 
T88p(i+1)=T88p1; 
T87p(i+1)=T87p1; 
T86p(i+1)=T86p1; 
T85p(i+1)=T85p1; 
T84p(i+1)=T84p1; 
T83p(i+1)=T83p1; 
T82p(i+1)=T82p1; 
T81p(i+1)=T81p1; 
T80p(i+1)=T80p1; 
T79p(i+1)=T79p1; 
T78p(i+1)=T78p1; 
T77p(i+1)=T77p1; 
T76p(i+1)=T76p1; 
T75p(i+1)=T75p1; 
T74p(i+1)=T74p1; 
T73p(i+1)=T73p1; 
T72p(i+1)=T72p1; 
T71p(i+1)=T71p1; 
T70p(i+1)=T70p1; 
T69p(i+1)=T69p1; 
T68p(i+1)=T68p1; 
T67p(i+1)=T67p1; 
T66p(i+1)=T66p1; 
T65p(i+1)=T65p1; 
T64p(i+1)=T64p1; 
T63p(i+1)=T63p1; 
T62p(i+1)=T62p1; 
T61p(i+1)=T61p1; 
T60p(i+1)=T60p1; 
T59p(i+1)=T59p1; 
T58p(i+1)=T58p1; 
T57p(i+1)=T57p1; 
T56p(i+1)=T56p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T55p(i+1)=T55p1; 
T54p(i+1)=T54p1; 
T53p(i+1)=T53p1; 
T52p(i+1)=T52p1; 
T51p(i+1)=T51p1; 
T50p(i+1)=T50p1; 
T49p(i+1)=T49p1; 
T48p(i+1)=T48p1; 
T47p(i+1)=T47p1; 
T46p(i+1)=T46p1; 
T45p(i+1)=T45p1; 
T44p(i+1)=T44p1; 
T43p(i+1)=T43p1; 
T42p(i+1)=T42p1; 
T41p(i+1)=T41p1; 
T40p(i+1)=T40p1; 
T39p(i+1)=T39p1; 
T38p(i+1)=T38p1; 
T37p(i+1)=T37p1; 
T36p(i+1)=T36p1; 
T35p(i+1)=T35p1; 
T34p(i+1)=T34p1; 
T33p(i+1)=T33p1; 
T32p(i+1)=T32p1; 
T31p(i+1)=T31p1; 
T30p(i+1)=T30p1; 
T29p(i+1)=T29p1; 
T28p(i+1)=T28p1; 
T27p(i+1)=T27p1; 
T26p(i+1)=T26p1; 
T25p(i+1)=T25p1; 
T24p(i+1)=T24p1; 
T23p(i+1)=T23p1; 
T22p(i+1)=T22p1; 
T21p(i+1)=T21p1; 
T20p(i+1)=T20p1; 
T19p(i+1)=T19p1; 
T18p(i+1)=T18p1; 
T17p(i+1)=T17p1; 
T16p(i+1)=T16p1; 
T15p(i+1)=T15p1; 
T14p(i+1)=T14p1; 
T13p(i+1)=T13p1; 
T12p(i+1)=T12p1; 
T11p(i+1)=T11p1; 
T10p(i+1)=T10p1; 
T9p(i+1)=T9p1; 
T8p(i+1)=T8p1; 
T7p(i+1)=T7p1; 
T6p(i+1)=T6p1; 
T5p(i+1)=T5p1; 
T4p(i+1)=T4p1; 
T3p(i+1)=T3p1; 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

T2p(i+1)=T2p1; 
T1p(i+1)=T1p1; 
T0p(i+1)=T0p1;  
i 
end 

  
%plotting the distribution over time for a full time interval 
Temp100=[T401p(i),T400p(i),T399p(i),T398p(i),T397p(i),T396p(i),T395p(i),T394p

(i),T393p(i),T392p(i),T391p(i),T390p(i),T389p(i),T388p(i),T387p(i),T386p(i),T

385p(i),T384p(i),T383p(i),T382p(i),T381p(i),T380p(i),T379p(i),T378p(i),T377p(

i),T376p(i),T375p(i),T374p(i),T373p(i),T372p(i),T371p(i),T370p(i),T369p(i),T3

68p(i),T367p(i),T366p(i),T365p(i),T364p(i),T363p(i),T362p(i),T361p(i),T360p(i

),T359p(i),T358p(i),T357p(i),T356p(i), 

T355p(i),T354p(i),T353p(i),T352p(i),T351p(i),T350p(i),T349p(i),T348p(i),T347p

(i),T346p(i),T345p(i),T344p(i),T343p(i),T342p(i),T341p(i),T340p(i),T339p(i),T

338p(i),T337p(i),T336p(i),T335p(i),T334p(i),T333p(i),T332p(i),T331p(i),T330p(

i),T329p(i),T328p(i),T327p(i),T326p(i),T325p(i),T324p(i),T323p(i),T322p(i),T3

21p(i),T320p(i),T319p(i),T318p(i),T317p(i),T316p(i),T315p(i),T314p(i),T313p(i

),T312p(i),T311p(i),T310p(i),T309p(i),T308p(i),T307p(i),T306p(i),T305p(i),T30

4p(i),T303p(i),T302p(i),T301p(i),T300p(i),T299p(i),T298p(i),T297p(i),T296p(i)

,T295p(i),T294p(i),T293p(i),T292p(i),T291p(i),T290p(i),T289p(i),T288p(i),T287

p(i),T286p(i),T285p(i),T284p(i),T283p(i),T282p(i),T281p(i),T280p(i),T279p(i),

T278p(i),T277p(i),T276p(i),T275p(i),T274p(i),T273p(i),T272p(i),T271p(i),T270p

(i),T269p(i),T268p(i),T267p(i),T266p(i),T265p(i),T264p(i),T263p(i),T262p(i),T

261p(i),T260p(i),T259p(i),T258p(i),T257p(i),T256p(i), 

T255p(i),T254p(i),T253p(i),T252p(i),T251p(i),T250p(i),T249p(i),T248p(i),T247p

(i),T246p(i),T245p(i),T244p(i),T243p(i),T242p(i),T241p(i),T240p(i),T239p(i),T

238p(i),T237p(i),T236p(i),T235p(i),T234p(i),T233p(i),T232p(i),T231p(i),T230p(

i),T229p(i),T228p(i),T227p(i),T226p(i),T225p(i),T224p(i),T223p(i),T222p(i),T2

21p(i),T220p(i),T219p(i),T218p(i),T217p(i),T216p(i),T215p(i),T214p(i),T213p(i

),T212p(i),T211p(i),T210p(i),T209p(i),T208p(i),T207p(i),T206p(i),T205p(i),T20

4p(i),T203p(i),T202p(i),T201p(i),T200p(i),T199p(i),T198p(i),T197p(i),T196p(i)

,T195p(i),T194p(i),T193p(i),T192p(i),T191p(i),T190p(i),T189p(i),T188p(i),T187

p(i),T186p(i),T185p(i),T184p(i),T183p(i),T182p(i),T181p(i),T180p(i),T179p(i),

T178p(i),T177p(i),T176p(i),T175p(i),T174p(i),T173p(i),T172p(i),T171p(i),T170p

(i),T169p(i),T168p(i),T167p(i),T166p(i),T165p(i),T164p(i),T163p(i),T162p(i),T

161p(i),T160p(i),T159p(i),T158p(i),T157p(i),T156p(i), 

T155p(i),T154p(i),T153p(i),T152p(i),T151p(i),T150p(i),T149p(i),T148p(i),T147p

(i),T146p(i),T145p(i),T144p(i),T143p(i),T142p(i),T141p(i),T140p(i),T139p(i),T

138p(i),T137p(i),T136p(i),T135p(i),T134p(i),T133p(i),T132p(i),T131p(i),T130p(

i),T129p(i),T128p(i),T127p(i),T126p(i),T125p(i),T124p(i),T123p(i),T122p(i),T1

21p(i),T120p(i),T119p(i),T118p(i),T117p(i),T116p(i),T115p(i),T114p(i),T113p(i

),T112p(i),T111p(i),T110p(i),T109p(i),T108p(i),T107p(i),T106p(i),T105p(i),T10

4p(i),T103p(i),T102p(i),T101p(i),T100p(i),T99p(i),T98p(i),T97p(i),T96p(i),T95

p(i),T94p(i),T93p(i),T92p(i),T91p(i),T90p(i),T89p(i),T88p(i),T87p(i),T86p(i),

T85p(i),T84p(i),T83p(i),T82p(i),T81p(i),T80p(i),T79p(i),T78p(i),T77p(i),T76p(

i),T75p(i),T74p(i),T73p(i),T72p(i),T71p(i),T70p(i),T69p(i),T68p(i),T67p(i),T6

6p(i),T65p(i),T64p(i),T63p(i),T62p(i),T61p(i),T60p(i),T59p(i),T58p(i),T57p(i)

,T56p(i),T55p(i),T54p(i),T53p(i),T52p(i),T51p(i),T50p(i),T49p(i),T48p(i),T47p

(i),T46p(i),T45p(i),T44p(i),T43p(i),T42p(i),T41p(i),T40p(i),T39p(i),T38p(i),T

37p(i),T36p(i),T35p(i),T34p(i),T33p(i),T32p(i),T31p(i),T30p(i),T29p(i),T28p(i

),T27p(i),T26p(i),T25p(i),T24p(i),T23p(i),T22p(i),T21p(i),T20p(i),T19p(i),T18 
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p(i),T17p(i),T16p(i),T15p(i),T14p(i),T13p(i),T12p(i),T11p(i),T10p(i),T9p(i),T

8p(i),T7p(i),T6p(i),T5p(i),T4p(i),T3p(i),T2p(i),T1p(i),T0p(i) ]; 
plot(Temp100); 
hold on 
n=0.50*(i); %plotting the distribution over time for a half time interval 
Temp50=[T401p(n),T400p(n),T399p(n),T398p(n),T397p(n),T396p(n),T395p(n),T394p(

n),T393p(n),T392p(n),T391p(n),T390p(n),T389p(n),T388p(n),T387p(n),T386p(n),T3

85p(n),T384p(n),T383p(n),T382p(n),T381p(n),T380p(n),T379p(n),T378p(n),T377p(n

),T376p(n),T375p(n),T374p(n),T373p(n),T372p(n),T371p(n),T370p(n),T369p(n),T36

8p(n),T367p(n),T366p(n),T365p(n),T364p(n),T363p(n),T362p(n),T361p(n),T360p(n)

,T359p(n),T358p(n),T357p(n),T356p(n), 

T355p(n),T354p(n),T353p(n),T352p(n),T351p(n),T350p(n),T349p(n),T348p(n),T347p

(n),T346p(n),T345p(n),T344p(n),T343p(n),T342p(n),T341p(n),T340p(n),T339p(n),T

338p(n),T337p(n),T336p(n),T335p(n),T334p(n),T333p(n),T332p(n),T331p(n),T330p(

n),T329p(n),T328p(n),T327p(n),T326p(n),T325p(n),T324p(n),T323p(n),T322p(n),T3

21p(n),T320p(n),T319p(n),T318p(n),T317p(n),T316p(n),T315p(n),T314p(n),T313p(n

),T312p(n),T311p(n),T310p(n),T309p(n),T308p(n),T307p(n),T306p(n),T305p(n),T30

4p(n),T303p(n),T302p(n),T301p(n),T300p(n),T299p(n),T298p(n),T297p(n),T296p(n)

,T295p(n),T294p(n),T293p(n),T292p(n),T291p(n),T290p(n),T289p(n),T288p(n),T287

p(n),T286p(n),T285p(n),T284p(n),T283p(n),T282p(n),T281p(n),T280p(n),T279p(n),

T278p(n),T277p(n),T276p(n),T275p(n),T274p(n),T273p(n),T272p(n),T271p(n),T270p

(n),T269p(n),T268p(n),T267p(n),T266p(n),T265p(n),T264p(n),T263p(n),T262p(n),T

261p(n),T260p(n),T259p(n),T258p(n),T257p(n),T256p(n), 

T255p(n),T254p(n),T253p(n),T252p(n),T251p(n),T250p(n),T249p(n),T248p(n),T247p

(n),T246p(n),T245p(n),T244p(n),T243p(n),T242p(n),T241p(n),T240p(n),T239p(n),T

238p(n),T237p(n),T236p(n),T235p(n),T234p(n),T233p(n),T232p(n),T231p(n),T230p(

n),T229p(n),T228p(n),T227p(n),T226p(n),T225p(n),T224p(n),T223p(n),T222p(n),T2

21p(n),T220p(n),T219p(n),T218p(n),T217p(n),T216p(n),T215p(n),T214p(n),T213p(n

),T212p(n),T211p(n),T210p(n),T209p(n),T208p(n),T207p(n),T206p(n),T205p(n),T20

4p(n),T203p(n),T202p(n),T201p(n),T200p(n),T199p(n),T198p(n),T197p(n),T196p(n)

,T195p(n),T194p(n),T193p(n),T192p(n),T191p(n),T190p(n),T189p(n),T188p(n),T187

p(n),T186p(n),T185p(n),T184p(n),T183p(n),T182p(n),T181p(n),T180p(n),T179p(n),

T178p(n),T177p(n),T176p(n),T175p(n),T174p(n),T173p(n),T172p(n),T171p(n),T170p

(n),T169p(n),T168p(n),T167p(n),T166p(n),T165p(n),T164p(n),T163p(n),T162p(n),T

161p(n),T160p(n),T159p(n),T158p(n),T157p(n),T156p(n), 

T155p(n),T154p(n),T153p(n),T152p(n),T151p(n),T150p(n),T149p(n),T148p(n),T147p

(n),T146p(n),T145p(n),T144p(n),T143p(n),T142p(n),T141p(n),T140p(n),T139p(n),T

138p(n),T137p(n),T136p(n),T135p(n),T134p(n),T133p(n),T132p(n),T131p(n),T130p(

n),T129p(n),T128p(n),T127p(n),T126p(n),T125p(n),T124p(n),T123p(n),T122p(n),T1

21p(n),T120p(n),T119p(n),T118p(n),T117p(n),T116p(n),T115p(n),T114p(n),T113p(n

),T112p(n),T111p(n),T110p(n),T109p(n),T108p(n),T107p(n),T106p(n),T105p(n),T10

4p(n),T103p(n),T102p(n),T101p(n),T100p(n),T99p(n),T98p(n),T97p(n),T96p(n),T95

p(n),T94p(n),T93p(n),T92p(n),T91p(n),T90p(n),T89p(n),T88p(n),T87p(n),T86p(n),

T85p(n),T84p(n),T83p(n),T82p(n),T81p(n),T80p(n),T79p(n),T78p(n),T77p(n),T76p(

n),T75p(n),T74p(n),T73p(n),T72p(n),T71p(n),T70p(n),T69p(n),T68p(n),T67p(n),T6

6p(n),T65p(n),T64p(n),T63p(n),T62p(n),T61p(n),T60p(n),T59p(n),T58p(n),T57p(n)

,T56p(n),T55p(n),T54p(n),T53p(n),T52p(n),T51p(n),T50p(n),T49p(n),T48p(n),T47p

(n),T46p(n),T45p(n),T44p(n),T43p(n),T42p(n),T41p(n),T40p(n),T39p(n),T38p(n),T

37p(n),T36p(n),T35p(n),T34p(n),T33p(n),T32p(n),T31p(n),T30p(n),T29p(n),T28p(n

),T27p(n),T26p(n),T25p(n),T24p(n),T23p(n),T22p(n),T21p(n),T20p(n),T19p(n),T18

p(n),T17p(n),T16p(n),T15p(n),T14p(n),T13p(n),T12p(n),T11p(n),T10p(n),T9p(n),T

8p(n),T7p(n),T6p(n),T5p(n),T4p(n),T3p(n),T2p(n),T1p(n),T0p(n) ]; 
plot(Temp50); 
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hold on 
m=0.25*(i);%plotting the distribution over time for a quater time interval 
Temp25=[T401p(m),T400p(m),T399p(m),T398p(m),T397p(m),T396p(m),T395p(m),T394p(

m),T393p(m),T392p(m),T391p(m),T390p(m),T389p(m),T388p(m),T387p(m),T386p(m),T3

85p(m),T384p(m),T383p(m),T382p(m),T381p(m),T380p(m),T379p(m),T378p(m),T377p(m

),T376p(m),T375p(m),T374p(m),T373p(m),T372p(m),T371p(m),T370p(m),T369p(m),T36

8p(m),T367p(m),T366p(m),T365p(m),T364p(m),T363p(m),T362p(m),T361p(m),T360p(m)

,T359p(m),T358p(m),T357p(m),T356p(m), 

T355p(m),T354p(m),T353p(m),T352p(m),T351p(m),T350p(m),T349p(m),T348p(m),T347p

(m),T346p(m),T345p(m),T344p(m),T343p(m),T342p(m),T341p(m),T340p(m),T339p(m),T

338p(m),T337p(m),T336p(m),T335p(m),T334p(m),T333p(m),T332p(m),T331p(m),T330p(

m),T329p(m),T328p(m),T327p(m),T326p(m),T325p(m),T324p(m),T323p(m),T322p(m),T3

21p(m),T320p(m),T319p(m),T318p(m),T317p(m),T316p(m),T315p(m),T314p(m),T313p(m

),T312p(m),T311p(m),T310p(m),T309p(m),T308p(m),T307p(m),T306p(m),T305p(m),T30

4p(m),T303p(m),T302p(m),T301p(m),T300p(m),T299p(m),T298p(m),T297p(m),T296p(m)

,T295p(m),T294p(m),T293p(m),T292p(m),T291p(m),T290p(m),T289p(m),T288p(m),T287

p(m),T286p(m),T285p(m),T284p(m),T283p(m),T282p(m),T281p(m),T280p(m),T279p(m),

T278p(m),T277p(m),T276p(m),T275p(m),T274p(m),T273p(m),T272p(m),T271p(m),T270p

(m),T269p(m),T268p(m),T267p(m),T266p(m),T265p(m),T264p(m),T263p(m),T262p(m),T

261p(m),T260p(m),T259p(m),T258p(m),T257p(m),T256p(m), 

T255p(m),T254p(m),T253p(m),T252p(m),T251p(m),T250p(m),T249p(m),T248p(m),T247p

(m),T246p(m),T245p(m),T244p(m),T243p(m),T242p(m),T241p(m),T240p(m),T239p(m),T

238p(m),T237p(m),T236p(m),T235p(m),T234p(m),T233p(m),T232p(m),T231p(m),T230p(

m),T229p(m),T228p(m),T227p(m),T226p(m),T225p(m),T224p(m),T223p(m),T222p(m),T2

21p(m),T220p(m),T219p(m),T218p(m),T217p(m),T216p(m),T215p(m),T214p(m),T213p(m

),T212p(m),T211p(m),T210p(m),T209p(m),T208p(m),T207p(m),T206p(m),T205p(m),T20

4p(m),T203p(m),T202p(m),T201p(m),T200p(m),T199p(m),T198p(m),T197p(m),T196p(m)

,T195p(m),T194p(m),T193p(m),T192p(m),T191p(m),T190p(m),T189p(m),T188p(m),T187

p(m),T186p(m),T185p(m),T184p(m),T183p(m),T182p(m),T181p(m),T180p(m),T179p(m),

T178p(m),T177p(m),T176p(m),T175p(m),T174p(m),T173p(m),T172p(m),T171p(m),T170p

(m),T169p(m),T168p(m),T167p(m),T166p(m),T165p(m),T164p(m),T163p(m),T162p(m),T

161p(m),T160p(m),T159p(m),T158p(m),T157p(m),T156p(m), 

T155p(m),T154p(m),T153p(m),T152p(m),T151p(m),T150p(m),T149p(m),T148p(m),T147p

(m),T146p(m),T145p(m),T144p(m),T143p(m),T142p(m),T141p(m),T140p(m),T139p(m),T

138p(m),T137p(m),T136p(m),T135p(m),T134p(m),T133p(m),T132p(m),T131p(m),T130p(

m),T129p(m),T128p(m),T127p(m),T126p(m),T125p(m),T124p(m),T123p(m),T122p(m),T1

21p(m),T120p(m),T119p(m),T118p(m),T117p(m),T116p(m),T115p(m),T114p(m),T113p(m

),T112p(m),T111p(m),T110p(m),T109p(m),T108p(m),T107p(m),T106p(m),T105p(m),T10

4p(m),T103p(m),T102p(m),T101p(m),T100p(m),T99p(m),T98p(m),T97p(m),T96p(m),T95

p(m),T94p(m),T93p(m),T92p(m),T91p(m),T90p(m),T89p(m),T88p(m),T87p(m),T86p(m),

T85p(m),T84p(m),T83p(m),T82p(m),T81p(m),T80p(m),T79p(m),T78p(m),T77p(m),T76p(

m),T75p(m),T74p(m),T73p(m),T72p(m),T71p(m),T70p(m),T69p(m),T68p(m),T67p(m),T6

6p(m),T65p(m),T64p(m),T63p(m),T62p(m),T61p(m),T60p(m),T59p(m),T58p(m),T57p(m)

,T56p(m),T55p(m),T54p(m),T53p(m),T52p(m),T51p(m),T50p(m),T49p(m),T48p(m),T47p

(m),T46p(m),T45p(m),T44p(m),T43p(m),T42p(m),T41p(m),T40p(m),T39p(m),T38p(m),T

37p(m),T36p(m),T35p(m),T34p(m),T33p(m),T32p(m),T31p(m),T30p(m),T29p(m),T28p(m

),T27p(m),T26p(m),T25p(m),T24p(m),T23p(m),T22p(m),T21p(m),T20p(m),T19p(m),T18

p(m),T17p(m),T16p(m),T15p(m),T14p(m),T13p(m),T12p(m),T11p(m),T10p(m),T9p(m),T

8p(m),T7p(m),T6p(m),T5p(m),T4p(m),T3p(m),T2p(m),T1p(m),T0p(m) ]; 
plot(Temp25); 

  
TTemp100=Temp100.'; 
TTemp50=Temp50.'; 
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TTemp25=Temp25.'; 
figure(2) 
Temp150=[T400p(i),T399p(i),T398p(i),T397p(i),T396p(i)]; 
plot(Temp150); 
Take=[TTemp100, TTemp50, TTemp25]; 
TT400p=T400p.'; 
TT401p=T401p.'; 
Nodes=[TT401p, TT400p]; 

 

 


